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Nelson Mosiapoa
I am a second generation of mine workers that came to work at the 

Kimberley diamond fields. As a child, growing up in a rough area, my 

dream was always to uplift myself. I worked hard on my education, and 

today I see myself as a social entrepreneur.

I also do philanthropic work, and together with a school 

principal at a special needs school, we started Mapaledi 

Disabled Children Trust. We collected almost R100 million 

over the last 12 years and these funds were used to 

purchase eight new busses, reskill teachers on early 

childhood development and a number of other 

initiatives, all for the benefit of disabled children.

ARC Investments 2020 Integrated Annual Report

UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

NORTHERN CAPE

The photographs on the cover page of this 
report, as well as those featured elsewhere 
in the report, are of actual shareholders of 

Ubuntu-Botho Investments (UBI), which is the 
majority shareholder in ARC Investments, and 

are reproduced with their permission.

When the opportunity to become part of Ubuntu-Botho Northern Cape 

Investments came knocking, I grabbed it with both hands. I wanted to start 

a building supply business and had already bought the land through a 

municipality incentive for new entrants into the property market. However, I 

needed funds for the infrastructure, so I utilised the Ubuntu-Botho funds for 

that purpose. The business did very well from the start, and in the first year 

of operations, we already declared dividends. Today I employ 35 people and I 

see on a daily basis what impact my business has on the community. I am also 

involved with other businesses and I can honestly say that Ubuntu-Botho gave 

me a lot of confidence, helped me to build relationships and opened 

doors for me.
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HOW TO NAVIGATE OUR INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT
This icon signifies related information elsewhere in this report

This icon signifies related information available on our website at www.arci.mu

Intellectual 
capital

Build Grow

Manufactured 
capital

Natural 
capital

OUR CAPITALS

Financial 
capital

Human 
capital

Social and 
relationship 
capital

We define our capitals on page 24

ABOUT THIS REPORT
This Integrated Annual Report covers the activities of African Rainbow Capital Investments Limited (ARC Investments/the Company/ARCI) for the 
year ended 30 June 2020. The report discusses the Company’s strategy, business model, material matters, stakeholders, performance in the year 
under review and outlook. It also contextualises the Company’s role in the UBI Group structure and overall value creation objectives.

REPORT BOUNDARY AND SCOPE
ARC Investments’ Audited Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2020 are available on the Company’s website at  www.arci.mu 
and cover the activities of the Company and the performance of its investments for the year. In considering the risks, opportunities and outcomes 
relevant to ARC Investments’ shareholders and other stakeholders, this report includes relevant information about Ubuntu-Botho Investments (UBI), 
African Rainbow Capital (ARC), African Rainbow Capital Financial Services Holdings (ARC FS), the ARC Fund Partnership (ARC Fund) and UBI General 
Partner Company (UBI GP). 

ARC
FS

ARC 
FUNDARCI

99.95% 49.9%51.1%100%

0.05%

100%

50.1%

UBI GP

Reporting boundary
Financial reporting boundary

ARCUBI

ABOUT THIS REPORT

OUR STRATEGY

OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE
This report should be read in conjunction with the following reports 
to get a comprehensive view of ARC Investments’ performance over 
the past financial year and its prospects:

www.arci.mu 

• SENS announcements; 
• Annual Financial Statements (AFS); 
• Notice of Annual General Meeting (AGM); and
• King IV™ compliance register.
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REPORTING SIZE AND STRUCTURE
There has been no material change to the size and structure of the company, 
relative to that published in the 2019 report, other than those related to 
ongoing investment activities aligned to the nature of the company. 

REPORTING FRAMEWORKS This report has been 
prepared to comply with the requirements of the Mauritius Companies 
Act (Act 15 of 2001) and the JSE Listings Requirements, as well as the 
recommendations of the King Report on Corporate Governance for South 
Africa (King IVTM). Financial information included in this report and the 
Annual Financial Statements has been prepared according to International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The report aligns with the guidance 
in the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) International <IR> 
Framework, which was adopted by the Board. 

MATERIALITY
The information in this report aims to give readers a clear understanding of 
matters that we believe have the potential to materially impact the Company’s 
ability to create value, whether that impact is positive or negative. As an 
investment holding company, our two key performance metrics are the 
Intrinsic Net Asset Value (INAV) and the Intrinsic Portfolio Value (IPV).

INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE
While this Integrated Annual Report is not independently assured, 
• The financial information disclosed is sourced from the Company’s 

Audited Annual Financial Statements. The Annual Financial statements 
were independently audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. Their audit 
opinion is included on page 24 of the Annual Financial Statements, which 
are available on our website, www.arci.mu.

• The Group and related entities’ ownership credentials have been verified 
by Express Verification Services (Pty) Ltd (a member of the Empowerdex 
group) and by EmpowerLogic (Pty) Ltd.

REPORTING CURRENCY
ARC Investments is incorporated in Mauritius and adheres to Mauritian 
company law. However, since the Company is listed on the JSE and A2X in 
South Africa, all amounts presented in the Integrated Annual Report are 
presented in South African Rand (ZAR).

DEFINITIONS

Intrinsic Portfolio 
Value (IPV) 

The Portfolio Value calculated in terms of IFRS¹, 
adjusted for non-IFRS measurements, mainly: 

• Valuing underlying listed investments on a 30-
day VWAP2 basis (instead of on a closing spot 
price), net of taxation; and 

• Valuing underlying listed investments after 
recognising a B-BBEE discount on a 30-day 
VWAP² basis, net of taxation. 

1 International Financial Reporting Standards 

2 Volume-weighted average price

Intrinsic Net Asset 
Value (INAV) 

The IPV plus cash and 
other net assets.

REPORTING APPROVAL
The ARC Investments Board believes the Integrated 

Annual Report has been prepared in accordance with 
best practice and addresses all relevant and material 

matters related to our business and performance, in a 
transparent manner. The report was reviewed by the 

Audit and Risk Committee of ARC Investments as well as 
the Audit and Risk Committee of the UBI General Partner.

CONTACT
We welcome feedback to improve the quality of our 

reporting to our stakeholders. Please address any feedback 
and questions to Ainsley Moos (investors@arci.mu).

RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
The Board of Directors acknowledges its responsibility 

for ensuring the integrity of this Integrated Annual 
Report. With the assistance of the Audit and Risk 
Committee, the Board has applied its mind to the 

report and believes it addresses all material matters and 
presents the integrated performance of the Company 
fairly. The Annual Financial Statements were approved 
by the Board of Directors on 14 September 2020.This 
report was approved by the Board of Directors of ARC 

Investments Limited on 28 September 2020.

Clive Msipha
Independent 
Non-executive Director

Mark Olivier
Independent 
Non-executive Director
Chairman of the Board

Refiloe Nkadimeng
Non-executive Director

Dr Renosi Mokate
Independent 
Non-executive Director

Tommy Lo Seen Chong
Independent 
Non-executive Director

Anil Currimjee
Independent 
Non-executive Director

Our material matters are discussed on page 14
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
ARC INVESTMENTS AT A GLANCE

African Rainbow Capital Investments Limited is an investment holding company 
incorporated in the Republic of Mauritius and listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) with a 

secondary listing on A2X. The principal activities of ARC Investments are aimed at offering shareholders 
long-term capital appreciation by indirectly investing in a diversified portfolio of unlisted and listed 

investments through the ARC Fund. ARC Investments holds a Category One Global Business License under 
the Mauritian Financial Services Act, 2007 and is regulated by the Mauritian Financial Services Commission. 

The company forms an integral part of the Ubuntu-Botho Investments (UBI) Group structure. 

KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS

BUSINESS STRUCTURE

Ubunto-Botho Investments 
(UBI) was created in 

2004, initially as Sanlam’s 
empowerment partner. The 

Company makes a difference 
in the lives of South Africans 
by being a premier Broad-
Based Black-owned and 
Black-controlled financial 

services group.

African Rainbow Capital 
(ARC) was created in 2015 as an 

operating investment entity to 
diversify UBI’s investment portfolio. 

The Company contributed its 
holdings in various non-financial 
services investments, plus 49.9% 
of its interest in ARC FS to ARCI, 
in exchange for shares in ARCI, 
amounting to 51.1% interest at 
time of listing ARCI. ARC assists 
UBI GP in sourcing investment 
opportunities for the ARC Fund 

and provides certain administrative 
and back office support.

ARC Financial Services 
Holdings (ARC FS) is the entity 
which houses all of the financial 
services investments (excluding 
Sanlam, which is directly held in 
UBI). The majority shareholding 
(50.1%) is directly held in ARC 
to ensure the empowerment 

status of financial services investee 
companies remain intact.

.

ARC Investments (ARCI) was 
incorporated as a Mauritian 
registered permanent-capital 

pooling vehicle. The Company 
was listed in 2017 as an 

investment entity offering 
shareholders the opportunity 

to participate in the long-term 
capital appreciation of the 

investments in the ARC Fund.

ARCI is a Limited Partner in the 
ARC Fund and plays no role in 
its day-to-day management or 

investment decisions.

The ARC Fund is an en 
commandite partnership 
between ARCI as Limited 
Partner and UBI GP as the 

General Partner. It is a Black-
owned empowerment private 
equity fund with a portfolio of 
diversified investments and a 

49.9% interest in ARC FS.

SANLAM

BROAD BASED BEE 
GROUPS

SANLAM UBUNTU-
BOTHO COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT TRUST

MOTSEPE FAMILY 
TRUST AND ENTITIES

UBUNTU-BOTHO 
INVESTMENTS

10
0%

18.1% voting interest
13.1% economic interest

50.1% 49.9% 

100% 50% 

51
.1

%

ARC INVESTMENTS
(99.5%)

UBI GENERAL PARTNER
(0.5%)

AFRICAN RAINBOW 
CAPITAL

FINANCIAL SERVICES

THE ARC FUND

DIVERSIFIED 
INVESTMENTS

ARCH EMERGING 
MARKETS PARTNERS 

LIMITED

TOTAL 
ASSETS

R10 002m R9.57

NAV PER 
SHARE

R11 139m

INTRINSIC 
PORTFOLIO VALUE

R9.54

INTRINSIC NAV  
PER SHARE

49

NUMBER OF 
INVESTEE 

COMPANIES

(30 June2019: R9 359m) (30 June 2019: R9.34) (2019:49)(2019: R9 878m) (30 June 2019: R9.45) 
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DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTSFINANCIAL 
SERVICES

30 JUNE 2020

g Listed shares R2 168 million

g Unlisted shares R8 971 million

19.3%

16.5%

80.7%

83.5%

Ubuntu-Botho Investments 
General Partner (UBI GP) is a 

wholly owned subsidiary of UBI. It is 
the fund manager of the ARC Fund 
and is assisted by ARC in terms of 

the Investment Services Agreement.

ARCH Emerging Markets Partners 
Limited (ARCH) is a specialist 

emerging markets investment advisor, 
founded in 2018. The Company 

advises on several emerging market 
themes in East and West Africa, 

focusing primarily on cold storage, 
private credit opportunities, renewable 

energy and resources.

MAJOR 
INVESTMENTS

(These investments comprise 
c. 70% of ARC Investments’ 
total portfolio)

30 JUNE 2019

g Listed shares R1 545 million

g Unlisted shares R7 814 million 
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
HOW THE UBI GROUP PARTNERSHIP ADDS VALUE

UBUNTU-BOTHO 
INVESTMENTS 

(UBI)

AFRICAN 
RAINBOW 

CAPITAL (ARC)

• A well-diversified portfolio of high-quality investments

• Access to unique unlisted investments with high growth 
prospects, with an emphasis on market disruptors, and 
access to the entry level segment of the market

• Disciplined investment against a challenging target hurdle 
rate

• Typically acquiring quality assets at a discount to market 
value, given our B-BBEE contribution/credentials

• Experienced investment team

• Sanlam's B-BBEE partner and access to, as well as 
co-ownership of, selected businesses within Sanlam

• Robust governance practices

• Meaningful social transformation and impact

• Strong B-BBEE ownership credentials to companies with a 
primary need for a B-BBEE partner

• Impact and benefit of being the B-BBEE partner to our investee 
companies

• Financial stability and access to funding

• Extensive business network to leverage excellent reputation and 
strength of the ARC brand

• Leadership with an excellent track record

• Synergistic and networking potential with other companies in 
the portfolio

• Proven business acumen and strategic support

• Established market position

• A demonstrable track-record

• Investments in the “Diversified Investments” pool offer significant 
access to clients for the Financial Services businesses

The values that form the foundation 
of everything we do are respect, 

integrity, accountability and excellence.

WHAT WE OFFER 
INVESTEE COMPANIES

WHAT WE OFFER 
SHAREHOLDERS

ARC Investments’ business philosophy has two distinct focus areas 
– on the one hand it is about consistently creating value for our 
stakeholders and, on the other hand, it is about positively contributing 
to the lives of ordinary South Africans. We create value for stakeholders, 
and primarily shareholders, by using our status as a Black economic 
empowerment player, as well as our strong balance sheet, to acquire 
minority interests in companies and manage this capital for the benefit 

of stakeholders. Over time, we assist investee companies at a strategic 
level to ensure the unlocking of value. From the value created and 
dividends paid, the wider UBI Group is able to make a difference on a 
much broader front by supporting deserving communities and causes 
through wide-ranging social and corporate investment initiatives. We 
strive to uplift previously disadvantaged individuals by assisting them 
to achieve financial independence during their lives. 

OUR BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY
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AFRICAN 
RAINBOW CAPITAL 

INVESTMENTS

UBI COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT 

TRUST

• Financial inclusivity and broad social benefits are fundamental principles of the UBI Group:

 ° A singular focus on the transformation of our society through broad-based wealth creation

 ° Redistributing wealth to uplift poor, marginalised and disadvantaged communities, with significant financial flows 
to development trusts and community groups

 ° Supporting organisations that focus on health care for vulnerable communities, education, development, sport, 
culture, and social upliftment

 ° Economic inclusion – ARC Investments is indirectly invested in companies that offer cost-effective services to entry-level 
market segments

• Developing a world-class Black-owned, Black-controlled business 

• Sustainable social infrastructure - food security, renewable energy and sustainable mining

• Training programmes that aim to accelerate and develop financial services experience for black graduates to fast-track 
them to become valuable contributors to their teams and companies

The vision of the UBI Group is to be a 
premier Black-owned and controlled financial 
services organisation, benefitting each of our 

stakeholders, and positively contributing to the 
lives of ordinary South Africans.

WHAT WE 
OFFER SOCIETY

VALUE ADDED INDICATORS

Net Investment

R1 641 million
Retained for growth

R123 million
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Nonhlanhla Mkhize

I own a small business and I love 

being a businesswoman. I use the 

dividends I receive from Ubuntu-

Botho to top up my business 

capital requirements. I am happy to 

say that my business grows more 

and more every day. I will never 

sell my Ubuntu-Botho shares and I 

know that the dividends I receive 

will enable my family and I to live 

a good life!

UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

KWAZULU-NATAL
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UBI founded as Sanlam’s 
empowerment partners -acquires 

an 8% equity interest in Sanlam 
Limited at a value of c. R1.2 billion.

The partnership matures with UBI’s interest 
in Sanlam having risen to 13.5% at a value 
of c. R15 billion.

The partnership agreement is extended for 
at least ten years.

ARC is established to diversify UBI’s asset 
base beyond the shareholding in Sanlam. 
ARC acquires strategic equity interests in 
financial services product providers, and 

significant minority empowerment interests in 
non-financial services businesses.

The ARC Fund is established. ARC 
Investments is founded and listed on the JSE 
as a Limited Partner in the ARC Fund. ARC 
Investments provides shareholders with an 
opportunity to grow their capital through its 
single investment in the ARC Fund.

Sanlam shareholders voted at a General 
Meeting for the Company to do series 
of transactions that would significantly 

strengthen its South African 
operations and position the Company 

for future growth through enhancing 
its economic empowerment credentials. 

ARC Investments’ share of the ARC Fund’s 
Intrinsic NAV reaches R9 854 million

49 underlying investments 

Diversification outside South Africa through 
ARCH Emerging Market Partners Limited.

First foray into entry-level life insurance segment 
as African Rainbow Life starts to operate.

ARC FS acquires control of TymeBank and 
thereby, making banking a key pillar of 
the ARC Fund’s value creation journey.

Fund maturity and fewer new investments

Focus shifting towards value extraction 
from existing investments

Acquisition of Capital Legacy

Complete the implementation of the new  
Sanlam BEE transaction.

ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
OUR HISTORY

20
13

20
04

20
15

20
17

20
18

20
20

20
19
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
KEY FEATURES

IFRS NAV Per Share Increase of 1.3% to R9.57
(30 June 2019: R9.45)

Intrinsic Portfolio Value R11 139 million 
(30 June 2019: R9 359 million) 
R1 019 million of the increase was funded by Diversified Investments and Financial 
Services Portfolio debt

Cash in the ARC Fund of R61 million
(30 June 2019: R725 million)
Fully underwritten R 750 million Rights Offer announced on 15 September 2020

TymeBank has signed on 1.9 million customers 
of which 50% were active at 30 June 2020.

The ARC Fund’s effective share in Alexander Forbes 
Group Holdings Limited increased to 17.5 %

        fair value increase of R479 million
        launched 5G successfully

INAV Per Share Increase of 2.1% to R9.54 mainly 
as a result of the increased value of
(30 June 2019: R9.34)
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
SOCIO ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

Context within which ARC Investments operates

Current market dynamics

The South African equity 
market is currently 
relatively volatile

International investors are 
exiting South Africa/JSE

Market sentiment on 
investment holding 

companies remains cautious

Subdued operating environment for investee companies 

• A further slowdown in economic activity, continued political uncertainty, and poor 
management of public enterprises and funds leading to a deterioration in the fiscal situation

• Increased economic uncertainty and loss of business confidence

• Subdued consumer confidence, resulting in decreased business activity 

• Trading environment which is not conducive to employment creation, with prospect of 
increased job losses over short to medium term

• Cost consciousness consumers demanding value

• Inability or weakened ability to trade under lockdown conditions 

• Strong surge in demand for data and technology due to increased working from home

• Business models being reviewed to reduce risks, capitalise on emerging opportunities, preserve 
cash and enhance liquidity

COVID-19 has resulted in 
major global economic and 
financial market uncertainty

In South Africa, COVID-19 
has exacerbated an already 

ailing economy

The SA economy is expected 
to be subdued for at least 
another two to three years
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
MATERIAL MATTERS

The table below provides details of the matters that have the potential to materially impact ARC Investments’ ability to create value for its 
stakeholders. These material matters are derived from a consideration of the relevant financial and non-financial risks, opportunities and other 
factors that affect the strategy, performance, prospects, stakeholders and governance of the Company and its related entities.

GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL

Continuation of our B-BBEE status as a key competitive aspect of ARC Investments’ positioning

Material matter Risks and opportunities Our response Strategic impact Capital outcome

The ARC Fund’s B-BBEE 
status is a key aspect 
of its competitive 
positioning in the value 
proposition offered to 
investee companies.

The broad base of black 
shareholders (individuals 
and groups) continues 
to benefit as ARC 
Investments, and related 
entities, deliver financial 
growth and returns over 
the long-term.

Stakeholders affected:
• Shareholders
• Investee companies
• Communities

Risks

• The broad base of black 
shareholders needs to remain 
invested in the Group as this is a 
key aspect of the value proposition 
that we offer to investee 
companies.

• The Group’s approach to 
empowerment depends on having 
a broad base, rather than one or a 
few individual shareholders.

Opportunities

• Identifying unique and cost-
effective ways of expanding the 
Group’s empowerment status 
– to the benefit of our investee 
companies and other business 
partners.

• Expanding the value created for 
the Group’s existing broad base of 
black shareholders.

• The Group 
pro-actively 
communicates with 
its empowerment 
shareholders on an 
ongoing basis.

• Engagements with 
empowerment 
shareholders 
include updates on 
the financial health 
of the UBI Group.

• Continue to offer 
value to both 
investee companies 
as well as black 
shareholders.

• UBI shareholders 
derive value from 
their participation 
and therefore want 
to remain invested 
over the long-term.

• Improved 
shareholder 
relationships.

• Better informed 
shareholders.

Continuation of our B-BBEE status is a key competitive aspect of 
ARC Investments’ positioning

Our material matters

Robust corporate governance

Capital allocation should be targeted at investments where returns on 
capital employed exceed our required hurdle rate

Growth in assets under management

Portfolio performance against the hurdle rate

Enhancement of stand-alone portfolio performance by driving synergies

Leveraging and maintaining good stakeholder relationships and networks
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GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL

Capital allocation

Material matter Risks and opportunities Our response Strategic impact Capital outcome

Funds are directed to 
meet strategic objectives 
and growth ambitions.

Stakeholders affected:
• Shareholders
• Investor community
• Communities

Risks

• Non-optimal use of limited 
financial resources.

• Incorrect allocation of capital.

• Investment portfolio not well 
diversified.

Opportunities

• Establishing an optimal capital 
allocation model to optimise value.

• Allocating capital to enhance 
the sustainability of financial 
resources.

• An investment 
policy that guides 
the capital 
allocation is 
formulated and 
approved by the 
UBI GP Board.

• Management 
adhering to the 
policy by allocating 
capital, where the 
risk adjusted returns 
on capital employed 
exceeds the required 
hurdle rate.

• Optimal use of 
capital underpins 
the growth and 
sustainability of the 
business.

• Judicious capital 
allocation allows 
ARC Investments 
to maintain a 
favourable financial 
position when 
raising funds 
from investors or 
financiers.

• Enhances the long-
term sustainability 
of the business.

• Inspires stakeholder 
confidence in the 
leadership of the 
business.

Growth in assets under management (AuM)

Material matter Risks and opportunities Our response Strategic impact Capital outcome

To have the ability to 
deploy cash into new 
investment opportunities.

To demonstrate that 
capital allocation is 
paying off in terms of 
growth in existing assets 
and the ability to acquire 
new assets.

This is an important 
indicator of value 
creation and supports the 
share price.

Risks

• In the absence of capital 
distribution (e.g. dividends) a 
decrease in AuM is viewed as 
being value destructive, which 
could create adverse investor 
reaction.

• A stagnant AuM situation, or lack 
of performance, could affect the 
ARC Fund’s ability to market its 
value proposition to prospective 
investee companies, which 
could negatively affect investor 
confidence in ARC Investments.

Opportunities

• As ARC is continuing to further 
establish its position in the market, 
we have more options to decide 
on new partnerships to grow our 
AuM.

• Deriving synergies between related 
businesses will result in an increase 
in AuM.

• Management 
favours investing 
in a balance of 
new and disrupting 
businesses and 
established 
businesses, backing 
good leadership.

• Achieving the 
strategic objective 
of healthy asset 
growth combined 
with meeting the 
return hurdle rate 
(after costs and 
fees) of >16%.

• Investor sentiment 
is positively 
impacted with a 
commensurate 
recognition in the 
share price.

• Proof that the 
Group’s value 
proposition is 
relevant to all 
stakeholders.

• Supports the ARC 
Fund’s growth 
ambitions.
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GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL

Portfolio performance against the hurdle rate

Material matter Risks and opportunities Our response Strategic impact Capital outcome

Lead indicator of value 
creation for stakeholders.

Ensures that stakeholders 
attach value to their 
relationship with the 
Group.

Risks

•  A number of investee companies 
do not meet their respective 
risk-adjusted hurdle rates 
which negatively impact ARC 
Investment’s combined portfolio 
hurdle rate.

• If the overall portfolio performance 
does not exceed the required 
hurdle rate, intrinsic value is not 
enhanced, resulting in negative 
investor sentiment.

Opportunities

• Investing in portfolio businesses 
where the risk-adjusted return 
exceeds the hurdle rate.

• With Board 
representation 
on each of the 
investee companies, 
we support 
management to 
execute the agreed 
strategies.

• Regular 
performance 
reviews of 
underlying 
businesses with 
management

• Favourable market 
sentiment is proof 
to our stakeholders 
that we are able 
to deliver on our 
strategic objectives.

• Inspired investor 
confidence.

• Enhances ARC 
Investments’ value 
and the value of 
the ARC brand.

Enhancement of stand-alone portfolio performance by driving synergies

Material matter Risks and opportunities Our response Strategic impact Capital outcome

Investment decisions are 
made on the strength 
of the stand-alone 
business and synergistic 
opportunities that may 
arise.

Synergistic opportunities 
lead to enhanced value 
creation and further 
strengthen the individual 
businesses.

Risks

• Lack of synergistic opportunities 
may limit the ability to enhance 
the overall portfolio performance.

• Value creation of stand-alone 
businesses could likewise 
be inhibited if synergistic 
opportunities do not exist or 
cannot be unlocked.

Opportunities

• Introducing the different 
leaderships of the financial services 
investee companies to each other.

• Within the diversified investments 
businesses, opportunities exist to 
encourage interaction between 
leaderships in the same sector 
(e.g. agriculture).

• To exploree possible synergistic 
opportunities.

• ARC hosts an 
annual Business 
Partner Conference 
to create a platform 
where interaction is 
facilitated.

• It provides the 
opportunity for the 
leaderships of the 
various financial 
services and 
diversified investee 
companies to 
meet and explore 
opportunities for 
synergy potential.

• Opportunity to 
explore joint 
partnerships or 
alliances among 
relevant investee 
companies, which 
could possibly result 
in a smaller number 
of companies in 
portfolio.

• Where synergistic 
opportunities 
make sense, the 
possibility of close 
collaboration or 
even a merger may 
arise.

• Positive impact 
on asset growth, 
revenue and cash 
flows.

• Enhances the 
possibility to deliver 
on the growth 
and value creation 
expectations.

ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
MATERIAL MATTERS CONTINUED
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GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL

Leveraging and maintaining good stakeholder relationships and networks

Material matter Risks and opportunities Our response Strategic impact Capital outcome

Our business operates in 
a broader network and 
is dependent on other 
stakeholders to succeed.

We are likely to succeed 
if, through reciprocity, we 
can offer value to, and 
realise value from these 
relationships.

Risks

• Optimal stakeholder relations must 
be sustained to ensure we obtain 
value from such relationships.

• Irregular stakeholder engagements 
could result in sub-optimal 
stakeholder relations, which in turn 
can erode the value stakeholders 
may experience from us.

• Possible contagion where a 
stakeholder suffers poor financial 
performance or ethical misconduct.

Opportunities

• Deriving value from the relationship 
requires the Group to be clear 
with stakeholders regarding our 
expectations of their conduct.

• Ongoing opportunities to do more 
with stakeholders and therefore 
realise more value, to the benefit 
of both parties.

• ARC appointed 
an executive to 
take ownership of 
Group stakeholder 
relations and drive 
the process to 
yield benefits to all 
parties.

• Management is 
prioritising specific 
initiatives to expand 
its stakeholder 
relations offering.

• Stakeholder 
relations will 
be directed to 
support strategy 
implementation.

• Value accruing to 
stakeholders must 
be maintained 
to succeed with 
stakeholder 
relations.

• Enhances the ARC 
brand.

• Supports morale 
among our 
employees and 
the notion of 
value creation 
at the investee 
companies.

Corporate governance

Material matter Risks and opportunities Our response Strategic impact Capital outcome

Trust and ethical business 
conduct underpin our 
stakeholder relations.

Since we aim to 
invest for the long 
term, we uphold strict 
corporate governance 
requirements.

Risks

• Stakeholders, and shareholders 
in particular, have an extreme 
sensitivity to poor governance.

• Weak corporate governance 
practices tend to be severely 
punished by providers of capital 
(both investors and financiers).

Opportunities

• Stakeholder confidence is based 
on business performance as well 
as leadership conduct. Efforts to 
improve governance, therefore, 
benefit the organisation.

• The ARC Fund 
invests in 
businesses with 
good corporate 
governance track 
records.

• We will consider 
divesting from 
businesses 
where corporate 
governance is poor.

• Good corporate 
governance is 
a key driver of 
stakeholder 
confidence and 
allows the business 
to attain its 
strategic objectives 
sustainably.

• Inspires investor 
confidence.

• Strengthens the 
Group’s relationship 
with investee 
companies.
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
STRATEGIC INTENT

ARC Investments’ aim is to build a Broad-Based Black-controlled investment vehicle of significant 
scale through a diversified portfolio of high-quality investments. The Company seeks to utilise its 

empowerment credentials, balance sheet strength, astute capital management, the business track 
record of its leadership team, as well as its brand, to invest in businesses that will provide the best 
possible return on equity and long-term sustainable growth. In this way, we create value for our 

stakeholders, and yield a positive impact on communities in South Africa.

 STRATEGY PHASE 1: BUILD

Strategic focus areas Strategic aspirations
Key performance indicators 
(KPI)

Performance in 2020

• Acquire significant 
minority stakes in 
businesses that 
have the potential 
to exceed our 
16% hurdle rate 
and will suit our 
building block 
approach, after 
establishing 
primary need for a 
B-BBEE partner.

• Establish the ARC 
Fund as a leading 
empowerment investor 

• Leverage ARC’s 
networks to access 
unique investments

• Investee companies’ B-BBEE status 

• Impact of B-BBEE shareholder 
on investee companies’ financial 
position 

• Cash position in the ARC Fund

• Intrinsic Portfolio Value

• Intrinsic Net Asset Value 

• On 30 June 2020, the ARC Fund 
had virtually deployed all of the 
R4.4 billion cash that was raised 
during listing in 2017 and had 
remaining cash of R61 million. 
A capital raise in the form of a 
R750 million Rights Offer was 
therefore announced on  
15 September 2020

• All investee companies invested in 
benefited from enhanced B-BBEE 
status from Black ownership

Build – Financial Services

The ARC Fund’s strategy for the Financial Services 
portfolio is to be an investor in leading providers of 

banking, asset management and insurance (life insurance, 
short term insurance and health) and specialist financial 

services, thereby creating a holistic financial service 
offering to clients. The objective is to follow a focused 
financial services’ sector strategy that seeks to develop 
revenue synergies between investments in distribution 
businesses and investments in related financial services 

product providers with significant market reach.

Build - Diversified Investments

Our approach with Diversified Investments is to 
partner with leading industry or sector specialists 
in sectors that we believe will be key in years to 

come. Investments in these sectors are made where 
demonstrable growth potential exist which would 
further the objective of delivering returns above 
the internal return target of 16%. We see these 

investments as a combination of growth assets as well 
as businesses that are about to reach a steady state, 

but still generate sustainable cash flows.

In executing our strategy to create long-term shared value, we aim to deliver on four value goals:

Meeting our 16% net return 
hurdle rate (after fees and 
costs) for the portfolio

Driving synergistic 
opportunities between 
companies

Acquiring investments at an 
appropriate B-BBEE discount, 
especially where we are 
required to be locked in for 
a number of years

Leveraging our network 
to allow us to participate 
in unique investment 
opportunities which are rarely 
available to general investors
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 STRATEGY PHASE 2: GROW 

Strategic focus areas Strategic aspirations
Key performance indicators 
(KPI)

Performance in 2020

• Grow the 
portfolio through 
improved business 
performance and 
synergy potential.

• Leveraging the ARC 
leadership’s network 
and the strength of 
its brand.

• Achieve superior 
investment returns 

• Drive synergies across 
our building blocks 

• Growth in Intrinsic Portfolio 
Value (IPV) 

• Cash generation of individual 
investee companies 

• Increased profitability of 
individual investee companies 

• The ARC Fund cash returns 

• Intrinsic investment in the ARC 
Fund increased by 2.1% to  
R9 948 million 

• Intrinsic Net Asset Value (INAV) per 
share of the ARC Fund increased by 
2.1% to R9.54 per share 

• IFRS Net Asset Value (NAV) per 
share increased to R9.57 per share 

With 49 investee companies (directly and indirectly) and a portfolio 
value of R11 139 million on 30 June 2020, ARC Investments 
considers the portfolio now primarily in place, having had pleasing 
success in utilising its B-BBEE credentials to gain access to unique 
unlisted investments with substantial growth prospects. The 
Company’s strong emphasis on market disruptors and access to 
the entry level of the market is aimed at driving high growth, as 
well as increased resilience within the portfolio.

Our strategic focus also includes ensuring that robust governance 
and human resources structures and policies support the strategy 
and objectives of ARC Investments, as well as the underlying 
portfolio businesses.

In the post-COVID environment, the focus for many companies 
across the globe has shifted from growth to survival, adjustment 
of business models and strengthening of balance sheets. We have 
been pleasantly surprised by the decisive actions that the respective 
investee management teams have taken during the COVID-19 
crisis, working aggressively to change operating models, cut costs, 
and implement corrective measures to keep the businesses viable. 

For us, this emphasised again that ARC Investments supported the 
right management teams. ARC Investments has increased its cash 
arsenal with additional funding lines to provide further support to 
our investee companies.

The next phase of the Build strategy will look towards optimising and 
consolidating the investments portfolio, as appropriate. The current 
strong focus on cash management and liquidity may also accelerate 
certain disposals/exits, particularly in investments lacking requisite fit 
within the portfolio, or where a premium to market valuation may 
be realised. Consolidation of some of the business entities may also 
create more robust platforms for growth.

The General Partner has initiated the second phase of its strategy 
- facilitating relationship building within its portfolio with the 
specific aim of ensuring that synergistic opportunities are actively 
explored. This will ultimately build a more holistic portfolio where 
the underlying businesses leverage off one another. The annual 
Business Partner Conference facilitated by ARC is an important 
apparatus to encourage interaction between management of the 
underlying investee companies.

This second phase of ARC Investments’ strategy offers significant opportunity for value creation. This will, however, likely take longer 
to achieve especially against the current socio economic background. We are nevertheless encouraged by the progress to date.
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
OUR BUSINESS MODEL
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BUILD
Acquire significant minority stakes in 
businesses that have the potential to exceed 
our 16% net return hurdle rate and our 
building block approach after establishing 
primary need for a B-BBEE partner.

PRIMARY INPUTS STRATEGIC ACTIVITIES

OUR SHAREHOLDERS
• Broad-based empowerment 

through shareholding in UBI
• Institutional and retail 

investors participate through 
ARC Investments

ARC NETWORK
(includes access to other 
investee companies and 
business partners)

B-BBEE CREDENTIALS

FUNDING THROUGH 
EQUITY INVESTMENT 
AND DEBT

GROW
Grow the portfolio through improved 
business performance and synergy 
potential by leveraging the network of 
ARC leadership and strength of its brand.

refer to page 18 for more detail
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• Value creation supports 
sustainable B-BBEE and 
financial inclusivity

• Enhanced reputation and 
further improved access to 
investment opportunities

• Strengthened relationship 
with investee companies

Our purpose is to be a permanent capital Black-owned and Black-controlled 

entity offering solid B-BBEE credentials to investee companies in which we invest.

 O
ur vision, values, principles and governance structures

PRIMARY OUTCOMESOUTPUTS

A portfolio of listed and unlisted growth and early stage businesses 
with strong growth prospects and potential for synergies within and 

across sectors.

• Increase in INAV
• Increased cash generation
• Strengthened balance sheet

DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS 
(NON-FINANCIAL)

Agriculture

Telecommunications

Property

Other (Small Private 
Equity Investments)

Mining, Construction 
and Energy

Business Process 
Outsourcing

FINANCIAL SERVICES 
INVESTMENTS

Insurance and Asset 
Management

Specialist Financial 
Services

Banking

refer to page 50 for more detail refer to page 8 for more detail
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OUR INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE 
ARC Investments, through its holding in the ARC Fund, aims to invest in a diversified portfolio of underlying investments that provide 
shareholders with superior long-term returns. Our goal is to grow Intrinsic NAV by more than 16% per annum over the medium to 
long term, gross of dividend distributions but net of any management fees paid to the General Partner of the ARC Fund and any 
performance participation. Investee companies are expected to exceed this minimum risk-adjusted return hurdle on a stand-alone 
basis. The return threshold for start-up businesses is increased to reflect the higher risks attached to early stage ventures relative to 
established businesses. 

OUR INVESTMENT PARAMETERS 
ARC Investments is a Limited Partner (passive investor) in the ARC Fund, which provides exposure to a select range of sectors. The ARC 
Fund’s investment policy may be implemented through a variety of financial instruments. The Fund does not have a target size and may 
be geared, as appropriate, to meet its investment strategy.

ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
OUR INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY

WHAT WE LOOK FOR

Business must have the potential to 
exceed the Fund’s 16% hurdle rate 
on a risk-adjusted basis

Commercial prospects to be 
enhanced by having strong 
empowerment credentials 

Early stage businesses with 
significant potential for capital growth

A demonstrable track record

Experienced, qualified and 
aligned management

Established market position 
and footprint

Acquire significant minority stakes with 
strong minority protections

Strong cash flow generation

Consolidation, synergistic and cross-selling 
opportunities with existing investments 
in the portfolio

Solid growth prospects

Sustainability and positive social impact

Commitment to ethical business practices

Specific focus on disruptive businesses 
and innovation potential
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HOW WE INVEST
The ARC Fund invests in a select range of sectors and through a variety of listed and unlisted equity and financial instruments. Our 
preference is growth and early-maturity stage businesses in which management teams are appropriately incentivised. 

The ARC Fund will not invest in any prospective portfolio company where a material portion of such portfolio company’s business 
activities and operations (as at the date of investment) constitute a Prohibited Activity as defined in the Investment Guidelines. These 
are available on the Company’s website www.arci.mu.

INVESTMENT NO-GO ZONES

Any form of forced labour or harmful child labour

Involvement in any illegal activities

The manufacturing of equipment primarily designated for military purposes

Production or manufacture of, or trade in, tobacco or tobacco-related products, pornography, 
wildlife products, unbonded asbestos, illegal drugs or substances

Trading in rough diamonds with any country which is not a participant in the Kimberley 
Process Certification Scheme

Drift net fishing in the marine environment using nets in excess of 2.5 km in length
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
OUR CAPITALS

Financial 
capital

The Company’s bold growth ambitions require sustainable funding. Our financial capitals are 
comprised of our shareholders as well as debt funders. 

African Rainbow Capital was established to further 
UBI’s aim to make a difference in the lives of South 
Africans. As the capital-raising and investment 
entity for the UBI Group, ARC Investments plays 
a key role in delivering the benefits arising from 

sustainable B-BBEE. Our extensive networks 
across the Group, our shareholders, investee 
companies, and the communities in which we 
operate, represent further aspects of our social and 
relationship capital.

The Group’s direct environmental impact is 
insignificant, but our investee companies 
require access to clean water and air, as well as 
a stable supply of electricity to operate. While 
the ARC Fund also has exposure to mining and 
agricultural businesses, most of them operate 

in the secondary space rather than the primary 
industry value chain. Those resources form 
part of our natural capital and we support 
businesses that use natural resources in a 
responsible manner as part of our approach to 
investing responsibly.

Human 
capital

ARC Investments has no full-time employees or 
executive management. The UBI Group utilises its 
empowerment credentials, its financial strength, 
its strong and experienced leadership team and 
brand, guided by the Partnership Agreement, to 
achieve superior capital appreciation for investors 
in ARC Investments. The human capital available 

through this agreement is a key determinant of the 
success with which the ARC Fund implements its 
strategy. The ARC Fund generally takes minority 
shareholding in investments and therefore relies on 
the quality of management in investee companies 
to deliver the required returns. These resources 
form part of our human capital. 

Manufactured 
capital

In the context of an investment holding company, the companies ARC Investments invest in form part 
of our manufactured capital. In addition, several of our investee companies invest in infrastructure, 
which plays an important part in achieving economic growth and addressing societal needs. 

Intellectual 
capital

The value of the African Rainbow Capital and 
Ubuntu-Botho Investments brands, as well 
as the skills and experience of our executive 
management and the stringent and effective 
governance structures in the UBI Group, 
represent our intellectual capital.

A number of the businesses held in the ARC 
Fund, operate in terms of various licences and 
regulations and management are committed 
to ensuring that their businesses proactively 
comply with regulatory and legislative 
requirements.

Trust, ethical conduct and broader social benefit are critical aspects of our corporate culture, as 
well as a key consideration in assessing investee companies and their performance. Our efforts to 

nurture our capitals find expression within the context of this prism.

Social and 
relationship 

capital

Natural 
capital
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Lynette Mahlangu 
I am a pharmacist and an Ubuntu-Botho 

shareholder. I have been using my dividend 

money wisely. A few years back I saw a 

townhouse that was on sale and decided to 

buy it. I needed finance, so I sold about half of 

my shares for that purpose. Three years later, I 

bought another property. Ubuntu-Botho really 

gives me freedom, it gives me power!

UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

MPUMALANGA
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
OUR PORTFOLIO

Financial Services

As at 30 June 2020, the ARC Fund had an Intrinsic Portfolio Value of R11 139 million
(2019: R9 359 million) of which R7 728 million (69.4% of the portfolio) is attributable to the Diversified 

Investments portfolio and R3 411 million (30.6% of the portfolio) to the Financial Services portfolio. 

Life Short-term Health

Insurance Specialist Banking

Alexander Forbes A2X

TymeBankColourfield

EBS International

Afrocentric

Smart Health 
Investments

National Health 
Services

Indwe

Bravura

AI Fund

Portfolium

Rand Mutual 
Holdings

SinayoQED

Lima Mbeu

Alternative 
Prosperity

TymeGlobalInFund Solutions

LifeCheq

EdgeGrowth

Ooba

Khumo Capital

African Rainbow Life

Constellation Capital

Capital Legacy

Asset
Management

for further detail on these investments refer to page 50
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INTRINSIC VALUE

Diversified Investments

Agriculture TelecomsProperty BPO Other

Humanstate

ARC Real Estate

LMF

Acorn Agri & Food

Rain

Fledge Capital

ARCH Emerging 
Markets Partners Limited

Autoboys

Val de Vie

Subtropico Barlow Park

GAM

Capital Appreciation

Bluespec

Majik

Kropz Group

RSA

MetroFibre ARC Investments

GemCap

ARC Property 
Development

Afrimat

EOH

Mining, Construction,
Energy

All investments are made by the ARC Fund, which directly owns 100% of all Diversified (non-
financial) Investments and 49.9% of all Financial Services Investments, indirectly through its 

investment in ARC FS which owns the investments in the Financial Services portfolio.

CONTRIBUTION TO 
DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS

g Diversified Investments 
(R862 million)

g Financial Services 
(R1 306 million)

g Total (R2 168 million)

0

LISTED

g Diversified Investments 
(R6 886 million)

g Financial Services 
(R2 105 million)

g Total (R8 971 million)

UNLISTED

0

GEOGRAPHIC

g South Africa  
(R9 864 million)

g International 
(R1 098 million)

g Rest of Africa 
(R177 million)

0

g South Africa  
(R6 488 million)

g International 
(R1 063 million)

g Rest of Africa 
(R177 million)

0

CONTRIBUTION TO 
FINANCIAL SERVICES

g South Africa  
(R3 376 million)

g International 
(R35 million)

g Rest of Africa 
(R0 million)

0
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
OUR SOCIAL IMPACT

The value created for ARC Investments shareholders eminates from various levels within the 
broader UBI Group. This is also true when we look at our social impact. 

Providing B-BBEE CREDENTIALS and transformational support 
to 49 companies through our investments.

Influencing the transformation agendas of these companies at Board level.

The Motsepe Foundation, Sanlam, African Rainbow Capital (ARC), African Rainbow 
Minerals (ARM) and others have pledged R1 billion to assist with the COVID-19 
pandemic and its related challenges that are confronting South Africa and the 
African Continent.

R1 BILLION IN DIVIDENDS FOR  
SOCIAL UPLIFTMENT PROJECTS

Sanlam 
Foundation

Ubuntu-Botho Community 
Development Trust

R1.3 BILLION 
IN DIVIDENDS

UBI Shareholders 
(Individuals, Groups, 

Trusts)

Motsepe Foundation 

Education and community upliftment project

ARC Investments strives to positively contribute to the South African economy by 
creating a Black-owned and controlled, financial services company. We want to create wealth 

for stakeholders and continue to benefit the community as a whole.

Since inception UBI has declared 
R1.3 billion in dividends.

Since 2016 UBI declared R1 billion in A-ordinary dividends 
to social upliftment projects 
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96.7% black ownership

BEE Ownership Certificates 
Issued to 

and to

BEE CERTIFICATES SUPPORTING ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

Capital and strategic support to fledgling innovative enterprises, such as:

 
• Edgegrowth - a leader in enterprise and supplier development 
• Alternative Prosperity – responsible investment, transformation and 

sustainability

PROMOTING FINANCIAL INCLUSIVITY AND 
BROAD SOCIAL BENEFIT

Capital and strategic support to fledgling innovative enterprises, such as:

• Rain: relatively low data costs compared to more established peers, 
which allows people to transact both economically and socially

• TymeBank: lowest banking fees and ease of use to broaden banking 
access

• Alexander Forbes: leading, cost-effective pension fund provider

• Rand Mutual Assurance: compensating mineworkers when they are 
injured on duty

• Kropz: our production of phosphate is a key ingredient for agriculture, 
thus food production, and thereby contributing to food security

• A2X: access to cost effective trading on the capital markets, which has 
a long-term positive impact on the pension fund industry

FORMALISING OUR THINKING FOR 
CONTRIBUTING TO SOCIETY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT

ARC has utilised the services of an external advisor (Six Capitals) to 
assist with the development and implementation of an Environmental, 
Social and Corporate Governance (ESG) framework for the Group. Good 
progress has been made, and the next steps are to:

• Develop a theory of change and monitor progress against the vision

• Use the framework to develop an ESG policy

• Engage with key stakeholders and investee companies to align on 
principles and material issues.

“The biggest contribution ARC can make to the broader community 
is to be a world class company. The challenge is to firstly, use that 
world-class base to create wealth for our shareholders and secondly, 
to plough money back into communities to make a difference.” - 
Johan van Zyl, Co-CEO of ARC

UBUNTU-BOTHO INVESTMENTS

BY

BY
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ABOUT ARC INVESTMENTS
OUR ESG APPROACH

ESG INTEGRATION WITH INVESTMENT PROCESS

DEAL OPPORTUNITY

• As part of the deal criteria, the ARC executive assesses deals 
presented to them

• Deals should require capital and black ownership

• Likelihood of good returns 

• Potentially creating market disruption by making products and 
services more accessible and inclusive

INVESTEE COMPANY SUPPORT

• Appointment to Board and strengthening of corporate 
governance if required

• Unlock synergies through ARC networks and investee companies

• Annual ARC conference with business partners

ESG SYNERGIES AND STEWARDSHIP (ACTIVE OWNERSHIP)

ARCI ANNUAL REPORTING AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

• Annual integrated reporting

• Investor roadshows

ESG SYNERGIES AND LEADERSHIP (INCL. REPORTING)

Environmental, Social and Governance matters are an integral part of our values. This is 
particularly highlighted in the current market environment, which requires increased focus 

on sustained corporate governance and ensuring that society is, through our actions, 
impacted positively to promote stability and progress. Going forward, we see increased 

alignment between the ARC Fund and its investee companies on key ESG matters.

The UBI Group is cognisant of the fact that environmental, social, and governance issues have the potential to affect both the financial 
performance of investee companies as well as the segments of societies in which we work. 

ESG is central to our long-term investment decision, to strive for both superior financial performance and for investments that drive financial inclusion.

We use our influence across our stakeholder universe, and in particular with investee companies, to consider ESG in decision making, from 
both an opportunities and a risk perspective.
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INVESTEE COMPANY PERFORMANCE REVIEW

• Bi-annual reporting by investee companies to ARC

• ARC presents investee companies review and valuations 
to UBI GP Co Investment Committee

• Analysis of performance

• Bi-annual valuation for consideration

KEEP, INCREASE OR SELL PORTFOLIO 
COMPANY

• The ARC Fund generally invests to hold

• Exiting investments will be considered 
if exceptional opportunities arise

“We take the role of custodian very seriously and recognise that ensuring the highest standards of governance and ethical 
practises in the ARC Fund partnership and the broader UBI/ARC Group is critical to achieving our strategic goals and securing the 
sustainability of the Group.”

“Our investment decisions can create positive social impact at the same time as they generate the market-related returns required 
by our shareholders. The businesses in the ARC Fund have already demonstrated the positive impact large scale investments 
in disruptive businesses can have by helping to reset data costs, banking fees, pension fund fees and the costs of listing a 
business on a South African exchange in favour of the individual or institutional client. Other investments address key social and 
environmental issues including food security and renewable energy”. - Dr Patrice Motsepe – UBI GP & ARC Chairperson

DEAL ASSESSMENT

• Term sheet

• Valuation

• Due diligence

DEAL APPROVAL AND INVESTMENT

• UBI GP Investment Committee

• Contracting

• Investment of capital

ARCI INVESTMENT FRAMEWORKS AND POLICIES

• Periodic review and update of investment policies and practices

• ESG framework

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

g ARC executives and Deal Teams do preparatory work

g	ARC Investment Committee approves financial services transactions

g	UBI GP Co Investment Committee and Board approve financial transations
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LEADERSHIP REPORTS
CHAIRMAN ARC INVESTMENTS

MARK OLIVIER

Investor value proposition 
From the outset, our strategy revolved around developing a holistic 

financial services offering as well as building a diverse portfolio of 

investments that would deliver value to our shareholders - many 

of whom are ordinary South Africans - over the longer term.

A large proportion of ARC Investments’ capital has backed 

entrepreneurs in early stage investments, disrupting both the 

telecoms and banking sectors, two of South Africa’s most well-

established industries. The success of these investments will not 

only deliver value for shareholders, but it would also improve the 

lives of many South Africans by reducing the cost of a current 

account and communication. 

The intrinsic value of the portfolio has increased at a compound annual 

growth of 38% from R4 473 million at listing, to R11 139 million as at 

30 June 2020. It demonstrates the ability of the ARC Fund to identify 

and invest in opportunities in terms of its investment mandate. Our 

INAV has increased from R8 735 million in 2017 to R9 948 million as 

at year-end at a modest IRR of some 5% - well below the medium to 

long-term target of 16%. Whilst the gain in INAV in the current year 

was a modest 2%, we are satisfied with our progress to date, given the 

impact of COVID-19 on an already weakened trading environment, 

and the fact that we concluded two defining transactions which are 

central to the realisation of our financial services strategy. 

The Company trades at a substantial discount to net asset value. 

We believe that there are a number of reasons for this, not least of 

which is the lack of visibility of earnings due to the concentration 

of capital allocation in early stage and private investments. In 

this respect, a large proportion of our portfolio is neither obliged 

nor is it in its interest to communicate too granularly with the 

market. Confidentiality clauses and other constraints imposed by 

our investee companies mean that attributable earnings and the 

growth being achieved in our portfolio are not always discernible 

by investors. 

Whilst better communication with the market will go some way to 

providing investors with a deeper understanding of our strategy and 

its progress, ultimately the best course of addressing the discount 

to net asset value is to continue meeting our strategic milestones, 

which the Board is convinced will deliver value over time.

Key strategic developments
The purchase of a 25% interest in Sanlam’s third-party asset 

management business is a defining acquisition for the Company. 

It cements a strategic relationship with Sanlam and provides 

critical mass for the financial services business, providing as it 

does significant potential for synergies which can be leveraged to 

everyone’s advantage. That, together with the transaction which 

saw ARC Financial Services’ holding in Alexander Forbes rise 

from 13.1% to 35.1%, completes the two foundational building 

blocks of our financial services strategy. As a consequence, we are 

now well placed to begin forging the desired synergies between 

the sometimes seemingly disparate businesses in our financial 

services suite of offerings. 

Our debt funding and proposed rights issue are discussed in detail 

in the Co-CEOs report (  see page 35). We are comfortable that 

these resources will ensure that we are able to continue to support 

our existing investments, to take up opportunities as they present 

themselves in the current depressed market, and to meet the 

medium-term funding requirements of the ARC Fund, especially 

considering that a number of the early life cycle companies are 

ARC Investments was listed three years ago in September 

2017, premised on a very specific value-proposition, namely, to 

establish a Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment company 

that could take an active role in accelerating the transformation 

agenda of South Africa, while at the same time driving growth 

and investment in the country. 
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maturing and that the combined portfolio is expected to become 

more cash generative during the next twenty-four months. 

Outlook
COVID-19 has laid bare the fault lines in our society and the 

fragility of the South African economy. Key to an enduring 

recovery is broad-based economic growth.

Business has a central role to play in kick-starting the economy, 

and ARC Investments is committed to supporting talented 

entrepreneurs whose vision and determination will contribute 

to the long-term growth and sustainability of the South African 

economy. This, in turn, will underpin government support for 

the poorest and most marginalised in our society. However, for 

business to thrive, policy certainty is critical, as is an enabling 

environment that encourages entrepreneurs to invest in the 

future of the country. 

Notwithstanding, the uncertainty and weakness in the operating 

environment, we believe that our existing strategies are sound 

and that the Company is well-positioned to take advantage of the 

significant opportunities in a post-COVID environment. 

In particular, during the forthcoming financial year, the Company 

will focus on delivering its strategy for TymeBank and will 

continue to drive mutually beneficial opportunities for businesses 

within the financial services portfolio. We will also be looking to 

enhance the value of businesses within our portfolio through 

synergies within the broader ARC ecosystem. The realisation 

of value for shareholders through partial or complete exit from 

certain investments will continue.

Acknowledgement and thanks
Finally, I wish to thank my fellow directors for their ongoing support 

in the face of a challenging year, made even more difficult by having 

to adapt to the realities of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

We have seen four changes to the Board, with Bridget Radebe 

stepping down as non-executive director in December 2019, 

along with Deans Tommy Lo Seen Chong who resigned as a 

director with effect from 13 September 2020. Both have served 

on the board since inception, and I wish to thank them for their 

commitment and service over the last three years. 

I would also like to welcome Refiloe Nkadimeng who joined 

the board in March 2020, and who brings with her significant 

financial expertise spanning diverse industries, as well as Smitha 

Algoo-Bissonauth, who was appointed Independent Non-

executive Director with effect from 14 September 2020. 

As ever, I am grateful to our executive leadership and to the 

management of our investee companies for the commitment, 

drive and savvy they have demonstrated in these extraordinary 

circumstances.
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The global economy experienced unprecedented challenges 
during the year under review. The COVID-19 pandemic impacted 
an already fragile South African economy. This tested the mettle of 
the various management teams at our partner company, African 
Rainbow Capital, the investee companies within the ARC Fund 
and at UBI General Partner Company. 

With the UBI General Partner Company being the responsible party 
for value creation within the ARC Fund, the Board is pleased with 
how the various management teams rose to the challenge; acted 
decisively and produced amended business plans to respond to the 
current tough trading conditions. The leadership at the investee 
companies worked hard to protect their respective businesses.

The level of success across the portfolio of 49 investee companies 
is varied in the period under review. For instance, consumer 
facing businesses were hit hard in some cases as revenue 
decreased rapidly. In other cases, consumer facing businesses 
saw their revenue increase sharply. Being a listed entity, we are 
closely followed by institutional and individual shareholders, as 
they assess whether we deliver the required level of financial 
performance to sustain our journey of value creation. We 
consistently have to succeed and do well in these assessments, as 
this is the reason for our existence.

Given the fact that our portfolio is almost entirely geared towards 
the South African market conditions, we are of the view that 
over the short to medium term the local economic conditions are 
unlikely to improve significantly. In this respect we are more likely 
to have headwinds than tailwinds.

In recent times in South Africa, we have witnessed some major 
corporate lapses which have destroyed significant shareholder value. 
Given this context, we have to ensure that investors remain positive 
about the longer-term prospect of putting their money in the equity 
market and expecting a reasonable level of financial return. The 
risk is very real that the current subdued trading environment, 
brought on by an economy that is contracting, will not only 

be characterised by a period of very limited value creation for 
shareholders, but that some of the positive returns that have 
been created may diminish.

We remain optimistic that over the medium to long term period, 
the equity markets are the competitive and appropriate place for 
investors to put their money. 

Going forward, I expect investors to increasingly ask more 
questions about climate change, as environmental as well as 
social and governance matters are pushed to the top of the 
Boardroom agenda.

The current subdued trading environment is going to require the 
utmost integrity and ethical conduct from management teams. 
We are committed to global good governance as well as the Paris 
Climate Agreement and a balanced ESG framework.

A balanced ESG framework should be reported in well-defined and 
credible metrics, which are integral to the value creation process, 
and which investors ascribe value to as they track performance. 

I am pleased to report that we have initiated a process to establish 
a balanced ESG scorecard in the current financial year. Our 
progress in this regard is discussed in more detail on pages 30 
and 31 in this report.

This has been a tough year and I express my gratitude to each of my 
fellow UBI General Partner Board members for their commitment and 
contribution during the period under review. Our discussions at the 
Board are robust as we take decisions to deliver sustained shareholder 
value in the context of following strict governance processes. I believe 
we take better decisions as a result of this vigorous engagement.

I would also like to express my gratitude to the management 
team under the capable leadership of Johan van Zyl and Johan 
van der Merwe who often go the extra mile to meet our collective 
business objectives.

CHAIRMAN OF UBI GENERAL PARTNER PROPRIETARY LIMITED 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ REPORT

LEADERSHIP REPORTS

As a leading investment holding company, the success 
of our business rests squarely on the strength of the 

relationships we build with our investment partners, the 
productive engagement with our broader stakeholders, 

our world class management team and the robust 
and value creating discussions we have at UBI General 

Partner Board level as part of our governance oversight.

DR PATRICE MOTSEPE
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These factors have ensured that the fund emerged, on the whole, 
relatively unscathed from the unprecedented effects of the COVID-19 
pandemic on an already subdued economy. It has also vindicated 
our belief that investing in disruptive models that offer cost-effective 
essential services, whether in banking, pension fund administration, 
insurance, telecoms or business process outsourcing, will prove to be 
the most resilient in any business environment.

Despite the challenging trading conditions, the ARC Fund’s intrinsic 
value increased by 2.1% from R9 740 million at 30 June 2019 to  
R9 948 million at 30 June 2020. The Intrinsic Net Asset Value 
of the Company increased to R9.54 per share at 30 June 2020 
(2019: R9.34 per share). Although this remains significantly 
below the medium to long-term expectation of 16% per 
annum, we are satisfied that it is a respectable performance 
under the circumstances. The ARC Fund’s Intrinsic Portfolio 
Value amounted to R11 139 million (2019: R9 359 million) for 
the period under review.

Having a diversified portfolio of both financial services and sector-
specific non-financial assets has served us well. While some 
consumer-facing businesses were obliged to suspend or reduce 
trading for four months during the extended lockdown announced 
by President Cyril Ramaphosa on 23 March 2020, others – 
specifically in the telecoms and banking sector – did much better 
than expected. Regardless of the extent of the impact of COVID-19 
at an operational level, we have - without exception - been struck 
by the resourcefulness of the management teams who have re-
configured and re-engineered business plans to adapt to the 
rapidly changing operating conditions. Their actions also ensured 
that there was a limited need for any additional cash calls in the 
period under review, other than what had already been allocated 
as part of our capital strategy. 

We are mindful however that trading conditions may remain 
challenging over an extended period of time, and as a result cash 
management will remain a key priority. The Fund’s liquidity levels 
are adequate and supported by both own cash resources as well 
as funding arrangements with commercial banks. Even before the 

COVID crisis struck in March this year, we raised another R1 billion 
debt facility against the portfolio as a precaution, given that we 
have already deployed the bulk of the cash raised at listing. 

We also announced a rights offer to raise R750 million through the 
issue of 272 727 273 shares at a price of R2.75 per share which 
is a ratio of 26.09711 Rights Offer Shares for every 100 Ordinary 
Shares held. ARC has fully underwritten the rights offer. To protect 
the empowerment status of the company, we unfortunately had 
to stipulate that no shareholder would be able to renounce their 
rights offer entitlement in favour of any other person or party, or 
dispose of or trade in their letters of allocation. The rights offer is 
due to be finalised shortly after publication of this report.

The additional funding and the proceeds of the rights offer will 
ensure that we have spare capacity to take advantage of investment 
opportunities in excellent businesses in need of a capital injection 
post lockdown. We will also be looking at consolidation and 
optimisation of the portfolio, now that the building blocks are 
largely in place, and our focus will gradually move to unlocking 
value from within the portfolio. This may entail the disposal of 
selected assets in our portfolio, specifically in instances where we 
receive unsolicited offers from suitors believing a particular asset 
may be worth more in their hands.  We invite you to refer to 
the Strategy section of this report for a more comprehensive 
discussion of our plans in this regard. 

Financial Services
Our ambition to build a portfolio of financial services capable of 
leveraging off each other to provide a holistic service offering for 
clients, received a boost with the conclusion of the Alexander 
Forbes transaction in May this year. This transaction saw ARC FS 
become the majority shareholder in Alexander Forbes Group 
Holdings (AFGH) after acquiring 193 million ordinary shares from 
the previous strategic shareholder, Mercer Africa. Following this 
transaction, ARC FS has also successfully concluded the flip-up 
of its shareholding in Alexander Forbes Limited, bringing its total 
shareholding in AFGH to 35.09%. 

LEADERSHIP REPORTSLEADERSHIP REPORTS

The period under review underscored once again 
the value of three of our most fundamental 

investment principles: maintaining a well-diversified 
portfolio, investing in sound business models and 
the importance of having the right team at the 

helm of those assets. 

JOHAN VAN DER MERWE | DR JOHAN VAN ZYL
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ARC FS obtained approval, from both AFGH shareholders and the 
Takeover Regulatory Panel to forgo a mandatory offer to AFGH 
minority shareholders for the total shareholding of AFGH. The 
transaction improves Alexander Forbes’ empowerment credentials, 
which are key to attracting more institutional clients. As South 
Africa’s largest pension fund administrator, Alexander Forbes is 
one of the core building blocks of ARC’s financial services strategy, 
given the potential opportunities that exist between Alexander 
Forbes and some of the businesses in the ARC Fund. We believe 
that, over time, real value can be unlocked for all stakeholders. 

After Alexander Forbes, our next most significant financial services 
investment, TymeBank is tracking well ahead of its customer 
acquisition target, with the two million customer mark reached on 
1 August – five months ahead of schedule. The bank now has a 
stretch-target of three million customers by end December 2020. 

In this regard we are pleased to report that the number of 
customers who transact regularly using their TymeBank cards is 
growing consistently. We are also pleased to report that although 
initial implementation with the Zionist Christian Church initiative 
ground to a halt as a result of the national lockdown regulations, 
initiatives are underway to re-ignite implementation plans to 
onboard a large portion of the church’s six million adult members. 

Growth in deposits remains strong and well ahead of plan: 
customer deposits breached the R1 billion mark in April 2020 and 
the bank attracted aggregate deposit flows for the period of R10 
billion. ARC FS contributed R750 million to TymeBank, of which 
it owns 70.5%. The ARC Fund owns a 49.9% share of ARC FS, 
which makes the ARC Fund’s interest in TymeBank 35.3%. This 
forms part of scheduled capital injections into the bank.

Notwithstanding the success in onboarding new clients, 
management took the decision to postpone the launch of unsecured 
credit products in the current environment, on the grounds that 
suppressed economic activity may impact on customers’ ability to 
service debt. While this is a defensive measure to reduce risk and 
conserve capital during the economic downturn, it also has the 
advantage of bringing the break-even point closer. In the meantime, 
the bank’s management is considering alternative credit products 
that do not present the same long-term risk. Encouragingly, the 
transactional account for small businesses introduced in January, but 
only actively marketed until July to obtain key learnings in customer 
behaviour, has been well received by sole proprietors. These clients 
represent a large component of entrepreneurs in South Africa who 
are under-served by the traditional banking system.

The bank has also concluded one bancassurance partnership and 
is in advanced negotiations with another potential partnership, 
which if successful, will enable it to provide a broader suite of 
products to customers while obtaining the best-in-practice 
capabilities of recognised and well-established insurance partners.
In the period under review, Rand Mutual Holdings, also held 
up well despite poor trading conditions, and has proved to be an 
excellent fit within the Financial Services portfolio. The ARC Fund 
acquired an effective 15% indirect equity interest in Rand Mutual 
Holdings (RMH) in the previous financial year at a consideration 
of R289 million. The company remains well capitalised and is 
monitoring any adverse impacts from the pandemic on the state 
of mining and manufacturing industries.

Health insurance is the third leg of our insurance offering in 
the Financial Services portfolio and remains work in progress, 
specifically in so far as Afrocentric – where Sanlam is the 
shareholder of reference – is concerned. We remain optimistic 
about the future strategic value that we can unlock from this 
investment, given its already strong foothold in the market. 

While COVID-19 may have had the effect of decelerating our plans 
in the health insurance sector, it has also acted as an accelerant 
for our initiatives in the asset management space, with the result 
that, post our financial year-end of 30 June 2020, we announced 
our transaction to acquire a 25% shareholding in Sanlam’s third 
party asset management business. 

In line with our strategy to create consumer touch points within 
our financial services portfolio, we acquired a 25% stake in 
Capital Legacy. The company is a leading provider of services in 
respect of wills and estate administration and there are once again, 
key opportunities to unlock value by promoting opportunities 
and identifying synergies within the investee companies. Capital 
Legacy adds to our growing number of specialist financial services 
businesses, along with A2X, the alternative platform for secondary 
listings. This is yet another example of a disruptor leveraging off 
existing world-class systems and infrastructure to offer more 
accessible and cost-effective options to capital markets players. 
As a result, the intrinsic value of our suite of specialist financial 
services investments has increased by 13.6%, driven mainly by 
incremental investment in existing investee companies. 

Diversified Investments
Our investment in diversified assets is focused on five key sectors 
that we believe will make a significant impact in the South African 
business space in the medium to long term, namely telecoms, 
agribusiness, business process outsourcing, mining, construction 
and energy, and property. We have also included a small private 
equity play to back best of breed entrepreneurs aiming to disrupt 
entrenched players and who can benefit by way of a capital 
injection, first class B-BBEE credentials and the opportunities that 
come from being part of a like-minded group of people intent on 
leveraging off each other’s strengths. In this respect, the calibre 
of the management team is an essential success-factor and we 
have seen the value of this during the COVID pandemic, where 
consumer-facing businesses such as Fledge Capital’s WeBuyCars 
bounced back to 80% of pre-lockdown volumes as soon as 
motor vehicle registration offices re-opened. Similarly, companies 
such as Bluespec, which is the main motorbody repairer in the 
Gauteng area, and Autoboys who supply glass and car parts, 
were heavily impacted by the restrictions in movement which saw 
significantly fewer cars on the road, and did well in keeping their 
respective businesses afloat during lockdown.

On the flip side, the push to work from home benefited our 
key investments in the telecoms sector. Metrofibre, an internet 
infrastructure company offering managed fibre optic broadband 
connectivity to service providers, resellers, and residential and 
businesses owners, took advantage of the increased demand for fibre 
services during lockdown by accelerating their infrastructure roll-out.

Rain, which is our biggest investment in the portfolio, saw a 
significant lift in demand during lockdown and, as a result, is 
expected to achieve its profitability targets for its 4G offering 

AFRICAN RAINBOW CAPITAL PROPRIETARY LIMITED 
CO-CEO’S REPORT CONTINUED

LEADERSHIP REPORTS
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earlier than anticipated. In the period under review, it also 
successfully launched South Africa’s first 5G network in major 
metropolitan areas and is on track to have 1 700 sites by 2021. 
The fundamentals are therefore in place to support Rain’s strategy 
to become a full-service mobile network operator in largely 
metropolitan areas, focused on data. Rain’s key assets remain 
its spectrum licences and the value of these will be unlocked as 
the 5G strategy is rolled out and supported by ample financial 
resources. In total, it has an allocation in both the 1 800-Megahertz 
(MHz) band, and in the critical and highly sought-after 2 600 MHz 
band. Going forward, the focus will be on linking infrastructure 
to content and options are being explored in wholesale and 
enterprise areas where the 5G network can be put to best use. 
As a result of Rain’s outperformance in the period under review, 
we saw a fair value increase of 24%. This business accounts for 
about a third of the value of the ARC Fund.

On the Mining and Construction front, the period under review 
saw Kropz resolve its technical challenges with respect to Kropz 
Elandsfontein, a phosphate mine and processing plant situated 
on the West Coast of South Africa. The delay in resolving these 
technical issues and the additional test work that needed to 
be undertaken on the plant and its ore-body, combined with 
uncertainty over the current depressed phosphate market price, 
called for a prudent approach to valuation. The ARC Fund’s fair 
value for its investment in Kropz Group was R734 million as at 
30 June 2020. 

Afrimat, a leading black empowered open pit mining company 
providing industrial minerals and construction materials, had an 
excellent year which translated into a fair value write-up of R35 million 
(30 June 2019: R97 million), and saw the ARC Fund’s investment in 
Afrimat increase from R738 million at 30 June 2019 to R773 million at 
30 June 2020. Once again, the strength in their executive leadership 
came to the fore, with the Board playing an active role in managing 
the Group’s mining interests during the COVID-19 crisis. 

In the period under review, ARCH Emerging Markets Partners 
Limited continued to make key progress. The Fund is designed to 
capitalise on investment opportunities elsewhere on the continent 
and to attract investment flows from established developed-world 

investors looking to partner with experienced professionals who 
understand the investment destination, specifically in the renewable 
energy, cold chain storage, private credit, technology, infrastructure 
and resources space. Two funds in the cold chain storage and 
the renewable energy space, respectively, have been successfully 
launched. Initiatives are underway to achieve similar success in the 
private credit, technology, infrastructure and resources space. These 
opportunities will initially focus on East Africa, with the aim of 
providing a springboard into West African markets in due course.

Outlook
Going forward, we remain cautiously optimistic that we will 
continue to weather the COVID-19 storm and its aftermath: we 
are well capitalised, we have built up a diversified portfolio of assets 
with significant and, as yet, largely untapped opportunities to 
leverage off each other, and they are run and managed by talented 
teams with proven credentials. The focus going forward will be 
on consolidating our fund, in specific businesses where it makes 
sense, and working with our investment partners to discover and 
unlock synergies that will help to boost the fund’s goals, as well as 
the value of the underlying business units. This, combined with the 
progress being made by start-ups such as TymeBank and Rain as 
they move along the maturity curve, will go some way to closing 
the gap between the intrinsic and market value. 

We will continue to take a defensive stance as far as cash 
management and liquidity is concerned, given that we expect 
the local trading environment to likely deteriorate further before 
we see any signs of improvement, especially for as long as policy 
uncertainty persists around key industries. 

Given the extraordinary nature of the period under review, we 
would like to extend a special word of thanks to our Board, who 
have been extremely supportive and generous with their time, 
expertise and commitment to the Fund. Similarly, we have proved 
once again the value of being able to identify and pick winning 
jockeys and we extend our sincere thanks to the management 
teams and entrepreneurs who stepped up to the plate to ensure 
that their business case remains intact in a post-COVID economy. 
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Victor Mohlala
I was in survival mode for quite some time, but now 

things are looking better, and I even have money 

to save. In dealing with Ubuntu-Botho, I got a lot 

of insight and made many acquaintances in the 

mainstream of the economy. I wish we had this 

vehicle many years ago – things would have been 

much better for us. 

Through Ubuntu-Botho, I managed to give my 

children a good education and today both are 

graduated – one in BCom Informatics and the other 

in International Relations.

UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

MPUMALANGA
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LEADERSHIP REPORTS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

NET INVESTMENTS

R1 641m
(30 June 2019: R1 198m)

CASH IN THE ARC FUND

R61m
(30 June 2019: R725m)

R1bn
RMB LOAN

of which R440 million was utilised

Investment in ARC Fund

R’million

Net Asset 
Value
30 June 2019

Net 
Investment

Net increase 
in Net Asset 
Value

Net Asset 
Value
30 June 2020

Growth in 
Net Asset 
Value

Intrinsic Portfolio Value 9 359  1 641 139 11 139 19.0%

Cash in the ARC Fund 725  (560) (104) 61 (91%)

Debt in the ARC Fund (1 019) (18) (1 037) 100%

Other net assets in the ARC Fund (344)  129 (215) (37.5%)

Intrinsic investments in the ARC Fund at FVPL* 9 740 62 146 9 948 2.1%

GROWTH OF INVESTMENT IN 
THE ARC FUND: 2.1%

INTRINSIC PORTFOLIO VALUE
Up 19.0% for the reporting period 

R11 139m
(30 June 2019: R9 359m)

INTRINSIC NET ASSET VALUE (INAV)
Per share increased by 2.1% 

R9.54
(30 June 2019: R9.34)

IFRS NET ASSET VALUE (NAV)
Per share increased 1.3% 

compared to 30 June 2019 

R9.57
(30 June 2019: R9.45)

g Sept 2017 g 2018 g 2019 g 2020

R’
m

ill
io

n

R8 735

R9 500 R9 740 R9 948

*FVTPL: Fair Value Through Profit or Loss

The Company’s investment in the ARC Fund’s intrinsic value increased 
by 2.1% over the year to R9 948 million (2019: R9 740 million), 
mainly as a result of the increased value in Rain. The Intrinsic Net 
Asset Value of the Company increased by 2.1% to R9.54 per share 
(2019: R 9.34 per share). Whilst growth remains below the medium 
to long-term expectation of 16% per annum, it remains encouraging 
that portfolio growth was achieved, considering the current 
economic environment. The IFRS Net Asset Value per share increased 
to R9.57 per share (2019: R9.45 per share). The 10% hurdle for 
the Performance Participation has not been met for the year ended  
30 June 2020.
 
The company has adopted the NAV per share as a measure of 
performance and for trading statement purposes. The Board 
approved a fully committed and underwritten pro rata non-
renounceable Rights Offer to Shareholders on 9 September 2020 
to raise R750 million through an offer of 272 727 273 Rights Offer 
Shares at a Rights Offer Price of R2.75, in the ratio of 26.09711 
Rights Offer Shares for every 100 Ordinary Shares held at the close 
of business on Friday, 25 September 2020. The Rights Offer is fully 
underwritten by ARC.
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INTRINSIC VALUE INTRINSIC VALUE BY SECTOR

INTRINSIC VALUE MOVEMENTS
The ARC Fund increased by R1 641 million from R9 359 million to R11 139 million, being the net impact of acquisitions including 
deferred consideration and interest capitalised (R1 976 million), disposals in the period (R335 million), fair value write-ups including 
foreign net exchange gains and profit or loss on disposal of investments of R796 million and fair value write-downs of R657 million.

PORTFOLIO MOVEMENTS

g Listed shares g Unlisted shares g Diversified Investments g Financial services 
g Cash and other net assets or liabilities

At listing
(7 September 2017)

(R’million)

1 334

3 140

At listing
(7 September 2017)

(R’million)

3 506

968

4 261

6 583

1 565

1 352

30 June 2018
(R’million)

30 June 2018
(R’million)

1 406

6 742

6 782

2 577

381

30 June 2019
(R’million)30 June 2019

(R’million)
1 545

7 814

7 728

3 411

(1 191)

30 June 2020
(R’million)

30 June 2020
(R’million)

2 153

8 986

LEADERSHIP REPORTS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

Opening Balance 
30 June 2019

Additions Disposals Fair value gains Fair value losses Closing Balance 
30 June 2020

11 000

13 000

9 000

7 000

5 000

9 359

1 976

(335) (657)

796

11 139

R
 in

 m
ill

io
n
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The most significant investments and fair value movements within individual investee companies are detailed below: 

Top ten fair value movement in investments for the year ended 30 June 2020

Additions for the year ended 30 June 2020

Total 1 976

Alexander Forbes Group Holdings 738

TymeBank 374

Kropz Group 249

ARCH Emerging Markets 171

Rain 124

Other 80

Capital Legacy 79

Last Mile Fund 62

Gemcap 45

Fledge Capital 27

MetroFibre 27

g Rain

g Capital Legacy

g Rand Mutual Holdings

g Majik

g EOH

g Fledge Capital

g Last Mile Fund

g Alexander Forbes Group Holdings

g Tyme Bank

g Other

479

81
55 40

(38) (43)

(80)
(109) (121) (125)
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R million 30 June 2020 30 June 2019

ASSETS

Non-current assets

Investment in the ARC Fund at FVTPL* 9 983 9 854

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 19 24

Total assets 10 002 9 878

EQUITY

Stated capital 8 903 8 903

Accumulated loss (98) (92)

Performance Participation reserve – –

Fair value reserve 1 196 1 067

LIABILITIES

Current liabilities

Trade and other payables 1 –

Total equity and liabilities 10 002 9 878

* FVTPL: Fair value through profit or loss.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As at 30 June 2020
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R million 30 June 2020 30 June 2019

Fair value movements on the investment in the ARC Fund at FVTPL* 129 272

Other income 1 2

Other expenses (7) (7)

Performance Participation expense – –

Profit before taxation 123 267

Taxation – –

Profit for the year 123 267

Other comprehensive income for the year – –

Total comprehensive income for the year 123 267

Earnings per share:

Basic earnings per ordinary share (cents) 12 26

Diluted earnings per ordinary share (cents) 12 26

* FVTPL: Fair value through profit or loss.

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
For the year ended 30 June 2020
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R million
Stated
Capital

Accumulated
Loss

Performance
Participation

Reserve
Fair Value

Reserve Total Equity

Balance at 30 June 2018 8 832 (131) 115 795 9 611

Total comprehensive income for 
the year – 267 – – 267

Conversion of C shares 71 – (71) – –

Transfer to accumulated loss – 44 (44) – –

Transfer to fair value reserve – (272) – 272 –

Performance Participation – – – – –

Balance at 30 June 2019 8 903 (92) – 1 067 9 878

Total comprehensive income for 
the year – 123 – – 123

Transfer to fair value reserve – (129) – 129 –

Performance Participation – – – – –

Balance at 30 June 2020 8 903 (98) – 1 196 10 001

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
For the year ended 30 June 2020
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R million 30 June 2020 30 June 2019

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Cash utilised in operations before investment activities (5) (5)

Net cash inflows/(outflows) from operating activities (5) (5)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (5) (5)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 24 29

Total cash and cash equivalents 19 24

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
For the year ended 30 June 2020
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LEADERSHIP REPORTS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

PORTFOLIO REVIEW
The total investment portfolio is split between Diversified Investments and Financial Services:

Investment in ARC Fund

R’million

Net Asset 
Value
30 June 2019

Net 
Investment

Net increase 
in Net Asset 
Value

Net Asset 
Value
30 June 2020

Growth in 
Net Asset 
Value

% in the 
ARC Fund

Total Diversified Investments  6 782 717 229 7 728 13.9% 69.4%

Total Financial Services 2 577 924 (90) 3 411 32.0% 30.6%

Intrinsic investments in the ARC 
Fund at FVPL*

 9 359 1 641 139 11 139 19.0%  

* FVTPL: Fair value through profit or loss.

Rain 
During June 2020, the ARC Fund followed its rights in the rights 
issue in Rain ammounting to R103 million, in order to enable the 
roll out of the Rain strategy for expansion of the network 

Alexander Forbes Group Holdings (AFGH)
African Rainbow Capital Financial Services Holdings Proprietary 
Limited (ARC FS) acquired 193 million AFGH ordinary shares from 
Mercer Africa Limited for a total cash consideration of R1 013 million. 
This transaction was announced to shareholders in January this year.

Post the implementation of this transaction, ARC FS has also 
successfully concluded the ‘flip-up’ of its shareholding in Alexander 
Forbes Limited, the operating entity, to AFGH, which brought the 
total shareholding of ARC FS in AFGH to 35.09%. The ARC Fund 
owns an effective shareholding of 17.51% of AFGH.

TymeBank 
The ARC FS contributed R750 million to TymeBank. The ARC Fund 
owns 49.9% share of ARC FS which owns 70.5% in TymeBank. 
This forms part of scheduled capital injections into the bank. 
The ARC Fund has an effective ownership interest of 35.18% 
in TymeBank. The ARC Fund’s effective capital contribution was 
R374 million.

Capital Legacy 
ARC FS acquired a 25.9% shareholding in specialist financial services 
firm Capital Legacy during the period, for a consideration of R159 
million. Capital Legacy is a significant provider of services in respect of 
wills and estate administration. Operating since 2012, the company 
has identified improved, efficient and cost-effective solutions for the 

preparation of wills, estate planning and execution. 

Kropz Plc 
The ARC Fund subscribed for shares amounting to R249 million in 
Kropz Plc in various tranches during the year. Subsequent to Kropz 
Plc reaching an agreement with other third-party financiers, the 
ARC Fund entered into a conditional convertible loan facility of up 
to US$ 40 million (not exceeding a maximum of ZAR 680 million) 
which is required to bring the Elandsfontein phosphate project 
into production. At 30 June 2020, R140 million of this facility was 
drawn while the remaining facility is scheduled to be drawn over 
the next 18 months.

The repayment of the Loan Facility and any interest thereon will be in 
the form of conversion into ordinary shares in Kropz Plc at a conversion 
price of 6.75 pence per share. The conversion will occur quarterly. .

ARCH Emerging Markets Partners Limited (ARCH EM)
During the year, the ARC Fund has contributed a total of R171 million 
towards the ARCH Renewable Power Fund as well as the ARCH 
Equity - Fund Manager. (ARCH EM) aims to geographically expand 
its reach outside South Africa into the rest of the African continent. 
ARCH EM is a specialist firm focusing on private market opportunities 
in renewable energy, cold chain solutions and financial services 
in developing countries. The company is a joint venture between  
JCH & Partners LLP and ARC.

Santam 
ARC FS disposed of its shares in Santam Limited for a total 
consideration of R120 million.

Acquisitions and disposals 
Acquisitions and disposals during the year, amounted to R1 976 million and R355 million, respectively. The most significant 
transactions included: 

INTRINSIC PORTFOLIO VALUE
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Diversified Investments 
Portfolio Value
R’million

Net Asset 
Value
30 June 2019

Net 
Investments

Increase in 
Net Asset 
Value

Net Asset 
Value
30 June 2020

Growth in 
Net Asset 
Value

Strategy KPI
Status

Telecommunications 2 711  151  491  3 353 Grow

Mining, Construction and Energy 1 469  311  (69)  1 711 Build & Grow

Business Process Outsourcing 1 131  70  (85)  1 116 Build & Grow

Agriculture 423  –  (54)  369 Build

Property 550  (13)  (1)  536 Build & Grow

Other 498  198  (53)  643 Grow

Total Diversified Investments 
Portfolio

6 782 717 229 7 728 13.9%

Diversified Investments Portfolio (69.4% of Fund Value, 2019: 72.5%) 
The IPV of the Diversified Investments Portfolio increased from R6 782 million at 30 June 2019 to R7 728 million at 30 June 2020, 
resulting in a 13.9% increase in net asset value (excluding net investments) during the year. 

Financial Services (30.6% of Fund Value, 2019: 27.5%) 
The IPV of Financial Services increased by 32% from R2 577 million at 30 June 2019 to R3 411 million at 30 June 2020. 

Below is a summary performance of the Financial Services Portfolio Categories:

Financial Services Portfolio 
Value
R’million

Net Asset 
Value
30 June 2019

Net 
Investment

Net increase 
in Net Asset 
Value

Net Asset 
Value
30 June 2020

Growth in 
Net Asset 
Value

Strategy KPI
Status

Insurance and Asset Management* 1 555  530 36  2 121 Grow

Banking and Digital 772  379  (145)  1 006 Build & Grow

Specialist Financial Services* 250  15  19  284 Grow

Total Financial Services 
Portfolio

2 577 924 (90) 3 411 32.3%

* ooba’s portfolio classification was changed in both opening and closing balances from Insurance and Asset Management to Specialist Financial Services. 

PORTFOLIO REVIEW continued

Accounting policies and choices
The Company has determined its operating segments based 
on investments held. At year end, the Company held one 
investment, the investment in the ARC Fund, for which it has 
recognised fair value adjustments. The Company therefore 
has only one operating segment in terms of IFRS 8, Operating 
Segments. The chief operating decision-makers (CODMs), being 
the Board of Directors, evaluate the investment in the ARC Fund 
based on Intrinsic Portfolio Value and fair value movement (which 
is considered to represent the measure of the segment result) in 
this Intrinsic Portfolio Value. The IFRS values and Intrinsic values 
are reconciled in the  Annual Financial Statements.

Information of the ARC Fund is also reported to the CODMs for 
the purpose of assessing segment performance. This is specifically 
focused on the reporting to the Board of the Company by the 
General Partner in the ARC Fund through its Investment Committee 
under the adopted ARC Investments Limited Investment Guidelines.

Company context in application of 
accounting policies 
Diversified Investments
These are the non-financial services investments acquired by the 
ARC Fund for purposes of demonstrated growth potential and the 
ability to deliver returns above the target return of 16%. These are a 
combination of growth assets and businesses about to reach steady 
state. The key factor around the Diversified Investments’ strategy is 
that the ARC Fund partners with industry leaders to ensure the right 
level of monitoring and oversight is achieved with individuals with 
the requisite knowledge and experience of the relevant industry. The 
Diversified Investments’ portfolio is further categorised as follows:
• Telecommunications;
• Mining, Construction and Energy;
• Business Process Outsourcing;
• Agriculture;
• Property; and
• Other Diversified Investments.

SEGMENTAL INFORMATION

Key to KPI status: Sub parNil impactGrowingExceeded
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Diversified Financial Services
This is the core industry experience of the executive team within 
the ARC Fund. The investment strategy is to assemble a portfolio of 
assets that lends itself to synergistical benefits within its ecosystem. 
To this end, the portfolio is organised into the following categories:
• Insurance and Asset Management;
• Specialist Financial Services; and
• Banking and Digital.

Company context in application of accounting policy choices
The Company obtains exposure and has indirect interests in, 
a diversified pool of listed and unlisted investments (investee 
companies) by investing as a Limited Partner into an en-
commandite partnership established in South Africa, known 
as the ARC Fund Partnership (SA) (the ARC Fund or the Fund) 
through commitments into the Fund, managed by a Black-
owned and controlled Fund Manager, UBI General Partner 
Proprietary Limited.

The Company’s medium- to long-term objective is to grow its NAV 
by 16% per annum, risk adjusted, gross of dividend distributions and 
any management fees paid to the general partner of the ARC Fund 
and any performance participation. Each investment opportunity will 
be expected to exceed this minimum risk-adjusted return hurdle on a 
standalone basis (i.e., without considering potential synergy benefits 
that can be derived from being part of a diversified portfolio). 

The Company has a detailed Investment Policy, which has been 
formulated in compliance with section 15 of the JSE Limited Listings 
Requirements as well as certain other ancillary matters, which sets 
out its investment strategy, investment objective, investment focus 
and investment parameters which is also mirrored in the ARC 
Investment Guidelines. 
 

 The details of the investment policy and guidelines of the 
Company are available on its website www.arci.mu. 

Any material changes to the Investment Policy of the Company 
must be approved by Shareholders of the Company by way 
of ordinary resolution. Any future changes to the Investment 
Guidelines must be approved by the Company, as an amendment 
or variation to the Partnership Agreement. 

The investment in the ARC Fund is a financial asset at fair value 
through profit or loss (financial asset at FVTPL) and measured in 
accordance with IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement, principles as set 
out in the Basis of preparation in the Annual Financial Statements. 

Fair value measurement of the investment in the ARC Fund 
The basis of valuation of the Investment in the ARC Fund is 
dependent on the basis of valuation of all investments in the ARC 
Fund Portfolio. The basis of valuation of all investments in the 
ARC Fund Portfolio, and consequently the Investment at fair value 
through profit or loss, is fair value. Fair value is determined at the 
end of each quarter. All investments are valued in accordance 
with the valuation policy outlined below. 

The sum of the individual instruments plus the cash and net assets 
in the ARC Fund make up the investment in the ARC Fund. The 
valuation of the individual assets is in line with IFRS 13, therefore 

the sum of these represents the IFRS 13 fair value of the investment 
in the ARC Fund. A minority discount was considered as a result 
of the Company not controlling the ARC Fund, however, this did 
not impact the value as a result of the strength of the protective 
rights in the respective shareholder and other agreements. 

The General Partner values the investment portfolio in accordance 
with its valuation policy. The valuation policy considers the 
International Private Equity and Venture Capital Valuation Guidelines 
(IPEV Guidelines) and is consistent with the below detailed valuation 
approach, which will be consistent year-on-year, except where there 
were changes in circumstances in relation to an investment, and 
therefore, the impact of such change would be disclosed. 

Basis of valuation and approach 
The fair value approach of the investments in the ARC Fund was 
determined as at the measurement date in accordance with the 
principles of IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement. Fair value is defined 
as the price that would be received for an asset in an orderly 
transaction between market participants at the measurement date. 
A fair value measurement assumes that a hypothetical transaction 
to sell an asset takes place in the principal market or in its absence, 
the most advantageous market for the asset. 

For listed investments, which are suitably liquid investments, 
the available market prices (calculated at spot on reporting date) 
will be the basis for the measurement of the IFRS Portfolio Value 
for identical instruments. 

For unlisted investments, the primary valuation methodologies 
applied are the income approach (IA) and discounted cash flow (DCF), 
compared against a market approach (MA), where appropriate. 

The General Partner uses its judgement to select the valuation 
technique most appropriate for an investment. The use of multiple 
valuation approaches on an investment is encouraged. On a 
specific investment, a single valuation technique or approach may 
be appropriate (e.g. when valuing an asset using quoted prices in 
an active market for identical assets). 

If multiple valuation techniques or approaches are used to measure 
fair value, the results of the various valuation methods are evaluated 
considering the reasonableness of the range of values indicated by 
those results. A fair value measurement is the point within that 
range that is most representative of fair value in the circumstances. 

In determining the fair value of an investment, the General 
Partner uses its judgement. This includes consideration of those 
specific terms of the investment which may impact its fair value. 
In this regard, the General Partner would consider the economic 
substance of the investment, which may take precedence over 
the strict legal form. The General Partner would take the results of 
each of the valuation methods applied into account in concluding 
the final value of an investment. 

Foreign investments are those considered to be in jurisdictions 
outside of South Africa. These are valued in the local currency of 
the country of investment and translated to Rand at the spot rate 
at the valuation date. 

LEADERSHIP REPORTS
FINANCIAL REVIEW
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Lack of control/minority interest: To the extent that an investment 
is a minority interest and is not able to be easily realised, an appropriate 
minority discount would be considered. However, to the extent that 
the ARC Fund has certain rights in respect of an investment (such as 
minority protections or Board representations) these rights would be 
considered in the IFRS Portfolio Value of the investment in arriving at a 
control premium adjustment. 

Restriction on trading: To the extent that the ARC Fund is restricted 
from disposing of the investment for a period, this restriction would 
be considered in the IFRS Portfolio Value of the investment in arriving 
at a marketability discount adjustment. 

Income approach methodology 
When applying the income approach, the General Partner will consider 
the appropriateness of any sensitivity and/or scenario analysis. 

Discounted cash flow methodology 
The discounted cash flow method is used to derive the enterprise 
value of the investment using reasonable assumptions on the 
estimations of expected future post-taxation cash flows and 
the terminal value (free cash flows to the firm), and discounting 
to the present value by applying the appropriate risk adjusted 
rate that captures the risk inherent to the projections weighted 
average cost of capital (WACC). To arrive at an appropriate equity 
value, an adjustment for net indebtedness will be made. Where 
appropriate, an adjustment to the valuation would be made for 
surplus non-operating assets and liabilities in the investment. 

In some valuations (for example, insurance and banking valuations), 
the use of free cash flow to equity might be preferred. 

The length of period for which it would remain appropriate to use this 
valuation technique will depend on the specific circumstances of the 
investment, and is subject to the judgement of the General Partner.

Market approach methodology 
Market approach methodology includes price/earnings (P/E) 
multiples, listed prices and recent transactions. 

If a multiple approach is used, where appropriate, the General 
Partner would apply an Enterprise Value (EV)/earnings before 
interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA), or P/E 
multiple that is appropriate and reasonable, based on comparable 
companies and taking account of the size, risk profile and 
earnings prospects of the underlying company. In other cases, 
where appropriate, EV/EBITDA and price/book value may also be 
considered. 

The General Partner, as Fund Manager of the portfolio assets, 
is contractually bound to perform fair valuation of the investee 
companies twice a year and provide accounts and valuation 
reports with respect thereto to the partners of the ARC Fund 
after approval by the Board of Directors of the General Partner 

on recommendation for such approval by the Audit and Risk 
Committee of the General Partner with the support, guidance 
and direction of the Investment Committee. Whilst the best 
judgement is used in determining the fair value of these 
investments, there are inherent limitations in any valuation 
technique involving securities of the type in which the ARC Fund 
invests. Therefore, the fair values presented herein may not be 
indicative of the amount which the ARC Fund could realise in a 
current transaction. 

Control over the ARC Fund 
The General Partner directs all the relevant activities of the ARC Fund 
and is therefore considered to have authority over the Fund. The 
Company does not have a currently exercisable right to remove the 
General Partner other than for a reasonable cause. Therefore, the 
Company does not control the ARC Fund. ARC Investments does 
not have the authority to participate in the financial and operating 
policy decisions of the ARC Fund. Therefore, ARC Investments does 
not have significant influence over the ARC Fund. 

Dividends and dividend policy
Company Context in Application of Accounting Policy Choices
Company strategic objective
The Company is a capital-pooling and investment holding 
company structured to offer its shareholders long-term capital 
appreciation through the growth in the fair value of its investment 
in the ARC Fund. As such, ARC Investments does not currently 
intend to pay dividends on the ordinary shares but may choose 
to pay dividends, including special dividends, at some time in the 
future when it is appropriate to do so.

Dividends
The Company’s ability to pay dividends is a function of the return 
of capital by the ARC Fund, which is not anticipated in the 
short term and over which the Company has no direct control. 
Furthermore, the current intention of the General Partner is that 
cash raised by the ARC Fund through realisations and distributions 
received from investee companies will generally be utilised for 
new investment opportunities.

If the Company receives the proceeds of realisations or distributions 
by underlying investee companies from the ARC Fund and chooses 
to pay dividends, the Board anticipates declaring and paying a final 
dividend only. The Board may, however, resolve to declare and pay 
interim dividends on the ordinary shares. The payment of a dividend 
will be subject to the Company’s constitutional documents and 
applicable laws and regulations and the reasonably foreseeable 
obligations of the Company and will require the approval of the 
Board. The dividends that are envisaged would primarily be paid 
from distributions received by the ARC Fund from the investee 
companies and proceeds arising from the disposal of underlying 
investments by the ARC Fund, that are distributed to the Company 
as returns of capital by the ARC Fund.
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OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Valuation approach: 10-year discounted cash flow Unlisted | www.rain.co.za

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

Rain is a telecommunications company with an initial focus on data 
as a primary offering and the goal of becoming a full-service mobile 
network operator. The Company holds spectrum licences, including an 
allocation in the 1 800 MHz band with the other major operators and 
an allocation in the sought-after 2 600 MHz band which facilitates 
access to 5G. Rain plans to build a dedicated national LTE Advanced 
network and infrastructure. 

Rain Mobile sells data directly to the public. Sales of Rain SIM cards 
are in line with the business case. The Company benefits from media 
coverage and social media posts to grow the customer base. 

Business to Business (B2B) services provide fixed wireless connectivity 
to business end-users through intermediary internet service providers. 
This business is being wound down and will be replaced by the newly 
launched 5G business.

Networks builds and manages the Rain LTE Advanced network to 
enable nationwide connectivity for the B2B and mobile business units. 
The Company is responsible for roaming agreements with other major 
telecommunication companies. 

Post the capital raise on 30 June 2020, no further capital contributions are 
expected for the foreseeable future.

Rain is making good progress with the roll-out of its strategy to establish 
a data network in larger metro areas in South Africa.

With the onset of COVID-19 and the resultant national lockdown, the 
Company experienced strong growth in clients and data usage.

The Rain 4G roll-out has progressed well with 5 500 active sites live as at 
end of April 2020. Rain has an infrastructure and services agreement with 
Vodacom that has enabled the rapid growth of the 4G network. Vodacom 
roams on the Rain 4G network, providing a significant proportion of Rain’s 
revenue.

Rain has also launched a 5G network in September 2019, making South 
Africa one of the first countries in the world to deploy this new technology. 

FOCUS FOR 2021

By end of April 2020, Rain has rolled out 447 5G towers and aims to increase this to 1 500 by December 2021. Ultimately more than 2 000 5G 
towers is planned in larger metro areas throughout South Africa, bringing ultra-fast broadband connections to homes and small businesses at 
affordable cost.

INVESTMENT THESIS

Rain is a low cost data provider that is well positioned to establish itself as a well-known and trusted brand in South Africa. Rain has a capable 
and experienced management team and significant further upside remains in terms of a larger direct mobile market share; increased network 
coverage and the development and expansion of the 5G network.

Effective Holding
2018: 20.0%

2019: 20.7%

2020: 20.7%

Fair Value
2018: R1 144 million

2019: R2 508 million

R3 112 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: 26.3%

2019: 26.8%

27.9%
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Effective Holding
2018: 15.0%

2019: 15.2%

2020: 15.2%

Fair Value
2018: R136 million

2019: R203 million

R242 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: 1.7%

2019: 2.2%

2.2%

Unlisted | www.metrofibre.co.za

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

MetroFibre is an internet infrastructure company that provides managed 
fibre optic broadband connectivity in South Africa. Customers include 
service providers, resellers, residential and business properties, and 
consumers. Consumers can take advantage of an array of services that 
are tailored to meet their business needs. 

MetroFibre has a VOIP platform and recently launched GigaGo, a new 
fibre internet service provider (ISP).

Further draws of R 30 million have been committed by ARC over the next 
12 months.

MetroFibre is performing in line with expectations

FOCUS FOR 2021

The main objective of the Company remains to expand its infrastructure roll-out. 

INVESTMENT THESIS

MetroFibre has the ability to connect to a host of world class providers, provide broadband services, as well as deliver data and applications, 
across the Cloud. It is therefore in a good position to increase value and realise returns given the stage of the investment.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Valuation approach: Recent transaction/capital raise
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Effective Holding
2018: 26.3%

2019: 47.8%

2020: 66.5%

Fair Value
2018: R454 million

2019: R485 million

R734 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: 5.6%

2019: 5.2%

6.6%

OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

Kropz Holdings is an explorer, mine developer and miner of fertiliser 
feed minerals listed on the London Stock Exchange AIM board. The 
Company’s long-term strategy is to build a portfolio of high-quality 
phosphate mines and to be a major player within the sub-Saharan 
African plant nutrient sector. Its priority is to bring Elandsfontein into 
production and then to develop Hinda, to be primed to take advantage 
of a recovery in phosphate rock prices.

Elandsfontein (74%) is a phosphate mine and processing plant, 
located on the West Coast of South Africa.

Cominco (90%) is a phosphate deposit in the Republic of Congo’s 
coastal basin that is the largest remaining undeveloped phosphate ore 
reserve on the African continent.

Aflao (50%) is an early stage phosphate exploration project in the 
Keta Basin of Ghana.

• The primary focus of Kropz plc remains the development of the 
Elandsfontein phosphate project in South Africa. Work was aimed 
at defining the modifications required for the processing facility, 
Test Work was conducted at Mintek in South Africa, and Eriez 
and Worley in the United States. Test Work results supported a 
robust circuit employing both direct and reverse flotation to ensure 
consistent concentrate grade production of 68%. BPL (31% P2O5) 
could be consistently achieved. Engineering and design of the plant 
indicates that additional equipment will be required totalling an 
estimated R577 million additional capex. 

• Further time is required for additional Test Work, design and 
delivery of long-lead capital items and associated works will impact 
on timing and capital cost to first production, with the target date 
for commissioning at Elandsfontein in Q4 2021;

• Kropz entered into an Equity Facility with ARC on 13 May 2020 for 
US$ 40 million (maximum of ZAR 680 million). The Equity Facility, 
together with the US$ 12 million (approximately ZAR 200 million) 
already held by Kropz Elandsfontein will be utilised to complete 
development at Elandsfontein. The Equity Facility was approved 
by shareholders at the Kropz general meeting on 29 May 2020. To 
date, R140 million of this facility has been drawn.

• Kropz Elandsfontein and BNP entered into an amended facility 
agreement which removes the technical default under the previous 
BNP facility agreement, extending the first capital repayment date to 
31 December 2022. The BNP facility of US$ 30 million is fully drawn.

FOCUS FOR 2021

Elandsfontein management are confident that they have a process solution for Elandsfontein that will provide a consistent head feed and grade 
over the life of the mine; the focus is now on commencing the process design changes and construction to commence production in Q4 of 2021.

INVESTMENT THESIS

Phosphate is a key ingredient required in the production of fertilizer, which in turn is essential for food security. Thee investment also offers a 
natural Rand hedge and will bring good balance to the overall portfolio. The overall confidence and sentiment in Kropz have improved in the 
past year, with greater certainty regarding the technical solution/process and an increase in the forecast phosphate price. Given its remaining 
challenges, ARC has prudently maintained the investment value as per the prior year. 

Valuation approach: Sum of the parts –Elandsfontein 
DCF; ELH DCF; Cominco Recent transaction

MINING, CONSTRUCTION AND ENERGY

www.kropz.comListed on London’s 
AIM exchange
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Listed | www.afrimat.co.za

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

Afrimat is a leading Black-empowered supplier to the resources, industrial 
minerals, mining, road, rail and construction sectors, with a national 
footprint across southern Africa. The Company specialises in open-cast 
mining, industrial minerals and beneficiates mined products.

Afrimat has a strong foothold in contracting services such as drilling, 
blasting, crushing and screening and are the suppliers of a broad range of 
construction materials and industrial minerals. 

Environmental conservation is a pivotal element in Afrimat’s growth 
strategy.

Afrimat performed well during the difficult time due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. Further details is available on the company website.

FOCUS FOR 2021

Refer to Afrimat’s website 

INVESTMENT THESIS

Refer to Afrimat’s website. The Company has a competent management team and will continue to ensure sustained value creation into the  future.

Valuation approach: JSE listed price – 30 day VWAP

MINING, CONSTRUCTION AND ENERGY

Effective Holding
2018: 19.0%

2019: 18.4%

2020: 18.4%

Fair Value
2018: R641 million

2019: R738 million

R772 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: 7.9%

2019: 7.9%

6.9%

The Last Mile Fund (LMF) is an unlisted investment holding company that is 100% owned and controlled 
by the ARC Fund. LMF was incorporated to explore opportunities that exist in the broader resource space, 
created and accelerated by B-BBEE legislation. To date, LMF has made six investments where it maintains 
a controlling stake. These investments include a coal mine in Ermelo, an investment in a crane and hoist 
business, as well as investments in entities that provide distribution services relating to fuel and diesel, 
OEM approved lubricants and tyres, with the latter entities mainly being suppliers to the mining industry. 

LAST
MILE
FUND

Global Asset Management Limited (GAM) is an unlisted holding company focused on asset-based 
financing and development of alternative energy businesses, including renewables and waste to 
energy projects. GAM is in business rescue and ARC will only be able to realise its share of the 
remaining net assets after creditors and loans are repaid. 

The GAM Group has appropriately been fully impaired.
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Unlisted | www.gemcap.co.za

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

GemCap is an investment holding company that focusses on knowledge-
based, technology enhanced services investments, with a specific focus 
on industry wide platform and portal solutions. The most significant 
investments within the GemCap portfolio include Payprop SA (43.2%), 
Upstream Group (25%), Moonstone (50%), Infoslips (33%) and 
Linebooker (45%).

During the period under review, ARC reinvested R44.51 million, 
received as dividends back in GemCap.

GemCap’s investment portfolio performed as expected during the 
period under review, with many of the start-up operations gaining 
traction. The portfolio has shown some resilience during the COVID-19 
period and operations are recovering to pre-COVID levels in most of 
the investment companies.

FOCUS FOR 2021

The main focus of the entities within GemCap is to improve on the top line, reduce the cost and implement appropriate growth strategies 
for each business.

INVESTMENT THESIS

GemCap invests in unlisted investments in South Africa which are in the business process services outsourcing. A number of their investments 
are platform businesses which are well positioned to provide future value.

OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS

Valuation approach: Sum of the parts - EBIDTA multiple 
of valuation of underlying investments

BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING

Effective Holding
2018: 100.0%

2019: 96.8%

2020: 98.06%

Fair Value
2018: R429 million

2019: R545 million

R553 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: 5.3%

2019: 5.8%

5.0%
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Unlisted | www.bluespec.co.za

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

Bluespec comprises of several specialist businesses which collectively aim 
to transform the motor repair and recovery industry. The Company offers 
market leading end-to-end specialist solutions and connect and build 
tailored propositions through technology and data platforms.

The Company was on a growth trajectory, pre-lockdown, with 
strong growth in new clients and volumes. Bluespec broadened its 
geographical presence and introduced innovate routes to market, thus 
increasing market share. This is commendable given that the industry 
was experiencing lower volumes from insurers. The Company was also 
able to minimise cost escalations.

COVID-19 has had a detrimental impact on the company’s operations. 
Management was quick to respond to this threat and restructured its 
operations and cost structures accordingly.

FOCUS FOR 2021

The company intends to grow and increase profit. It is expected that the company will continue to gain market share.

INVESTMENT THESIS

Bluespec is a leading integrated motor industry player. The Company is actively working on new initiatives to evolve the business to a technology 
platform business with minimal bricks and mortar. This is expected to increase volumes, turnover and overall earnings of the business.

Valuation approach: P/E Mulltiple

BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING

Effective Holding
2018: 24.8%

2019: 24.8%

2020: 24.8%

Fair Value
2018: R509 million

2019: R270 million

R259 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: 6.2%

2019: 2.9%

2.3%
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OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS

EOH is one of the largest technology services companies in Africa and has a wide range of solutions 
in Industry Consulting, IT Services, Software, IT Infrastructure, Industrial Technologies and Business 
Process Outsourcing. The Group is currently undertaking a strategic portfolio review and restructuring 
and intends to operate principally under the iOCO and Nextec brand names. The investment in EOH 
is held for sale and will be disposed of at an appropriate time.

Capital Appreciation (Capprec) is a financial technology company with a broad range of organic as well 
as acquisitive growth opportunities. Acquisition activity will depend on strategic fit as well as valuations. 
Despite the economic climate impacting clients during this last year, the Group has been able to create 
growth across all of its businesses – revenue in the Payments division increased by 7.7% and by 41.5% 
in Services. Capprec is performing well, both operationally and financially.

Humanstate is a private technology services group based in the United Kingdom. It provides businesses 
and non-profit organisations with state-of the-art web-based software applications, integrated with 
on-demand payment processing, based on their global transactional platform. 

Humanstate’s primary holding is Payprop SA. Cash generated from the South African operations is 
invested in developing Payprop UK, Payprop Canada, and recently Payprop United States. Payprop 
UK is gaining traction, while the Canadian initiative is still in its early development stage. PayProp 
United States has successfully started its operations in Florida. Payprop SA continues to deliver strong 
results and dividend flow.

Autoboys provides automotive glass, parts and paint solutions to the insurance industry as well 
as body repair shops, mechanical workshops and individual customers. The Company continued 
to grow its market share in a challenging industry which is experiencing a substantial decrease in 
insurance claims coupled with the COVID pandemic and lockdown. It has also entered into a number 
of smaller acquisitions as a means of diversifying the business and extracting additional synergies 
through its existing operating model and infrastructure. We believe Autoboys is well positioned for 
market share gains and substantial growth into the future. Autoboys has achieved a Level 1 B-BBEE 
rating which sets it apart from its competitors in the industry.
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AGRICULTURE INVESTMENTS

Acorn Agri and Food (AAF) is a long-term investor focusing on food and food processing, agricultural 
processing and the agricultural value chain. The Company has the following investments: Lesotho 
Milling, Montagu Dried Fruits and Nuts, BKB, Grassroots and ACG Fruit, Overberg Agri Grain 
Division, Overberg Agri Retail, Overberg Mechanisation, Overberg Financial Services, Overberg 
Insurance, Overberg Irrigation, Loxton Irrigation, Agpack, Boltfast, Bontebok Limeworks and 
Bredasdorp Abattoir. 2020 marks the first full year of operation and reporting for Acorn Agri 
& Food Ltd since the amalgamation on 2 May 2018. The Group’s financial results inescapably 
reflect the depressed economic and operational conditions surrounding the Agri sector. Various 
operational initiatives are underway to mitigate the effects of the current conditions and ensure 
sustainable long-term profitability. 

Subtropico Investment Partners operate in the services side of the food and agricultural sector. 
Investments include fresh produce market agents, livestock agents (Vleissentraal), a packing 
facility, an equity interest in Farmwise, a 35% shareholding in Natsure (insurance business), 
and a 26% shareholding in KLK Landbou (an agribusiness operating in the Northern Cape). 
This business has been faced with significant challenges because of the national lockdown. 
Management has responded by offering innovative solutions, which include online auctions. The 
company has managed to increase its markets share through opening new branches, signing 
up new market agents to expanding its geographical presence. These initiatives are starting to 
bear fruit and expected to increase the overall contribution to Group net profits into the short 
to medium term.

The RSA Group trades in fresh fruit and vegetables on behalf of its principles. The Group has a 
market share of around 30%, spread across all the national fresh produce markets in South Africa, 
with the three largest, being Johannesburg, Pretoria and Cape Town. It also has export operations.

RSA continues to be a leader within fresh produce markets and sets itself apart through its innovative 
approach to creating value including the use of digitisation and technology. Trading in the last  
12 months has been under pressure due to the integration of Freshworld, an exports company of 
which RSA acquired 100% in September 2019, combined with trading difficulties resulting from 
COVID-19. There has been significant pressure on the local South African fresh produce markets 
with a substantial shift towards lower margin vegetables and away from higher margin fruits. The 
company continues to see increased pressure on the consumer and, while volumes have been 
maintained, margins have dropped. The export market also struggled due to shipping harbours 
either being closed, or negatively impacted by the pandemic. 

RSA is in the process of implementing a buy and build strategy, which should generate significant 
value creation over the next few years.
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OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS

Unlisted | www.squarestone.co.uk

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

Majik Holdings is a private equity structure that invests in commercial real 
estate in the United Kingdom through the Squarestone Growth Limited 
Liability Partnership. Squarestone is an experienced asset manager with 
offices in London and Edinburgh.

Squarestone acquires, actively manages, holds, markets and sells 
secondary commercial real estate with a predominant focus in Scotland 
and the North of England. The core investment strategy is to acquire well 
located modern properties at a discount to replacement build cost, with 
demonstrable potential to enhance rental and capital growth through 
active asset management.

Squarestone Growth performed well during a difficult time and 
managed to maintain their profitability during the COVID-19 crisis.

The fair value gains are attributable to the increase in the GBP/ZAR 
exchange rate.

FOCUS FOR 2021

Simplification of the structure and reduction of administration and running cost. 

INVESTMENT THESIS

Majik has a high yield regional commercial property portfolio.

Valuation approach: Amortised loan 
and NAV of the underlying assets

PROPERTY

Effective Holding
2018: 16.4%

2019: 14.2%

2020: 14.2%

Fair Value
2018: R238 million

2019: R250 million

R277 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: 2.9%

2019: 2.7%

2.5%
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The Barlow Park Campus development, situated in Sandton, Johannesburg is a partnership between 
Barloworld, Atterbury and African Rainbow Capital. The site used to house Barloworld’s corporate 
offices. The investment plans to redevelop the corporate park into a 130,000 sqm mixed-use precinct. 
All external civil services have been installed per the subdivision requirements. There is currently no 
major activity on site, with all demolition works complete. COVID-19 has had an impact on the existing 
development plans and the team is in the process of finalising a new development plan to respond to 
the market demand post COVID-19.

Val de Vie is an established luxury residential estate located in Paarl, which includes Pearl Valley. Paarl is 
fast becoming a new node away from the Cape Town northern suburbs in the Western Cape. The market 
has seen a continued increase in demand for safe/lifestyle retirement accommodation and facilities. 
Returns will be realised as the development sells out, after which annuity income will be earned from 
the retirement precinct. Although development progress and construction at Val de Vie is still on track, 
investment returns are under pressure due to poor market conditions in the property sector. 

Barlow Park

ARC Real Estate is a joint venture between African Rainbow Capital and Signature Investment 
Holdings to invest in empowerment linked property transactions in commercial and retail assets. 
Signature is a recently formed property and private equity investment vehicle, co-founded by Buffet 
Investment Services and KLT Holdings. As a well-capitalised and majority Black-owned property fund, 
ARC Real Estate’s objective is to partner with leading South African corporates in leveraging the 
opportunities created through the various Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Codes of 
Good Practice (“BEE Codes”), in respect of property-linked transactions and exposures. ARC Real 
Estate managed to keep their NAV relatively consistent during a tough time for property companies as 
a result of COVID-19. The NAV has been increased significantly since acquisition through investment 
in properties that are 100% financed through debt and is generating substantial returns for ARC.
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OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS

Unlisted | www.fledge.co.za

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

Fledge Capital delivers a sizable platform to execute on opportunities 
of financial and strategic value that are too small for the ARC Fund to 
invest in. The founding shareholders of the Company has considerable 
expertise in corporate finance and investment banking transactions.

Key investments include:

• WeBuyCars is South Africa’s leading online second hand car 
trading platform.

• The BetterLife Group offers comprehensive property-related 
financial solutions, with a market share of approximately 45% of 
all originated home loans in South Africa.

• Safari & Outdoor is the largest retail player in the hunting industry.

The underlying portfolio is generating satisfactory returns. The Fledge 
portfolio remained relatively consistent, despite the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Fledge Capital’s net asset value moved from R1 116 million to R1 101 
million for the 2020 financial year to 30 June 2020. This represents a 
decrease of 1% (after taxes, fees and expenses).

During August 2020, the ARC Fund disposed of 30% of its share in 
Fledge Capital back to the Company for an amount of R270 million. Post 
disposal, the ARC Fund holds 30% of the issued shares of Fledge Capital.

It is expected that performance will exceed the ARC Fund’s cost of 
capital by some margin on a risk adjusted basis going into the future.

FOCUS FOR 2021

Refocus post COVID-19 pandemic and build on WeBuyCars success.

INVESTMENT THESIS

Fledge Capital offers high return capital solutions. The Company has a healthy, quality pipeline currently under consideration.

Valuation approach: Recent transaction

OTHER DIVERSIFIED INVESTMENTS

Effective Holding
2018: 51.0%

2019: 51.5%

2020: 51.5%

Fair Value
2018: R342 million

2019: R469 million

R453 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: 4.2%

2019: 5.0%

4.1%
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ARCH Emerging Markets Partners Limited is a London based, emerging markets private equity advisory 
firm focused on private market sectors across Africa with an identified interest across energy, logistics 
and private equity. ARCH has two active funds; an Africa Renewable Energy fund and an Africa Cold 
Chain fund. To date ARCH has called for drawn downs for the Renewable Energy fund and the Cold 
Chain fund (after 30 June 2020). The Renewable Energy fund has invested in two projects to date and 
the Cold Chain fund has drawn funds for the acquisition of land in Nairobi for the first facility. As such, 
the ARC Fund’s investment is held at cost.

ARC Investments offers a unique investment proposition with its exposure to African Rainbow 
Capital’s Black-owned and controlled investments. More details are included in this report.
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INSURANCE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT

OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS

Unlisted | www.alexanderforbes.co.za

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

Alexander Forbes Group Holdings (AFGH) is a specialised financial 
services group focusing on employee benefits and investment solutions 
for institutional clients, as well as the financial well-being of its 
individual clients. The Company is recognised as a market leader in its 
core businesses in South Africa - these include:
• retirement funds and asset consulting,
• actuarial consulting, 
• investment and administration services, 
• employee risk benefits and healthcare consulting, 
• multi-manager investment and platform solutions, 
• individual financial advice, and 
• personal lines insurance. 

Alexander Forbes Investments is exposed to market performance 
and is expecting a medium to long term impact, stemming from 
the COVID-19 pandemic on business and, therefore, equity market 
performance. The “default regulations” on retirement reform was 
promulgated in April 2019. This benefits the sector as individuals are 
now able to save within the institutional retirement arrangements 
instead of retail products at high fee structures.

ARC FS acquired a 15% shareholding from Mercer in May 2020 in 
AFGH. The Company then proceeded to obtain shareholder and 
Takeover Regulation Panel approval for ARC FS to go above 35% 
without making an offer to all shareholders to allow ARC FS to 
exchange its investment in AF Limited for shares in AFGH. As a result, 
ARC FS’ shareholding increased to 35.09% in AFGH. Mercer remains 
a 14% shareholder. AFGH declared a special dividend of 50 cents 
per share and a normal dividend of 12 cents per share in June with 
the announcement of their annual result. The total amount of R305 
million was received in July 2020

Further details are available on the corporate website.

FOCUS FOR 2021

Management is focussed on bedding down the synergies between AFGH and other entities within the Group. ARC will continue to play an 
appropriate role in the investment in terms of strategy, acquisitions and people.

INVESTMENT THESIS

Alexander Forbes is a low-cost and leading pension fund administrator and plays a key role in the Group’s financial services strategy.

Valuation approach: JSE Listed share price

Effective Holding
2018: *

2019: *

2020: 17.5%

Fair Value
2018: R692 million

2019: **

R1 218 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: 8.5%

2019: 8.7%

10.9%
* Previously 6.54% from Alexander Forbes Group Holdings and 5% of Alexander Forbes Limited

** Previously R810 million
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Unlisted | www.randmutual.co.za

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

Rand Mutual Assurance Company Limited (RMA) is a non-profit mutual 
assurance organisation which is owned by its policy holders. The long-
term insurance business of RMA handles the administration of claims for 
occupational injuries and diseases, according to the Compensation for 
Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act (COIDA).

RMA has had a mixed start to 2020, growing its premium income 
but negatively impacted by the pandemic and lockdown. There is 
accelerated focus by the new CEO, combined with a refreshed Life 
strategy which talks to more innovative and broader ways of winning 
large employer groups in the Metals sector.

FOCUS FOR 2021

• Growing the insured base and premium income in the Metals class
• Signing up additional employer groups
• Relooking at the product offering 
• Driving capital efficiencies in order to deliver a higher value business
• Building the Africa strategy which will roll-out in 2021
• Refining the key initiatives and projects outlined above

INVESTMENT THESIS

RMA is the only company in South Africa (and potentially Africa) that has a technology platform which completely automates the injury on duty 
(COID) claims process and incorporates aspects of medical aid, short- and long-term insurance. RMA is well positioned to use its competitive 
advantage in the COID sector via its technology and administration platforms to secure other classes/sectors from the Compensation Fund. It 
can also partner with other insurance companies/governments in rest of Africa. ARC believes the inherent business can be grown and there is 
significant value that can be unlocked for all shareholders.

Valuation approach: Embedded value and PE multiples

INSURANCE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT

Effective Holding
2018: n/a

2019: 15%

2020: 15%

Fair Value
2018: n/a

2019: R289 million

R311 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: n/a

2019: 3.1%

2.8%
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OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS

Lima Mbeu is an investment management group focusing on institutional retirement funds in the 
private and public sector market segments. It commenced operations in 2017 and started managing 
assets in April 2018. Lima Mbeu remains on track to build a credible three-year track record, gather 
assets and break-even on a run rate basis in 2021.

InFund Holdings comprises of InFund Solutions and Sash Consulting. It is positioned to take advantage 
of amendments to the Pension Fund regulations effective from 1 April 2019. InFund primarily provides 
education and communication to members of large pension funds on behalf of trustees, as well as 
retirement benefits counselling to the fund. The key drivers are the number of funds as clients and 
member base within the fund as the key services are communication per member and counselling to 
members. Since inception the Company has shown significant growth. Management continues to sign 
up new funds to service. The business is tracking well ahead of expectations.

Khumo Capital is an investment management business providing bespoke investment solutions 
utilising traditional and non-traditional investment instruments. Khumo Capital’s core competence 
is implementing derivative-based solutions (including capital protected and absolute return, efficient 
portfolio management, risk hedging and alpha transport strategies) as well as fixed income and credit 
strategies. The year ending 30 June 2020 was the first full financial year for Khumo Capital. During 
this period, the business established itself successfully as a profitable going concern and delivered 
fruitfully on its clients’ investment objectives.

Colourfield Liability Solutions is an asset management firm specialising in liability-driven investment 
(LDI), goals-based investing, the management of inflation-linked bonds and “smart beta” equity 
management solutions. The Company has a scalable and cash-generative business model that does 
not require further funding for growth. Challenging economic conditions led to pressure on existing 
business and delayed the roll-out of new business. The core LDI business is stable and continues to 
perform well, is also cash generative and shows good client retention.
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Portfolium is an asset manager that advises retirement funds and their members on “in fund” and 
fund endorsed retirement solutions. The business focuses on building relationships with the individual 
retirement fund member and the trustees on the Board of a retirement fund. The company became 
cash generative in the period under review.

PORTFOLIUM

QED is the largest independent actuarial advisory business in Africa, operating across 17 countries. 
Specialist advisory teams offer actuarial and risk management solutions to life and non-life insurers, 
healthcare providers, pension funds, banks, regulatory and industry bodies, insurance associations, 
retailers and developmental organisations. QED has again shown exceptional growth over the last 12 
months. Ongoing investment in their growth resulted in some margin pressure, which is expected to 
continue in the short to medium term. QED has clear strategies to expand the margin over the next 
three years and has a strong pipeline for future growth.

African Rainbow Life commenced its operations in 2019. The Company specialises in long-term 
insurance products including life cover, savings, investments, retirement annuities and funeral cover, 
and focuses primarily on the lower to middle income market segment. 

African Rainbow Life has been adversely affected by the COVID-19 lockdown which has had a 
significant adverse impact on African Rainbow Life’s face-to-face sales strategy. Management has 
responded by cutting expenses, refocusing on group business and other revenue generating activities, 
and investing in digital sales capability.

African 
Rainbow 
Life
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EBS International provides hosted member administration and asset management solution platforms as 
well as technology, consulting, disaster recovery and business continuity services. The Company focuses 
on a concurrent strategy of strong organic and acquisitive growth through its subsidiary companies. DRSA 
is a 51% Black-controlled company specialising in the provision of resiliency services (disaster recovery, 
business continuity and other resiliency styled services) with a focus on organic growth. EBS Africa provides 
administration and consulting services to the employee benefits industry with an acquisitive strategy. The 
core business of EBS International has managed to maintain its performance. ARC remains optimistic 
about future prospects and the ability of management to grow profits to levels envisaged.

OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS

Capital Legacy is one of the largest estate administrators in South Africa. Operating since 2012, the 
company has over 250 000 clients and enrols 6 000 new clients every month. It boasts some 5 000 
supporting financial advisors. The business experienced strong growth over the last year with new 
business volumes nearly doubling. Management anticipates Capital Legacy’s in-force client book to 
growth substantially, driven by product innovation, investment in marketing and direct distribution 
and expansion of staff numbers.

LifeCheq is an independent financial advisory (IFA) business that targets the middle market in South 
Africa. The LifeCheq model aims to disrupt the traditional IFA model as it effectively combines robo-
advice with human interaction to reduce service costs. The business is well positioned to grow and 
provide independent financial advice to the underserved middle market. 

Indwe Risk Services is an independent South African general insurance broker, providing personal 
insurance, business insurance and specialist risk consulting services to private, commercial and 
corporate clients. Trading performance was impacted in the last 12 months by challenging 
economic conditions and the COVID-19 pandemic lead to further pressure on client retention, 
collection and new business. The Company is a stable cash generative business which continues 
to focus on the expansion of their client value proposition.
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AfroCentric is a Black-empowered investment holding company that provides health administration and 
health risk management solutions to the healthcare sector. Its diversified business model and growth 
strategy enables the Company to achieve sustainable growth and value creation across the healthcare 
sector by leveraging its competitive advantages of a strong market positioning, diversified across 
complementary healthcare services. AfroCentric has once again delivered a very satisfactory operating 
result in its most recent set of results and the Group’s financial position remains sound.

ARC Health is a private investment company and wholly owned subsidiary of ARC FS. This business 
primarily consists of one key underlying business, Smart Health Investment, servicing mainly the 
entry-level market. During the financial year ending 30 June 2020, the Group became profitable 
and remains on track to achieve forecast growth. 

National Health Care (NHC) was established in 2017 with the core vision of providing medical cover 
to low-income South Africans that have traditionally been unable to access private medical aid. NHC 
provides a unique medical allowance mechanism to employers in which it offers an administration fee-
based model through a provider centric independent practitioners association. NHC is still in its ramp-up 
phase and has shown strong membership growth since inception. With an increased public focus on 
affordable health care in South Africa, NHC is well positioned for future growth.
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SPECIALIST FINANCIAL SERVICES

A2X is a stock exchange which provides the market with an efficient and cost-effective trading option 
to secondary list and trade shares. The Company leverages the latest high-performance exchange 
technology supplied by Aquis Exchange in the UK and other efficiencies to significantly reduce the 
end-to-end cost of transacting. A2X has made steady progress over the last year, with 38 securities 
available for trading on A2X as at August 2020 and a combined market cap of R2.25 trillion. For the 
next 12 months, key focus areas for management include rolling out the MeCRAS post-trade system 
and a Starter Package for broker, as well as increasing the number of issuers listed on A2X.

Alternative Prosperity is a majority Black-owned company that offers products and services in 
responsible investment, transformation and sustainability. Management has recently refined the 
business strategy to reposition the company as a holding company with investments in entities that 
offer advisory services, research and products to support large public and private entities to address 
Economic, Environmental, Social and Governance issues. It is still too early to assess if the new 
strategy will be successful. The business continues to have a solid value proposition and enjoys good 
credibility among its stakeholders.

Bravura is an independent Southern African investment banking firm, founded in 1999, specialising 
in corporate finance, structured solutions and property asset management services. The Company 
has two principal operating divisions:
• Bravura Capital (Corporate Finance)
• Bravura Solutions (Structured Solutions)

Constellation Capital focuses on conceptualizing derivative-based risk-mitigation or return-enhancement 
strategies to a client base of pension funds, asset managers and high net-worth individuals. Constellation 
Capital only trades back-to-back and does not hold proprietary positions. Constellation Asset Management 
is a boutique investment company, with an experienced team of investment professionals that leverages 
innovative thinking, deep product knowledge and networks to deliver exceptional tailor-made investment 
solutions to retail and institutional clients across South Africa. The trading business managed to achieve 
good trading volumes during the year under review, largely driven by the increased activity in the market. 
The trading business contributes nearly all the profits of the Group.

OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS
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Edge Growth is a leading enterprise and supplier development (ESD) firm with an in-depth 
understanding of the B-BBEE Codes (including the sector charters) and ESD experience. Edge Growth 
invests in high growth small enterprises and is capitalised using corporate companies’ enterprise 
and supplier development spend under the B-BBEE codes. The company specialises in Enterprise 
Development Strategy, SME Finance, SME Growth Strategy, Enterprise Development, Supplier 
Development, Missing Middle Finance, Enterprise Development Funds and Fund Management.  Edge 
Growth has experienced significant growth since ARC FS’ investment. The Company is in the process 
of gearing up for the next level of growth and has incurred costs to be able to align to where the 
business is currently operating. Revenue levels have thus been lagging the cost increase which has 
led to a deep decline in 2020 net profits as well for the projected 2021 earnings. The business is 
preparing for the next level of growth. 

ooba is one of South Africa’s leading mortgage originators with a strong life and general insurance 
business flowing from the origination business. For the 11 months to June 2020, ooba has been 
performing ahead of budget and tracking ahead of the broader macro environment. Management 
has taken action to reduce costs should lower activities translate into reduced revenues over the 
next 12 to 18 months.

Sinayo is an independent Black-owned and controlled member of the JSE providing core services 
of securities trading and research.  Sinayo remains one of the smaller BEE brokers with strong 
capital adequacy and it continues to maintain its market share whilst the JSE trading is declining.
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Unlisted | www.tymebank.co.za

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION INVESTMENT ACTIONS AND TRADING PERFORMANCE

TymeBank is South Africa’s leading low-cost transactional bank to the 
traditionally under-served and under-serviced mass market segment. 
The bank has an unrivalled low-cost operating platform as a result 
of its innovative use of technology and its strategic relationship with 
Pick ‘n Pay and Boxer stores, all geared towards offering customers a 
compelling banking value proposition. Clients are quickly and easily 
on-boarded and bank charges are more affordable.

Since its public launch in February 2019, the Bank has fleshed out its 
product offering to include all value-added and traditional banking 
features and focused on entering into partnerships in insurance and 
credit. This will position it to become the primary bank of choice for 
its loyal customer base. Its focus on using data and analytics to drive 
superior products that meet the customer requirements, holds true to its 
vision of continued innovation and agility to changing market conditions. 

The bank has achieved significant scale in the 18 months since launch. 
The operating model and technology viability have largely been proven. 
Customer numbers and activation are largely in line with expectations. 
All the key value-added services features have been added, driving 
increased usage. 

The onset of COVID 19 has impacted TymeBank’s business plan, 
particularly around the pace of customer activations and increased 
usage of the account combined with the delay of the unsecured 
personal lending product.

The rollout plans for the partnership with the Zionist Christian Church 
which was halted by COVID-19, was recently restarted and is being 
accelerated. Key bancassurance partnerships with Hollard was also 
finalised and launched.

FOCUS FOR 2021

The next two years to breakeven will focus on executing in line with the most recent Board approved strategy,  premised on revenue diversification 
and a lean cost base, supplemented by partnerships.

INVESTMENT THESIS

TymeBank’s proposition is to use technology to increase physical and financial access to banking services for the unbanked and underbanked. 
It aims to provide the simplest and lowest price transactional bank account in the market with best-of-breed data and analytical capabilities to 
enable advanced credit decisioning, as well as significant operating leverage through process automation. In addition, it will facilitate growth 
and distribution through significant partnerships.

Valuation approach: Book value

BANKING AND DIGITAL

Effective Holding
2018: 10.0%

2019: 32.6%

2020: 35.2%

Fair Value
2018: R158 million

2019: R674 million

R927 million

% The ARC Fund NAV
2018: 1.9%

2019: 7.2%

8.3%

OVERVIEW OF INVESTMENTS
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The AI Fund identifies and invests in businesses that can benefit disproportionately from the use 
of artificial intelligence, particularly algorithmic decision-making to help organisations make high 
frequency decisions in multiple places in their value chain. The investment provides ARC with 
access to an ecosystem where new technologies in support of the Fourth Industrial Revolution are 
optimally commercialised. The Fund has seen promising results, both in terms of attracting capital 
as well as the pipeline of investments.

Tyme Global is a Hong Kong-based company that owns the intellectual property used by TymeBank. 
The technology owned by Tyme Global is transferable to other jurisdictions and is already being used 
in three countries. Tyme Global is the vehicle through which the intellectual property will either be 
used to build another bank, or alternatively white-labelled. While there are a number of opportunities 
under consideration, the short-term focus remains TymeBank. Other opportunities will be in the 
pipeline and developed in tandem with TymeBank support.

Tyme Global

AI FUND
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Gabriel Mokgoko 

I have been in business for many years and, during 

that time, I served as the President of the North 

West Chamber of Commerce and worked within the 

National African Federated Chamber of Commerce as 

its National Organiser, also its Programme Coordinator 

and later became the Public Affairs Director. At the 

time we were cultivating and promoting business 

amongst black people in South Africa.

 

Currently, I am the Chairman of Mampa Investment 

Holdings which engages with the mining industry. My 

biggest pleasure is to see Ubuntu-Botho developing 

in the way it is, and by being a shareholder, I 

am deriving tremendous inspiration because the 

company is fulfilling a major gap which exists 

between talking and doing. The “doing” that we 

see within Ubuntu-Botho is opening the minds of 

the African, which is a step in the right direction to 

help South Africa becoming a country in which the 

deprived people have a future to talk about. 

UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

NORTH-WEST



SANLAM

• Key empowerment 
partners

INVESTEE COMPANIES

• A total of 49 companies

EMPLOYEES

ARC Investments has no full-time employees or executive management. The UBI Group utilises its strong 
and experienced leadership team and employee complement, in terms of the Partnership Agreement and 
Investment Services Agreement, to achieve superior capital appreciation for investors in ARC Investmentss. 

The human capital available through this agreement is a key determinant of the success with which the ARC 
Fund implements its strategy.

UBI AND ARC

73

STEWARDSHIP
STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGEMENT

At ARC Investments we highly value our stakeholders and believe in nurturing our 
relationships by facilitating regular interaction. Our philosophy has always been that creating 
sustainable value for ourselves rests on our ability to create value for others. This ethos has 

carried through from UBI to ARC and into ARC Investments. 

SHAREHOLDERS, 
INVESTORS AND 
FUNDERS

• Retail investors

• Institutional investors

• Analysts

• Asset managers

• Sponsors

• Funders

REGULATORY BODIES

• JSE and Takeover  
Regulation Panel

• FSC Mauritius

• BEE Regulator

• Competition authorities

• Prudential Authority of the South 
African Reserve Bank

• Financial Services Conduct 
Authority

MEDIA

• Business/Financial 
media

• Consumer media

COMMUNITIES

• South African society in general

• Three community 
trusts

We define our stakeholders as those groups that are affected by our activities  
and that have the potential to impact our ability to create value. The table below lists ARC 
Investments’ key stakeholder groups and describes the reciprocal expectations and primary 

requirements in these relationships.
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STEWARDSHIP
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT CONTINUED

SHAREHOLDERS, ANALYSTS AND FUNDERS

Stakeholder What we need What our 
stakeholders need

Material issues Risks and opportunities

UBI 
Shareholders

• Broad-based 
empowerment 
credentials

• Existing shareholders 
remaining on board

• Sustainable wealth 
creation, currently 
primarily driven by 
Sanlam’s share price

• Diversification 
benefits beyond the 
investment in Sanlam 
(investment in ARC 
Investments and 
ARC FS)

• Cash returns

• Regular information 
updates on above

• Capital appreciation

• Dividend payments

Risks:

• Shareholders exiting, putting 
the broad-based empowerment 
status at risk

• Lack of appropriate shareholder 
returns

• Reputational damage

Opportunities:

• Regular shareholder 
communication to keep 
shareholders informed of progress 
at UBI, ARC & ARC Investments 
levels.

Institutional & 
Retail Investors

• Wide-spread interest 
in the success of ARC 
Investments

• Recognition that we 
are a competitive 
wealth creation 
vehicle

• Institutional 
shareholders 
remain long-term 
shareholders

• Ability to access 
capital funding

• Market related return

• Share price trading 
at Intrinsic NAV or 
premium

• Long-term capital 
appreciation

• Share price trading at 
significant discount

• Portfolio viewed as 
too diverse

• General Partner fee 
structure

• Capital requirements 
of key investments

• Cash generation 
ability of investments

Risks:

• Investment case not appealing to 
prospective investors

• Lack of appropriate shareholder 
returns

• Increasing discount to NAV

• Unexpected cash calls to the ARC 
Fund from investee companies

• Increased cost of capital

• Reputational damage

Opportunities:

• Capacity to deploy capital where 
it will add most long-term growth

• A clearly communicated 
investment case

Investment 
Analysts

Understanding of our 
investment case

That we follow a 
particular building 
block approach with 
a three to five-year 
horizon to establish a 
credible track record

Detailed information 
on valuations, 
financials and 
operations of investee 
companies

Access to leadership of 
investee companies

Timeous provision of 
information related to 
market announcements

Sufficient information 
to support decision 
making

Portfolio diversity and 
lack of cohesiveness

Fee structure coupled 
with share price 
discount and Intrinsic 
NAV

Risks:

Lack of understanding of the 
investment case

Impatience from analysts that the 
ARC Fund as a minority shareholder 
is not able to provide all commercial 
and financial information on 
privately held companies

Opportunities:

Consistent engagement with 
investment analysts

Engagements between key investee 
companies and investment analysts 
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Quality of the relationship
UBI and ARC Investments shareholders, as well as analysts

Mutually beneficial relationship and healthy engagement through regular interaction and robust dialogue

Key tools

SENS 
announcements

Integrated Annual 
Report

Nasdaq: 
independent 

shareholder analysis

The Vault:  
database of 

institutional and 
retail shareholders

ARC Investments 
website: up to date 

investor related 
information

Our response to ARC Investments shareholders and analysts
Ongoing and regular engagement

Financial results 
announcement events

Shareholder / investor 
roadshow

Quarterly investment 
update

Industry investor 
conferences

Our response to UBI shareholders
Stakeholder relations strategy

Key issue for UBI shareholders 
is to remain on board

Shareholders have to be informed 
with updated developments

Issue a quarterly newsletter
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Stakeholder What we need What our 
stakeholders need

Material issues Risks and opportunities

UBI & ARC 
Employees

• Engaged employees

• Employees who drive 
the implementation 
of our overall 
strategies

• Accountability and 
execution

• Productive work 
environment, 
characterised by 
good leadership and 
clear strategy

• Appropriate reward 
and incentives

• Strategy 
implementation

• Business performance

• Accountability

• Financial reward

Risks:

• Employees not adequately 
engaged and therefore become 
less committed

• Lack of accountability in 
execution of key investments

Opportunities:

• Regular communication to 
employees on key matters

• Regular group interaction 
between leadership and 
employees

Media • Accurate, fair and 
balanced reporting 
on the performance 
of ARC Investments 
as well as the 
investee companies 
in the ARC Fund

• Accurate, fair and 
balanced reporting 
on governance 
matters that could 
negatively impact 
trust levels among 
our stakeholders

• Transparency as a 
listed entity

• Availability of 
spokespeople to 
address media 
queries

• Clarity on 
governance matters

• Business performance

• Corporate activity

• Governance matters

• Access to leadership

Risks:

• Downsizing of newsrooms leading 
to relative junior journalists covering 
relative complex investment 
matters, causing unintended 
misrepresentation of the company 
and leading to reputational damage

Opportunities: 

• On-going availability of key 
spokespeople to present 
journalists with timeous 
commentary on matters 
pertaining to the company’s 
business case and performance

Community • We want 
communities to 
understand that we 
are building a world 
class Group while 
making a positive 
impact on society

• Leadership who takes 
responsibility for 
commercial success 
as well as working 
towards a social 
dividend to improve 
society in general

• Annual Fund flows 
into each of the 
community trusts

• Social and financial 
stability

• Progress on financial 
inclusion

Risks:

• Public perception that company 
may be indifferent to key societal 
needs

Opportunities:

• Strong community relationships 
will support mutually beneficial 
outcomes for community 
developments

UBI AND ARC EMPLOYEES, MEDIA AND COMMUNITY

STEWARDSHIP
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT CONTINUED
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Relationship with business and 
mainstream media is regarded as 

healthy and productive

Quality of the relationship

Relationship established, value-
generating connection, but with 

room for improvement

Relationship with employees as 
stakeholder is regarded as healthy 

and productive

Our strategic response to employees, media and community

• Healthy relationships with key 
journalists and media decision makers 
are critical

• Key journalists are invited to financial 
results announcement presentations

• Continuous availability of ARC 
leadership for media commentary is 
facilitated

• Media coverage and the impact 
thereof are monitored

• Increased focus on social media coverage

• Regular media coverage reporting is done

• Weekly staff meetings

•  Meetings addressed by the co-CEOs 
with participation from all

•  The Human Resources Executive 
addresses the team on relevant matters

• Engagement with employees is a key 
stakeholder activity and is aligned with 
the Human Resources strategy

• Stakeholder relations and regular 
communication supports Human 
Resources in driving employee 
engagement

• All community-related stakeholder 
relations activities are referred to 
the UB Foundation and the Sanlam 
Foundation

Media Relations

Media Relations

Employees

Employees

Community 

Community 
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STEWARDSHIP
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT CONTINUED

Stakeholder What we need What our 
stakeholders need

Material issues Risks and opportunities

Investee 
Companies

• Consistent 
superior financial 
performance on a 
stand-alone basis

• To be aware of and 
act on synergistic 
opportunities with 
companies in or 
outside of the portfolio

• Timeous, relevant 
and accurate financial 
information from 
investee companies

• Stable empowerment 
credentials

• Benefits of the 
network of investee 
companies in the 
ARC Fund

• Business success at 
UB/ARC level

• May require funding, 
given economic/
trading conditions

• B-BBEE credentials

• Business synergies 
leading to growth in 
client pools

• Leveraging the ARC 
network

Risk

• Investments fail to realise 
potential value

• Lack of appropriate disclosure and 
governance

Opportunities

• Putting ARC Investments’ 
network and synergistic leverage 
to work

Regulatory 
Bodies

• Clear and consistent 
guidance on rules 
and policies to satisfy 
compliance

• Consistent 
compliance with all 
rules and policies

• Deepening stability 
of the financial 
system

• Compliance 
requirements are 
adhered to and 
satisfied

• Contributing to 
the stability of the 
financial system

• Non-participation 
in empowerment 
fronting

Risk

• Non-compliance or deterioration 
in the relationship with regulators 
may jeopardise ARC Investments’ 
license to operate

Opportunities

• Our established track record assist us 
to obtain access and co-operation 
from the relevant authorities

UBI, ARC, ARC 
Investments 
Boards

• Consistent and 
rigorous governance 
practices

• Strong leadership 
that facilitates robust 
discussion which is 
aligned to the overall 
business strategy

• Adherence to 
approved governance 
framework

• Implementation of 
Board approved 
strategy

• Satisfactory financial 
performance

• Approved 
governance 
framework

• Management 
capability to deliver 
on the strategic 
outcomes

• Achieving budgeted 
financial performance

Risk

• Lack of agreed governance 
framework

• Misalignment between the Board 
and management on key strategic 
objectives

Opportunities

• Utilising the Board’s vast skills and 
experience

• Where appropriate and relevant, 
utilise individual Board members’ 
vast networks

INVESTEE COMPANIES, REGULATORY BODIES, UBI, ARC AND ARCI BOARDS

Quality of the relationship

Our strategic response to investee companies, Regulatory bodies, UBI, ARC and ARCI Boards

Mutually beneficial with healthy 
engagement

Investee companies: Annual Business 
Partner Conference

Very close, transparent and trusting 
relationship with continuous 

engagement

Regulatory bodies: engagement by Chief 
Legal Counsel and BEE Commissioner

Compliant relationship

Boards: professional management of 
Board meeting processes

Investee companies UBI, ARC and ARCI Board Regulatory bodies
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Stakeholder What we need What our 
stakeholders need

Material issues Risks and opportunities

• Sanlam • Clarity on key 
strategic matters 
to ensure we can 
add value as the 
empowerment 
partner

• Opportunities for 
co-investment in 
the financial services 
industry to ensure 
healthy growth

• Clarity that we 
retain our position 
as a broad-based 
black empowerment 
investor

• Effective leveraging 
of our expanded 
network to 
respond favourably 
to strategic 
opportunities

• Certainty that we are 
long-term investors 
and not putting their 
empowerment status 
at risk

• Alignment on key 
strategic matters

• Funding 
arrangements 
when significant 
co-investment 
opportunities may 
arise

Risks:

• Non-alignment on key strategic 
matters

• Lack of engagement or clarity 
on key matters may result in 
inadequate value being contributed 
as empowerment partner

Opportunities:

• Co-investment opportunities

• Market related funding 
arrangements to ensure a 
long-term stable empowerment 
partner

SANLAM

Strategic response

Quality of the relationship

Transparent and trusting relationship with continuous engagement

Scheduled engagement between 
Sanlam leadership and company 

representatives

Alignment on key strategic 
growth opportunities

Identifying co-investment 
opportunities to enhance 
stakeholder value creation
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Mark has over 25 years’ experience in managing debt, property 
and private equity assets and providing corporate finance and 
strategic advice, predominantly to public companies in the United 
Kingdom. Prior to founding Hibridge Capital UK Limited (a 
London-based, boutique private equity and advisory business) in 
2003, he was a shareholder and employee of Hawkpoint Partners 
UK Limited, which was previously the corporate finance division 
of NatWest Markets Limited. He worked for BoE Limited, where 
he served on the executive committee of the group’s international 
business headquartered in London and worked at KPMG as a 
manager in their London offices. 

He is the Chairperson of Trellidor Holdings Limited and is an 
independent Non-executive Director and Chairperson of Lighthouse 
Capital Limited. He was previously Chairperson of Rockcastle 
Global Real Estate Company Limited since inception and prior to 
its merger with NEPI. Mark was also Chairperson of a China- and 
retail-focused real estate company managed by Blackstone Inc. 
and Macquarie Asset Management prior to its disposal.

Anil is the Managing Director of the Currimjee group of companies 
where he has had executive experience for 36 years. The group 
is one of the largest diversified commercial business groups in 
Mauritius with broad investments in India and a focus on a wide 
range of activities including telecommunications, real estate, 
hospitality, energy and financial services. He holds non-executive 
directorships in Building and Civil Engineering Co. Ltd and Sanlam 
Africa Core Real Estate Fund. He is the Chairman of the Joint 
Business Council Mauritius and India and was Chairman of the 
Mauritius Chamber of Commerce in 2003. 

Between 2004 to 2016, Amil was the Honorary Consul General 
of Japan in Mauritius. He was appointed to the Board of ARC 
Investments on 11 March 2019.

Clive is an Independent Non-executive Director. He serves as 
a Director of Untu Holdings Limited, a Botswana registered 
investment holding company. He is the current Chief Executive 
Officer of Untu Capital Limited, a Zimbabwean SME financier. He 
spent six years with PricewaterhouseCoopers in Zimbabwe, the 
United States and the United Kingdom in Audit and Corporate 
Finance. He has experience in the financial services industry 
having done several corporate finance deals in the sector. 

Prior to founding the Untu group, he was with an emerging 
market private equity firm, Actis Capital. He is a Chartered 
Accountant by training and won the National Prize for the best 
qualifying student in his final qualifying exams. He is a CFA 
charter-holder and holds a Master of Business Administration 
from the University of Oxford.

Renosi has held several leadership positions in the public sector 
and academia. She was the Deputy Governor of the South African 
Reserve Bank from August 2005 to July 2010 and Executive 
Director of the World Bank in 2010 to 2012. She has also served as 
the Executive Dean of the Graduate School of Business Leadership, 
UNISA, and as a senior policy analyst at the Development Bank 
of Southern Africa. She is currently the Executive Chairperson of 
Concentric Alliance. 

She holds non-executive directorships at Bidvest Bank Limited, 
GEPF and Vukile Property Fund amongst others. Her committee 
membership includes Remuneration, Governance, Audit and 
Social and Ethics.

Mark Olivier (52)
Independent Non-executive Chairperson
British | CA(SA)
Appointment date: 10 August 2017

Anil Currimjee (58) 
Independent Non-executive Director
Mauritian | BA, MBA
Appointment date: 11 March 2019

Clive Msipha (38)
Independent Non-executive Director
Zimbabwean | CFA, CA(Z), MBA
Appointment date: 11 August 2017

Dr Renosi Mokate (62)
Independent Non-executive Director
South African | BA, MA, PhD
Appointment date: 23 November 2017

ND A&RC ND A&RC

NC* A&RC# N&RC ND A&RC* N&RC

STEWARDSHIP
BOARD MEMBERS
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ND A&RC

Smitha joined the Corporate Services Department of Intercontinental 
Trust Limited (“ITL”) in 2006 and is currently a Senior Manager 
in the Listing Department. She is an Associate Member of the 
Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators. 
 
Prior to her appointment as Manager in the Listing Department, 
she worked in the Corporate Services Department for nearly 
10 years and is currently overseeing companies that are listed 
on the SEM, NSX, JSE and LSE. She has been overseeing 
the operations division on matters such as incorporation of 
companies, advising on company structures, regulatory matters 
and corporate administration as well as company secretarial 
duties to companies, both under the private and public 
structures in the global business sector and the domestic sector. 
 
Smitha serves as Director on the Boards of several global business 
companies that are under the administration of ITL, as well as Boards 
of Listed Companies and Special Licensed Companies by the FSC. 

Karen Bodenstein is not a member of the ARC Investments Board, 
but as CFO she attends all Board meetings.
 
Karen is an accountant with over 16 years professional 
experience in reporting and the preparation of company 
management and financial accounts. She works as a consultant 
providing management and financial accounting services to 
global and domestic companies in Mauritius.

She has exposure to directorships on listed companies on both 
the Stock Exchange of Mauritius and the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange. She was an executive director of Rockcastle Global 
Real Estate Limited, where she was the chairperson of the risk and 
ethics committee and is an independent non-executive Director of 
Lighthouse Capital Limited and chairperson of the audit committee.

Karen has been living in Mauritius since 2007.

Smitha Bissonauth (36) 
Independent Non-executive Director
Mauritian | BSc Accounting with Finance, 
MBA, ACIS
Appointment date: 14 September 2020

Karen Bodenstein (39) 
Chief Financial Officer
Mauritian | B.Compt (Accounting Sciences), 
Advanced Diploma in Management 
Accounting, CIMA

Member of the Audit and Risk CommitteeA&RC

Member of the Nomination and Remuneration CommitteeN&RC

Tommy is the Chief Operating Officer of Intercontinental Trust 
Limited and has previously worked in the United Kingdom for 
several years specialising in auditing and taxation. Previously, he 
was the Finance Director of a major Mauritian group involved in 
various activities, including property, financial services, trading 
and leisure. He is a stockbroker (Investment Dealer Type 1) 
licensed by the Stock Exchange of Mauritius and a Director of 
Capital Market Brothers Limited. 

He is also a member of the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners 
as well as a member of the International Fiscal Association. He 
holds a bachelor’s degree in Economics and is a fellow of the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.

Refiloe serves as the Chief Financial Officer for both Ubuntu-
Botho Investments and African Rainbow Capital. She has 
more than 16 years professional experience and 10 years 
Board experience, spread across diverse industries, including 
financial and property management services, mining services 
and supplies, tourism, automotive and engineering. She has 
experience of serving as Chairperson of finance committees and 
member of audit and risk committees. 

Refiloe previously held the positions of Chief Financial Officer at 
Royal Bafokeng Holdings as well as Thebe Investments.

Deans Tommy Lo Seen Chong (61) 
Independent Non-executive Director
Mauritian | BSc, FCA, TEP
Appointment date: 12 July 2017
Resigned with effect from 13 September 2020

Refiloe Nkadimeng (39)
Non-executive Director
South African | CA(SA)
Appointment date: 9 March 2020

Non-executive Director

* Chairman  |  # Invitee

ND A&RC ND N&RC*

ND

NC Non-executive Chairperson
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GOVERNANCE OVERVIEW

ARC Investments is committed to sound governance and the application of the highest standards of ethical conduct of its business and 
affairs. The company is led, managed and controlled in Mauritius by an experienced, multinational and independent Board of Directors that 
has final oversight and responsibility in respect of ARC Investments’ business, strategy and key policies. This includes the investment in the 
ARC Fund. ARC Investments is a Limited Partner in the ARC Fund, an en-commandite partnership established in South Africa. As a passive 
investor, it plays no role in the management or investment decisions of the ARC Fund.

The Board acknowledges the link between effective governance, sustainable performance and the creation of long-term value for all its 
stakeholders. The Board is committed to the principles of transparency, integrity, fairness and accountability, and recognises the need 
to maintain strong governance structures and sound governance principles. The Board fully endorses and aligns with the governance 
requirements of the Mauritius Companies Act (Act 15 of 2001), the JSE Listings Requirements and the King Report on Corporate 
Governance for South Africa (King IV).

Nic Elliot

I am a businessman and I am proud of 

the business that I built from scratch. I 

have been an Ubuntu-Botho shareholder 

for many years. I believe that business 

is about relationships and I have a very 

good relationship with the people at UBI, 

my fellow shareholders and those that 

lead, so I am here for the long haul. The 

dividends get paid into my family trust, so 

even if I am no longer here one day, my 

family will still benefit from it.

UBUNTU-BOTHO SHAREHOLDER

MPUMALANGA

A culture of good corporate governance is instilled at Board level and is applicable to the entire organisation. 
We engage our stakeholders with transparency, honesty and respect and conduct our business ethically. It is not 
sufficient to just follow codes, rules and policies, but rather that those charged with oversight, by their nature, 

are trustworthy and ambitious to act in the best interest of the company and its stakeholders.
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The Board of ARC Investments comprises five Independent 
Non-executive Directors and one Non-executive Director. In 
compliance with Mauritian regulations, the Board includes 
three Mauritian resident Directors. ARC Investments does not 
have a Chief Executive Officer and no Executive Directors on 
the Board. ARC Investments has appointed Karen Bodenstein 
as Chief Financial Officer. Karen is an executive employee and 
responsible for the day-to-day financial administrative activities 
of the Company. Whilst she is not a Director of ARC Investments, 
she has a direct reporting responsibility to the ARC Investments 
Board and is a permanent invitee to all Board and Board sub-
committee meetings. The Board has three scheduled meetings 

a year. The Board work plan details the relevant matters to be 
covered at each meeting during the year to ensure that all matters 
laid out in the charter are covered on an appropriate basis. The 
key purpose of the Board is to ensure the long-term success  
of the Company by collectively directing its affairs, while meeting 
its obligations to shareholders and other stakeholders. The Board 
is ultimately accountable and responsible for the performance and 
affairs of the Company and, in doing so, effectively represents 
and promotes the legitimate interests of the Company and its 
shareholders. The Board exercises stewardship and sets the ethical 
tone for the organisation by upholding the highest standards of 
ethics in all forms of conduct.

STEWARDSHIP
GOVERNANCE PRACTICES WITHIN ARC INVESTMENTS

First level of governance
Additional level of Group governance

99.95% 0.05%THE 
ARC FUND

ARC 
BOARD

UBI 
BOARD

AFRICAN RAINBOW CAPITAL INVESTMENTS UBI GENERAL PARTNER

ARC Investments is a capital raising and 
investment entity incorporated under the laws 
of Mauritius and listed on the Johannesburg 
Stock Exchange (JSE). The ARC Investments 
Board has final oversight and responsibility in 
respect of the Company’s business, strategy 
and key policies, including the investment in 
the ARC Fund. ARC Investments is a Limited 
Partner (passive investor) in the ARC Fund 
and plays no role in the management or 
investment decisions of the ARC Fund.

UBI General Partner is the General Partner (fund 
manager) of the ARC Fund and is responsible 
for the day-to-day management of the Fund. 
UBI GP is 100% owned and controlled by UBI. 
While ARC assists UBI GP to source investment 
opportunities, all investment decisions of the 
ARC Fund are taken by UBI GP through its 
Investment Committee or, subject to the terms 
of any delegations in place, its Investment 
Advisory Committee.

Investment 
Committee

Nomination and 
Remuneration 

Committee

Audit and Risk 
Committee

Audit 
and Risk 

Committee

Investment 
Advisory 

Committee

GOVERNANCE PRACTICES

ARC Investments is a subsidiary of African Rainbow Capital 
Proprietary Limited (ARC), which is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Ubuntu-Botho Investments Proprietary Limited (UBI). The Board of 
UBI (UBI Board) has approved a Group Governance Policy which 
proposes certain principles to be applied throughout the UBI Group 
in respect of subsidiary and associate companies, partnerships, 
joint ventures as well as business divisions across statutory entities. 
This also covers the broader governance aspects such as people 
management, risk management, information management and 
technology, culture and ethics. The day-to-day management of the 
ARC Fund is the responsibility of the General Partner of the ARC 

Fund, UBI General Partner Proprietary Limited (UBI GP/UBI General 
Partner). The General Partner is 100% owned and controlled by 
UBI and accordingly is recognised as a Black-owned and Black-
controlled company. The relationship between ARC Investments, 
UBI GP and the ARC Fund is governed by the Partnership 
Agreement, which determines the authority and responsibility 
of the entities in the partnership. The governance structures and 
processes in the partnership are largely aimed toward ensuring 
that the parties to the partnership fulfil their responsibilities under 
the Partnership Agreement and that ARC Investments meets its 
obligations to its shareholders and other stakeholders.

GROUP GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

The Board of Directors
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The Board recognises that its composition plays an integral role in 
its effectiveness and aims to ensure that there is an appropriate 
balance of influence and authority in the Board as well as an 
appropriate balance of skills and diversity in demographics. 

The Board considers the current size and composition of the 
Board appropriate to provide a relevant and focused range 
of skills, knowledge and experience, while retaining common 
purpose, involvement, participation and the sense of responsibility 
necessary to meet the Company’s strategic objectives. The Board 
is satisfied that there is a clear division of responsibilities to ensure 
a balanced distribution of power, time and authority so that no 
one Director has unfettered powers of decision making. 

Chairman
The Chairman is an Independent Non-executive Director and is 
elected by the Board. The Chairman is responsible for representing 
the Board to shareholders and indirectly to other stakeholders 
relating to performance. The primary function of the Chairman 
is to preside over Directors’ and shareholders’ meetings and to 
ensure the smooth functioning of the Board.

Diversity at Board level 
The ARC Investments Board has as its key purpose to ensure that 
the company is well-governed and that it adheres to the key 
requirements of Mauritian Company Law as well as the listing 
requirements of the JSE in South Africa. The Company recognises 
and embraces the benefits of having a diverse Board and regards 
racial and gender diversity at Board level as essential in maintaining 
a competitive advantage. A diverse Board can capitalise on a richer 
collection of skills and regional and industry experience, cultural 
background, race, gender and other distinctions between members 
of the Board. These attributes are considered in determining the 
optimum composition of the Board and when possible should be 
balanced appropriately. 

The Board, led by the Chairman and with the assistance of the 
Company Secretary, evaluates the composition, range of skills, 
experience and expertise of the Board, with input from the annual 
evaluations conducted of the Board and individual Directors. 
This evaluation identifies the skill sets that will best increase the 
Board’s effectiveness and includes a consideration for diversity. 

BOARD COMPOSITION

BOARD DIVERSITY

A Gender and Diversity Policy for the Board is in place and available for review on the Company’s website 
www.arci.mu. The Board is satisfied with its vision and progress towards achieving a diverse board. While no 

specific gender or diversity targets have been set, the Board is satisfied that the current composition aligns with 
the ethos of diversity expressed in its policy.

Structure

g Independent g Non-independent

33% 67%

Gender

g Independent g Non-independent

83%

83%

17%

17%

Race

g Black g White

Tenure

g 0-2 years g 2-4 years

33% 67%

Age

g 30-40 years g 51-60 years g 60+ years

33% 33% 33%

STEWARDSHIP
GOVERNANCE PRACTICES WITHIN ARC INVESTMENTS CONTINUED
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Board Audit 
and Risk 
Committee

Nomination and 
Remuneration 
Committee

Number of meetings held 3 3 2

Directors’ attendance 

Mark Olivier† (Chairman of the Board) Independent Non-executive Chairperson 3/3 – 3/3

Clive Msipha (Chairman of Audit and 
Risk Committee) 

Independent Non-executive Director 3/3 3/3 3/3

Bridget Radebe** Non-executive Director 1/1 – 1/1

Refiloe Nkadimeng * (Chairperson of 
the Nomination and Remuneration 
Committee

Non-executive Director 2/2 – 2/2

Dr Renosi Mokate Independent Non-executive Director 3/3 3/3 –

Deans Tommy Lo Seen Chong†*** Independent Non-executive Director 2/2 2/2 –

Anil Currimjee† Independent Non-executive Director 3/3 3/3 –

Smitha Algoo-Bossonauth **** Independent Non-executive Director 1/1

ATTENDANCE AT BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS

The Board’s role and responsibilities are set out in the Board Charter, 
which requires the Board to provide leadership and vision to the 
Company in a way that enhances shareholder value and ensures the 
Company’s long-term organisational health. The Board delegates 
certain of its responsibilities to appropriate entities and committees 
through a delegation of authority. Details of the different Board 

committees and their roles and responsibilities are provided elsewhere 
in this report. The Board’s responsibilities include ensuring that the 
day-to-day affairs of ARC Investments are appropriately supervised 
and controlled, defining, amending (to the extent required) and 
implementing the Investment Policy. The Board is ultimately responsible 
for ARC Investments’ business, strategy and key policies.

† These Directors are Mauritian residents and thus the composition of the Board meets the Mauritian regulatory requirements.

* Appointed to the Board on 9 March 2020.

** Resigned as Director on 23 November 2019.

*** Yan Chong Ng Cheng Hin as permanent alternate to Tommy Lo Seen Chong attended the Board and Audit and Risk committee meetings held on 9 March 2020.

**** Appointed as Director on 14 September 2020.

A short curriculum vitae of all current Directors is available on pages 80 and 81 and of this report.

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD
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Directors are appointed in terms of a formal policy that details 
the procedure for selection, appointment and reappointment. 
Board members are appointed through a formal and transparent 
process which includes ensuring that Directors meet the fit and 
proper test requirements. 

Potential candidates are considered with reference to their skills 
and expertise and how these complement the current balance of 
the Board. Integrity and skills capacity are other key considerations. 
Candidates are considered on merit against objective criteria and 
with due regard to the benefits of diversity on the Board. 

The number of external directorships held by Directors is assessed 
to ensure that these do not exceed what is reasonable for them 
to be able to exercise due care, skill and diligence in their role as 
a Director of ARC Investments. 

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee recommends 
appropriate candidates for appointment to the Board and 
appointments are subject to ratification by shareholders at the 

next Annual General Meeting. Directors are required to retire 
by rotation in terms of the Company’s incorporation documents 
but may remain eligible for re-election so that the Company’s 
shareholders continually participate in the election process for 
new Directors and replacing existing Directors.

The retirement age for Non-executive Directors is 70 years, although 
the Board is entitled to re-elect a Non-executive director who has 
passed the age of 70 provided that the appointment is approved 
by a majority of the Directors and the Director consents to the 
appointment on an annual basis. 

In terms of the Company’s constitution,  two directors retire 
annually - for the current year it is Mr Mark Olivier and Dr Renosi 
Mokate. Ms Refiloe Nkadimeng and Ms Smitha Bissonauth will 
also retire by virtue of their appointments to the Board after the 
2nd Annual General Meeting.  Since these directors have made 
themselves available for re-appointment, they will be considered 
for such re-appointment at the Annual General Meeting 
scheduled to be convened on 16 November 2020.

• Reviewing, contributing to and approving the strategy to 
ensure that it will result in sustainable outcomes; 

• Identifying key performance and risk areas; 

• Satisfying itself that the strategy and business plans do not 
give rise to risks that have not been thoroughly assessed; 

• Reviewing business plans, annual budgets, dividend policy and 
monitoring the Company’s performance against set objectives; 

• Setting and declaring dividends; 

• Circulars to shareholders, including notices of shareholders’ 
meetings; 

• Financial risk management and capital policies, including 
funding and the issue of ordinary shares and loan capital; 

• Recommendations to shareholders on changes to the 
incorporation documents of the Company, the remuneration 
policy and remuneration of directors; 

• Approval of the appointment and removal of the Company 
Secretary, and the composition of Board committees; 

• Ensuring that the Company’s ethics are managed effectively 
and responsibility for approving the Company’s Code of 
Ethics and Conduct, and related policies; 

• Considering sustainability as a business opportunity that 
guides strategy formulation; 

• Ensuring the Company is and is seen to be a responsible 
corporate citizen; 

• Ensuring compliance with all relevant legislation.

• Reviewing and approving the Company’s strategy and 
budgets;

• Reviewing and approving the Company’s management 
accounts, interim and annual financial statements; 

• Reviewing and approving the declaration regarding ARC 
Investments status as a going concern; 

• Interrogating the nature, composition and valuation of the 
investment portfolio of the ARC Fund; 

• Reviewing and approving the Integrated Annual Report 
and the Notice of the Annual General Meeting posted to 
shareholders; 

• Reviewing feedback from the Audit and Risk Committee 
and the UBI GP Investment Committee; 

• Reviewing and approving the Group Risk Appetite; 

• Reviewing the King Compliance Register, policy on 
Directors dealings, Directors’ declaration of interest and 
holding of Company shares; 

• Reviewing Directors’ Remuneration and submitting 
proposals to shareholders for approval; and

• Reviewing the Board Delegation of Authority and the 
Board and Committee charters.

The Board’s role and responsibilities include:
During the 2020 financial year, the Board discharged its 
duties in terms of its charter as follows: 

BOARD APPOINTMENTS

STEWARDSHIP
GOVERNANCE PRACTICES WITHIN ARC INVESTMENTS CONTINUED
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DIRECTORS INTERESTS IN THE SHARES OF THE COMPANY AT YEAR-END*
2020 2019

Number of 
shares

Direct 
interest

Indirect 
interest

Number of 
shares

Direct 
interest

Indirect 
interest

Mark Olivier 305 882 – 0.005% 305 882 – 0.005%

Clive Msipha – – – – – –

Dr Renosi Mokate – – – – – –

Deans Tommy Lo-Seen Chong – – – – – –

Anil Currimjee – – – – – –

Refiloe Nkadimeng 7 053 – 0.000% – – –

Total 312 935 – 0.005% 305 882 – 0.005%

BOARD COMMITTEES 
The Board is assisted in discharging its duties and responsibilities by 
various committees, to which it delegates certain functions without 
abdicating its own responsibilities. Each committee has a formal 
term of reference or charter that is approved by the Board and 
reviewed annually. The Chairperson of each Committee presents to 
the Board on pertinent matters dealt with at Committee meetings. 
Members of the Committees are appointed by the Board with due 
regard to the skills required by each committee. 

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE 
The Audit and Risk Committee is constituted as a Committee 
of the Board as required by the JSE Listings Requirements. The 
Committee comprises at least three members to be elected by the 
shareholders on recommendation by the Board. All members of 
the Committee are suitably skilled and experienced Independent 
Non-executive Directors and meet the fit and proper requirements 
as required by relevant legislation and regulations. 

The Committee meets three times a year and the Chairperson 
of the Committee provides regular summarised feedback to the 

Board on the Committee’s activities and deliberations. The Board 
evaluates the performance of the Audit and Risk Committee 
annually in terms of its composition, mandate and effectiveness.

MEMBERS MEETING 
ATTENDANCE

Clive Msipha (Chairman) 
Independent Non-executive Director 

3/3

Deans Tommy Lo Seen Chong  
Independent  Non-executive Director 

2/2

Renosi Mokate 
Independent Non-executive Director 

3/3

Anil Currimjee
Independent Non-executive Director

3/3

The Report of the Audit and Risk Committee for the year ended 
30 June 2020 is available in the 2020 ARC Investments Annual 
Financial Statements, and is also available on our website 
at www.arci.mu. The Report includes a discussion of the 
activities of the Committee during the year.

BOARD EVALUATION 
An annual performance evaluation and assessment of the Board, 
Board committees and individual Directors is conducted annually, 
which includes a consideration of the balance and mix of skills, 
experience, independence and knowledge and the diversity 
representation on the Board, including race and gender, how the 
Board works together as a unit, and any other factors relevant to 
its effectiveness. 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
The Directors exercise the utmost good faith, honesty and integrity 
in all their dealings with or on behalf of the Company. They are 
required to act in the best interests of the Company and disclose 
real or perceived conflicts to the Board. Direct, indirect, beneficial 
and non-beneficial interests in any contract or proposed contract 
are disclosed to the Company Secretary in writing, who brings 
these to the attention of the Directors. An affected Director 
recuses himself/herself from the part of the meeting where the 
item in which he has an interest is being discussed. 

The Board considers other directorships and interests of the directors 
on a regular basis to understand any potential conflict of interests.

A Price Sensitive Information Policy and an Insider Trading 
Policy are in place to provide reasonable assurance that Directors 
and officers of the Company comply with Insider Trading 
requirements, particularly the requirements of the Financial 
Markets Act No.19 of 2012 and the Listings Requirements of 
the JSE Limited. Directors and their related parties are prohibited 
from participating in Company share dealing during closed and 
prohibited periods, which include situations where the Company is 
in possession of Price Sensitive Information. 

A Director or the Company Secretary requires clearance from the 
Chairman of the Board before dealing in the Company’s securities 
and details of these dealings are disclosed to the JSE through 
the Stock Exchange News Service (SENS). Applications by the 
Chairman to deal in shares require clearance from the Audit and 
Risk Committee Chairman.

* There were no changes in shareholding between 30 June 2020 and the date of approval of this Integrated Annual Report on 28 September 2020

 During the year under review, there was no contract of significance to which ARC Investments was a party and in which a Director of the Company was materially 
interested, either directly or indirectly. 
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The Board has assigned certain duties of an audit committee 
as well as additional responsibilities regarding governance, 
compliance and risk management to the Committee. 

The Audit and Risk Committee assists the Board in fulfilling 
its oversight responsibilities by reviewing: 

• the overall quality and integrity of financial, reporting and 
integrated report disclosures; 

• the risks relating to financial reporting and disclosures 

• that the issuer has established appropriate financial reporting 
procedures and that those procedures are operating; 

• the appropriateness and effectiveness of internal controls 
in general and internal financial controls specifically within 
the ARC Fund where the Company has assumed the role of 
the Limited Partner, and where the Company has significant 
exposure in terms of its investments and obligations arising 
from the partnership agreement of the ARC Fund; 

• the quality of the work done by the professionals responsible 
for financial and internal control; 

• the qualification, independence and fees of the external 
auditors of the Company; 

• the Company’s compliance with applicable legal and regulatory 
requirements only to the extent that it would impact financial 
reporting.

The Committee’s responsibilities align with the requirements 
of the Mauritian Companies Act 2001 and its responsibilities 
in terms of the JSE Listing Requirements. These include: 

• Nominating an auditor for appointment by the shareholders, 
determining the audit fees and auditor’s terms of engagement 
and ensuring that the appointment of the auditor complies with 
the Act and any other legislation relating to the appointment 
of the auditor 

• Requesting from the audit firm the information detailed in 
paragraph 22.15(h) in their assessment; 

• Determining the nature and extent of any non-audit services 
which the auditor may provide to the Company in terms of 
the non-audit services policy and pre-approving any proposed 
agreement with the auditor for the provision of non-audit 
services to the Company; 

• To make submissions to the Board on any matter concerning 
the Company’s accounting policies, financial control, records 
and reporting ; 

• Receive and deal appropriately with any complaints (whether 
from within or outside the Company) relating to the accounting 
practices and internal audit of the Company, the content 
or auditing of the Company’s financial statements, internal 
financial controls of the Company or to any related matter; 

• To perform other functions determined by the Board; and 

• Providing an Audit and Risk Committee Report for inclusion in 
the Annual Financial Statements. 

The Audit and Risk Committee confirms that the Committee 
has:

• considered the expertise and experience of the Chief Financial 
Officer;

• ensured that appropriate financial reporting procedures exist, 
and are working; and

• that it has fulfilled its responsibilities as per the Committee mandate.

RISK 
The Board is responsible for the governance of risk, general corporate 
governance and compliance, and the Audit and Risk Committee 
assists the Board in carrying out its risk responsibilities. The Board 
maintains a sound system of risk management and internal control, 
which is appropriate to the Company’s size and nature as a capital 
raising and investment entity, to provide reasonable assurance 
regarding the achievement of organisational objectives. The Directors 
consider that an internal audit function is not currently required. 

The Board maintains an understanding of the risks facing the 
organisation (see page 99) and oversees the Company’s 
compliance with the Board-designated policies. The Board 
determines the Company’s risk tolerance and, in setting these 
levels, considers risk factors in both the external and internal 
business environments. The Board sets limits regarding the 
Company’s degree of risk appetite with respect to financial, 
business and sovereign risks.

 For more information on internal and external audit please refer 
to the Report of the Audit and Risk Committee in the 2020 ARC 
Investments Annual Financial Statements

NOMINATION AND REMUNERATION COMMITTEE 
The Nomination and Remuneration Committee considers the 
appointment of Directors to the Board. The Committee comprises 
three members and met three times during the year under review. 
The Committee meets whenever there is a need to discuss on 
nomination and remuneration matters. 

MEMBERS MEETING 
ATTENDANCE

Clive Msipha 
Independent Non-executive Director 

3 /3

Mark Olivier 
Independent Non-executive Chairman

3/3

Refiloe Nkadimeng (Chairperson) 
Non-executive Director 

2/2**

Bridget Radebe 
Non-executive Director

1/1*

* Resigned on 23 November 2019
** Appointed on 9 March 2020 

STEWARDSHIP
GOVERNANCE PRACTICES WITHIN ARC INVESTMENTS CONTINUED
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GOVERNANCE AT INVESTEE 
COMPANIES 
The ARC Fund, the core performing asset in ARC Investments, 
holds interests in a wide variety of investee companies. ARC and 
ARC Investments have the responsibility to manage the UBI and 
the UBI Group’s interests, inter alia, through representatives on 
the boards of directors of these investee companies, monitoring 
the performance of the investments and disposing of investments. 
The Board of Directors of each investee company have a fiduciary 
duty towards that specific company, which compels them to 
manage the business in a manner that will ensure an effective 
control environment and accurate financial reporting.

This will depend on the percentage interest held and the degree 
of control that UBI could exert in the investee company. These 
directors report to the relevant UBI Audit and Risk Committees 
on material deviations from the UBI Group policies and standards 
or the existence of any significant internal control breakdowns 
within these businesses.

COMPANY SECRETARY 
The Company Secretary is appointed by the Board and is evaluated 
on an annual basis as well as subjected to a fit and proper test.
 
The Company Secretary guides the Board collectively, and each 
Director individually, as to their duties and responsibilities, and 
makes them aware of all legislation and regulations relevant to 
the Company. Directors have unrestricted access to the Company 
Secretary. The Company Secretary ensures that the procedure for 
appointing directors is properly carried out, coordinates the induction 
of new directors, and attends to specific training needs of directors 
with regards to their fiduciary duties and other responsibilities.

The Company Secretary ensures unhindered access to all Company 
information by all Board and Committee members and helps 
Directors to access independent professional advice as required. 
The Company Secretary assists the Chairman in monitoring the 
dealing in securities of the Company by Directors and is available 
as a central source of guidance and advice within the Company 
on matters of ethics and good governance. 

Company Secretarial services are provided by Intercontinental 
Trust Limited. The Board considers that the Company Secretary 

possesses the requisite competence, experience and qualification 
to properly discharge their duties. 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) 
GOVERNANCE 
The Board appreciates that technology and information can create 
and unlock value in the business. Information and technology 
governance is the responsibility of the Board and this function is 
discharged through the Audit & Risk Committee.
The IT function is outsourced to a third-party service provider and is 
governed by service level agreements. Compliance with the service 
level agreements is monitored by the Chief Operating Officer, 
and the terms and performance are reviewed on a regular basis. 
The payroll and related HR administration are outsourced and 
the relationship is managed and monitored by the HR Executive. 
The most critical applications used by the Group are outsourced, 
via the internet, ensuring that risks of downtime are minimised. 
The Company’s IT-related risks and controls are provided to and 
considered by the Audited Risk Committee each year.

Key focus area for the reporting period:

• Key areas of focus during the period centered around further 
reliability and security improvements of the IT function.

• Internet connectivity that facilitates remote working when required.

The Board is satisfied with the above outcomes and continues to 
monitor improvements and risk management strategies in this area.

Future focus areas:

• The Business Continuity Plan, including a Disaster Recovery 
Plan, will be put in place.

• Improved resilient and redundant internet connectivity that 
facilitates remote working when required.

GOVERNANCE OUTCOMES
ARC Investments performed an assessment of the application of 
the principles set out in the King IV Code. 

 Please refer to our website at www.arci.mu for our 
 KING IV TM compliance register.

It is the responsibility of the UBI Group directors on these investee company Boards to ensure 
that the different companies practice adequate governance and adhere to the UBI group’s policies and standards, 

to the extent practically possible and desirable. 
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STEWARDSHIP
GOVERNANCE PRACTICES AT GROUP LEVEL

The key purpose of the African Rainbow Capital 
Board is to ensure the sustainable prosperity of 
the Group by collectively directing its affairs, while 
meeting the appropriate interests of its stakeholders. 
The Board acts as the focal point for, and custodian 
of, corporate governance by managing its 
relationship with management, the shareholders 

and other stakeholders of the Company along 
sound corporate governance principles. The Board 
is accountable for the effective governance of the 
Company and adopts, implements and documents 
an effective governance framework that provides 
for the prudent management and oversight of the 
Company’s business.

The UBI Board has as its key purpose the 
sustainable prosperity of the Group by collectively 
directing its affairs, while meeting the appropriate 
interests of its stakeholders. Our leadership has 
the conviction that Broad-based Black Economic 
Empowerment remains a suitable and appropriate 

mechanism for wealth creation and wealth 
redistribution. In this regard we celebrate the fact 
that our shareholders are of a broad nature and 
that we have had considerable success in allowing 
for wealth creation of individuals and groups on a 
relatively large scale.

• Proper governance processes while 
conducting the business of the ARC Fund. 

• Sufficient and timeous information flow 
for purposes of reporting, both internally 
and externally, in respect of the Company, 
the ARC Fund and ARC Investments. 

• That ARC performs the duties that 
have been outsourced in terms of the 
Investment Services Agreement.

UBI GENERAL 
PARTNER 
BOARD

UBI BOARD

ARC BOARD

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE

INVESTMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

HUMAN RESOURCES AND NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE

• Providing assurance regarding the quality of financial reporting and disclosures, 
as well as the internal control environment in the UBI Group. 

• Manages the independence and relationships with the external and internal auditors.
• Takes primary responsibility for decision-making for statutory duties and non-

statutory duties.

• Supports the Investment Committee by recommending investments for the ARC Fund. 
• Chaired by Johan van der Merwe. Comprises executives of UBI GP and two members who are not on the UBI GP Board:

• Charmaine Padayachy BCom (Accounting), Accounting (Hons), CA(SA) 
• Refiloe Nkadimeng CA(SA)

• Makes all investment decisions of the 
ARC Fund. 

• Assists the Executive Director and the 
Investment Advisory Committee on the 
investment of Company funds.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

FOR THE UBI/ARC GROUP
INVESTMENT COMMITTEE

The Board of Directors of UBI General Partner is ultimately responsible for ensuring that UBI GP 
discharges its duties and responsibilities as General Partner. To this end it must ensure:

• UBI GP is responsible for the general investment review of 
the ARC Fund as well as the management of the pipeline 
and liquidity of the ARC Fund. 

• The General Partner also provides representation on the Boards 
of Directors of investee companies (where appropriate). 

• It is responsible for the preparation of the quarterly, half 
year and year end valuation reports to ARC Investments 
and provides general feedback to ARC Investments on 
relevant matters relating to the ARC Fund.
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INVESTMENT TEAM FINANCE TEAM

Function
The investment team ensures that acquisitions made are aligned 
with the overall strategy as well as meeting and exceeding the 
required hurdle rate.

Members
 · Deal Executive: Charmaine Padayachy
 · Deal Executive: Marinda Dippenaar
 · Portfolio Executive: Brian Mushonga
 · Associate Deal Executive: Francois van Zyl
 · Associate Deal Executive: Tshepo Dhlamini
 · Associate Deal Executive: Gerrit Duminy

Function
The finance team ensures that we are able to honour our 
financial commitments when doing transactions as well as 
ensuring the overall financial health at enterprise levels.

Members
 · Chief Financial Officer: Refiloe Nkadimeng
 · Financial Manager: Asmita Vaidya
 · Financial Manager: Sinethemba Mbenya
 · Accountant: Leah Mangqishi
 · Accountant: Palesa Nxumalo

LEGAL TEAM SUPPORT TEAM

Function
Each transaction is a legally binding contract and as such we 
have to ensure that we are adhering to any applicable laws and 
regulations, as well as ensuring that our interest and that of our 
partners are adequately protected.

Members
 · General Counsel: Marlene Jennings
 · Senior Legal Advisor: Lerato Nonyana
 · Legal Advisor: Viwe Didishe
 · Company Secretary: Matseleng Makume

Function
The support team provides marketing, human resources, 
communication and administrative support.

Members
 · Chief Operating Officer: Brenda Matyolo
 · Executive Human Resources: Robert Goff
 · Executive Corporate and Stakeholder Relations: Ainsley Moos
 · Office Administrator: Patricia Wentzel
 · Office Administrator: Maureen Mndau

co-CEO:
DR JOHAN VAN ZYL

co-CEO:
JOHAN VAN DER MERWE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS:

MACHIEL REYNEKE
REFILOE NKADIMENG
DR REJOICE SIMELANE

ARC MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
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UBI GENERAL PARTNER BOARD

ARC BOARD
Dr Patrice Motsepe (58)
BA (Legal), LLB, D. Com (Honoris Causa), 
Doctorate of Management and Commerce

Patrice is the founder and Chairperson of UBI, ARC and African Rainbow Energy and Power (AREP). He is also 
Executive Chairperson of African Rainbow Minerals, Chairperson of Harmony and Deputy Chairperson of Sanlam. 
His past business responsibilities include being the Founding President of Business Unity South Africa (BUSA), 
and Chairperson of the BRICS Council for 2013. Patrice is also President of Mamelodi Sundowns Football Club. 
He plays an active role in the international business arena where he is a member of the International Business 
Council of the World Economic Forum, which is made up of 100 of the most highly respected and influential chief 
executives from all industries.
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STEWARDSHIP
BOARD MEMBERS AT GROUP LEVEL

Alex Maditse (58)
BProc, LLB, LLM, Dip Company Law

Alex is the Managing Director of Copper Moon Trading. He previously held a number of positions with 
Coca-Cola. He was a Fullbright Scholar and a member of the Harvard LLM Association.

Johan van der Merwe (55)
MCom, MPhil (Cantab), CA(SA), AMP (Harvard), COL (Insead) 

Johan is the co-CEO of African Rainbow Capital. He previously served as the CEO of Sanlam Investments for 
a period of 11 years.

Dr Johan van Zyl (64)
PhD (Economics), D.Sc (Agric)

Johan is the co-CEO of African Rainbow Capital as well as the CEO of Ubuntu- Botho Investments. He 
previously served as group CEO of Sanlam for a period of 12 years. 

Tom Boardman (70)
BCom, CA(SA)

Tom previously served as the CEO of Nedbank, and has a long history working in financial services as well as retail.

UBUNTU-BOTHO INVESTMENTS BOARD
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UBI GENERAL PARTNER BOARD

ARC BOARD
Michael Arnold (63)
BSc (Mining Geology),  
BCompt (Hons), CA(SA)

Michael previously served as the Financial Director of African Rainbow Minerals (ARM). He is currently also a 
Non-executive Board member of ARM.

Boipelo Lekubo (37)
BCom (Hons), CA(SA)

Boipelo is the Financial Director of Harmony Gold and has extensive experience in group financial 
management and reporting.

Abigail Mukhuba (41)
BCompt, BCom (Hons), MCom (Tax), MBA, CA(SA)

Abigail is the Finance Director at African Rainbow Minerals and has extensive experience in the financial 
reporting and tax environments

Dr Rejoice Simelane (68)
BA, MA, PhD (Econ), LLB

Rejoice has been with Ubuntu-Botho Investments since 2004 when she assumed the position of CEO. Prior to 
this she spent several years in government, culminating in serving as a member of the Presidential Economic 
Advisory Panel under President Thabo Mbeki. She has also served on the Council for Medical Schemes.

Advocate Andrew Matube (75)
BA, LLB

Andrew is a legal practitioner in the fields of property law, corporate law, drafting agreements, magistrate’s 
court as well as supreme court litigation.

UBUNTU-BOTHO INVESTMENTS BOARD
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* – Chairman
# – Invitee
• – Alternate Director

IC – Investment Committee
IAC – Investment Advisory Committee
A&RC – Audit and Risk Committee

ED

A&RC#A&RC#

SE&S*

ED

N&HR – Human Resources and Nomination Committee
SE&S – Social, Ethics and Sustainability Committee

NC – Non-executive Chairperson
ND – Non-executive Director

ED – Executive Director
LIND – Lead Independent Non-executive Director
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STEWARDSHIP
BOARD MEMBERS AT GROUP LEVEL CONTINUED

UBI GENERAL PARTNER BOARD

ARC BOARD

ED

A&RC#

IC#

ND•

A&RC#

IC#

A&RC#

Machiel Reyneke (63)
BCom (Hons), CA(SA)

Machiel is an Executive Director of African Rainbow Capital. He previously served as the Finance Director 
of Santam.

ND

N&HR*

ED A&RC#

A&RC#

A&RC#

Mashilo Matsetela (57) 
BCom, Hon. BCom, MBA

Mashilo is associated with Sadtu Investment Holdings.

Refiloe Nkadimeng (39) 
CA (SA)

Refiloe serves as the Chief Financial Officer for both Ubuntu-Botho Investments and African Rainbow Capital.

ND

N&HR

Professor Thandabantu Nhlapo (79) 
BA, LLB, DPhil

Professor Nhlapo serves as Deputy Vice-Chancellor at the University of Cape Town. He previously served as 
Deputy Chief of Mission and Deputy Ambassador of South Africa to the United States.

ND

N&HR

Professor Tawana Kupe (56) 
BA, MA, DPhil

Tawana serves as the Vice-Chancellor and Principal of the University of Pretoria. He was previously Vice-Principal 
of the University of the Witwatersrand (WITS) and before that held the position of Executive Dean for Humanities 
for six years at WITS.

ND

N&HR

SE&S

Dr Mimie Priscilla Sesoko (62) 
BA, Hons BA, MA, PhD

Mimie is a senior lecturer in the UNISA department of Social Work. She previously served as CEO of 
Women’s Development Banking, a rural micro finance institution.

UBUNTU-BOTHO INVESTMENTS BOARD
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Bishop Mpumlwana is the Bishop of the Diocese of Maropeng of the Ethiopian Episcopal Church, which 
covers the provinces of Gauteng, Northern Cape, North West and KwaZulu-Natal. Along with Steve Biko, 
he and his wife Thoko Mpumlwana were founding activists in the anti-apartheid Black Consciousness 
Movement in South Africa.

UBI GENERAL PARTNER BOARD

ARC BOARD
Archbishop Joseph Tlhagale (73)
BA, Licentiate in Systematic Theology

Bishop Tlhagale is an ordained priest and previously served as the Archbishop of Johannesburg.

Bishop Malusi Mpumlwana (69)
AFTS (Federal Theological Seminary) B.Soc.Sc. (Hons.)

Mangisi Wilson Gule (68)
BA (Hons), P&DM (Wits Business School)

Mangisi is a Non-executive Director at African Rainbow Minerals. He previously served as Chief Executive for 
African Rainbow Minerals Platinum and Chief Executive at African Rainbow Minerals Coal.

Makgane Neal Thobejane (56)
Studying towards Masters in Public Management

Makgane is the CEO of Nehawu Investment Holdings. He has vast experience in HR and in Labour 
Relations in particular. He is also an experienced turn-around specialist and managing large-scale business 
restructuring processes.

ND

ND

ND

ND

Max Sisulu (75)
MSc, MPA

Max is currently a visiting research fellow with the Wits School of Governance. He is a trained and qualified 
economist and has served in several positions within private and government sectors.

ND

A&RCA&RC

* – Chairman
# – Invitee
• – Alternate Director

IC – Investment Committee
IAC – Investment Advisory Committee
A&RC – Audit and Risk Committee

N&HR – Human Resources and Nomination Committee
SE&S – Social, Ethics and Sustainability Committee

NC – Non-executive Chairperson
ND – Non-executive Director

ED – Executive Director
LIND – Lead Independent Non-executive Director

UBUNTU-BOTHO INVESTMENTS BOARD
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UBI GENERAL PARTNER BOARD

Board Audit and Risk Committee* Investment Committee

Number of meetings held 4 7 6

Directors’ attendance

Dr Patrice Motsepe (Chairman of the 
Board)

4 n/a 1

Tom Boardman (Chairman of 
Audit and Risk and Investment 
Committees)

n/a 7 6

Dr Johan van Zyl 4 n/a n/a

Johan van der Merwe 4 n/a n/a

Michael Arnold 4 7 6

Boipelo Lekubo 4 5 6

Alexander Maditse 4 6 6

Abigail Mukhuba 4 6 5

ARC

Board Investment Committee

Number of meetings held 4 5

Directors’ attendance

Dr Patrice Motsepe (Chairman of the Board) 4 2

Tom Boardman (Chairman of Investment Committee) 4 5

Dr Johan van Zyl 4 n/a

Johan van der Merwe 4 n/a

Michael Arnold 4 5

Boipelo Lekubo 4 5

Adv Andrew Matube 4 n/a

Alexander Maditse 4 5

Abigail Mukhuba 4 5

Machiel Reyneke 4 n/a

Dr Rejoice Simelane 4 n/a

Refiloe Nkadimeng (appointed to the board 12 March 2020) 3 n/a

STEWARDSHIP
ATTENDANCE AT BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS AT GROUP LEVEL

* UBI Audit and Risk Committee deal with the matters of ARC as well.
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UBI

Board
Audit and Risk 

Committee

Nominations and 
Human Resources 

Committee

Social, Ethics and 
Sustainability 
Committee

Number of meetings held 4 6 6 1

Directors’ attendance

Dr Patrice Motsepe 
(Chairman of the Board)

4 n/a n/a n/a

Tom Boardman 
(Chairman of Audit and Risk 
Committee)

4 6 6 n/a

Mashilo Matsetela 
(Chairman of Nominations and 
Human Resources Committee)

4 n/a 6 n/a

Dr Johan van Zyl 4 n/a n/a n/a

Johan van der Merwe 4 n/a n/a n/a

Michael Arnold 4 6 6 n/a

Mangisi Wilson Gule 4 n/a n/a n/a

Professor Tawana Kupe 4 n/a 6 n/a

Alexander Maditse 4 6 6 n/a

Adv Andrew Matube 4 6 n/a 1

Bishop Malusi Mpumlwana 4 5 n/a n/a

Professor Thandabantu Nhlapo 3 n/a 5 n/a

Machiel Reyneke n/a n/a n/a n/a

Dr Mimmie Sesoko 4 n/a 6 1

Dr Rejoice Simelane 4 n/a n/a 1

Makgane Thobejane 4 n/a n/a n/a

Archbishop Joseph Tlhagale 3 n/a n/a 1
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STEWARDSHIP
RISK REPORT

The Fund and its underlying investee companies are predominantly 
exposed to market conditions as well as the health of the South 
African economy. Business and investor confidence remained 
under significant pressure in the year to 30 June 2020, affected by 
a number of factors including: 
• A low growth economy;
• The social and economic challenges brought about by the 

COVID-19 pandemic;
• Low business and consumer confidence;
• Financial distress at a number of State-owned enterprises and 

an associated impact on service delivery
• Sovereign credit downgrade risk; 
• Investment market and currency volatility. 

The ARC Investments Board is responsible and 
accountable for implementing an effective 

policy framework to ensure proper risk 
assessment and management. The Board is 

supported by the Audit and Risk Committee in 
fulfilment of these responsibilities.

The ARC Fund has again benefited from the diverse nature of the 
investments in its portfolio, which continues to mitigate against 
excessive concentration risk within particular sectors of the economy.

Risk philosophy
Ethical leadership and the highest calibre of human capital are 
the cornerstones of the Company’s risk management philosophy 
as these ensure entrepreneurial flair, sound corporate reputation 
and effective governance. 

Risk tolerance 
The Company encourages the taking of controlled risks, the 
grasping of new opportunities and the use of innovation to 
further the interest of the organisation and achieve its objectives, 
provided the resultant exposures are within the risk tolerance 
range of the Company. The assumption of any substantial risk 
outside its predetermined tolerance levels, requires specific 
discussion and approval at Board level.

Actions leading to the following constitute prohibited risk:
• non-adherence to applicable laws and regulations; 
• censure / fines by regulatory bodies;
• threat to the existence of the Company;
• engaging in activities that impair objectivity and independence 

in decision making; and
• creation of material level of adverse publicity and reputational 

damages.

Risk appetite 
Being an investment holding entity, a portfolio approach is 
followed which targets moderate risk on a combined-portfolio 
level considering: 

• An appropriate balance between early stage (start-up) businesses 
with a higher risk cash generation and cash flow uncertainty versus 
a more mature businesses with a lower risk as well as a history of 
cash flow generation and a more predictable cash flow cycle.

• Appropriate investment partners with an alignment of interest 
between the ARC Fund and the leadership at investee companies 

• An appropriate blend in terms of risk and return profile of the 
investment portfolio

• Potential concentration risk within the portfolio

• Financial ratios relevant to measuring performance

• The risk reward profile of prospective opportunities

• Liquidity risk including availability of funding

• Current and expected future funding costs 

Our approach covers a wide spectrum of risks including:
• strategic risks;
• country and geopolitical risks;
• international and local cycles and trends;
• human resources risks;
• regulatory risks;
• impact on brand and potential reputational damage; and
• operational risks.

 for more information on our investment philosophy,  
 refer to page 22

Risk management processes
The ARC Fund’s approach to risk management is an ongoing 
coordinated process which identifies, assesses, controls and 
monitors risks, with the aim of increasing the probability of 
success and reducing the likelihood of failure.

OVERVIEW
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Emerging risks
ARC Investments takes cognisance of the following emerging 
risks to the extent that they have a bearing on the company itself, 
as well as on its underlying investee companies.
• Technological risk - cyber (2020 WEF)
• Societal risk - infectious diseases (2020 WEF)
• Environmental risks 

Focus areas for the reporting year
The focus areas for risk management in the current year include 
managing and monitoring the overall impact of the weak South 
African economy which was exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Effectiveness of risk management
The aim of our risk management is not to impede the management 
of the business, but to assist with the achievement or our 
strategic objectives and, therefore, also include the identification 
of strategic opportunities throughout the execution of the risk 
management process. Risks are analysed and evaluated based on 
their potential exposure and the impact on our ability to achieve 
our strategic objectives.

Our risk management process includes specific provision for 
identifying and realising business opportunities. We define an 
opportunity as a set of exploitable circumstances with uncertain 
outcome, requiring commitment of resources and that may involve 
exposure to risk.The Board is satisfied that a robust risk management 
framework is in place and that the company is adhering to its 
approved risk philosophy and tolerances.

Future focus areas
• Update the risk rating on a regular basis
• Strengthen the process of embedding risk management policy 

within the organisation and reporting to the Audit and Risk 
Committee

Source: ISO 31000: 2018
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Establish the context

Identify the risks

Analyse the risks

Evaluate the risks

Treat the risks

Assurance processes
The company uses four levels of oversight to achieve a high level 
of combined assurance. 

Level 4
Audit and Risk committee

Level 1
Management oversight

Level 2
Risk management, compliance and legal

Level 3
External assurance: external auditor and BEE verification agencies

Governance and oversight
The board is responsible for the total process of risk management 
as well as forming an opinion on the effectiveness of the process. 
 
The Board provides oversight regarding risk management by: 

• Monitoring the extent to which management has established 
effective risk management in the organisation;

• Approving the company’s risk appetite;

• Reviewing and assessing risk within the company’s portfolio and 
considering it against the ARC Investments’ risk appetite; and

• Being apprised of the most significant risks and whether 
management is responding appropriately.
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STEWARDSHIP
RISK REPORT CONTINUED

KEY RISKS

Ri
sk
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Risk Inherent Risk Scale Mitigating Factor Residual 
Risk Scale

Likelihood Impact Rating
Factor(s)

Strength Rating

2020 2020 2020 2020 2020

C
ou

nt
ry

/G
eo

gr
ap

hi
ca

l/
G

lo
ba

l

Downgrade of SA 
investment status

• Diversification of the portfolio

• Expanding the exposure outside of South 
Africa and Africa

Protracted pedestrian 
growth in SA economy

• Market segment diversification in the 
portfolio

Societal risks - infectious 
diseases

• Market segment diversification in the 
portfolio

In
ve

st
m

en
t

Failure of a major/
significant investment and 
concentration risk which 
cannot be mitigated

• Quarterly review of portfolio by Executive 
Management

• Thresholds for investment limits in the 
context of concentration risk

• Exercising of minority protections to drive 
strategic change

• Investment committee oversight

Valuation risk

• Regular review and oversight by Audit and 
Risk Committee 

• All valuations are reviewed by an executive 
director of ARC.

• Appropriate assurance by external auditors

Partnership risk

• Contractual agreements and ongoing 
review of key value drivers

• Careful selection of partners and proper 
due diligence, 

• Partnerships do not contribute more than 
10% of the value of ARC Investments.

Discount to NAV deepens

• Quarterly review of portfolio

• Exercising of minority protections to drive 
strategic change

• Investment committee oversight

Non-adherence to 
investment framework

• Investment committee oversight and board 
delegations

Likelihood

High

Medium

Low

Impact

Catastrophic

Significant

Medium

Low

Strength

Strong

Moderate

Weak

Rating

Key

Moderate

Minor

The topics addressed below represent the most significant areas of risk for ARC Investments. The table should be read in conjunction with the 
material matters as dealt with elsewhere in this report, to obtain a comprehensive view of the risk ecosystem within which the company operates. 
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Risk Inherent Risk Scale Mitigating Factor Residual 
Risk Scale

Likelihood Impact Rating
Factor(s)

Strength Rating

2020 2020 2020 2020 2020

Fi
na

nc
ia

l

Inability to raise capital

• Good relationships with corporate funders

• Being part of the greater UBI Group 
affords the ARC Fund and some of the 
investee companies access to a strong 
group backing

Liquidity risk

• The ARC Fund’s ability to leverage the 
Fund as well as within the portfolio assets 
of the ARC Fund

• Having a strong financial monitoring and 
reporting processes in place

• Being part of the greater UBI Group 
affords the ARC Fund and some of the 
investee companies access to a strong 
Group backing

Re
gu

la
to

ry

Adverse changes in B-BBEE 
codes

• Long term success of broad-based nature 
of UBI shareholders

• Pro-active engagement with regulator

• Structuring of the terms of the B-share in 
ARC Investments

Failure to meet regulatory 
requirements

• Strong legal and compliance team

Re
pu

ta
tio

na
l

Failure to consistently meet 
the 16% target return in 
the medium term

• Review at the annual Board Strategy 
Summit quarterly Board meetings and 
portfolio composition regularly

Contractual B-BBEE  
lock-ins for extended 
period

• Strict selection criteria in determining 
partners

• Strong deal structuring and support

• Minority protections

H
um

an
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ap
ita

l

Leadership & Key man risk
• Adequate evaluation of leadership and 

succession planning

Management bandwidth
• Regular feedback to as well as review by 

the Human Resources and Nominations 
Committee

Skill and Resourcing 
(capacity)

• Regular feedback to as well as review by 
the Human Resources and Nominations 
Committee

• Robust recruitment policies and practices

Staff incentive and 
retention

• Appropriate long-term and short-term 
incentive schemes
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STEWARDSHIP
REMUNERATION REPORT

ARC Investments’ Remuneration Report is presented in three parts, in alignment with the 
requirements of the King Report on Corporate Governance (King IV). These include: 
• Background statement 
• Remuneration policy and philosophy 
• Implementation report 

BACKGROUND STATEMENT 
ARC Investments fully endorses the King IV principle which states 
that “the governing body should ensure that the organisation 
remunerates fairly, responsibly and transparently so as to 
promote the achievement of strategic objectives and positive 
outcomes in the short-, medium and long-term.” It is our firm 
believe that compensation is a critical ingredient in long-term 
organisational success.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE 
COMPOSITION AND MANDATE
As an investment holding company, ARC Investments has no full-
time employees and executive management. The activities of the 
ARC Fund partnership are carried out by the General Partner which 
is remunerated by way of a fund management fee, the details of 
which is provided below. 

The Board’s main responsibilities, as they relate to remuneration, 
therefore is to ensure 
• fair and responsible remuneration of the Non-executive Directors 

and 
• adequate disclosure and reporting of remuneration matters. 

The Board delegated oversight of this responsibility to the 

Company’s Nomination and Remuneration Committee, which 
comprises the following non-executive directors, the majority of 
whom are independent:

• Clive Msipha (Chairman) Independent Non-executive Director 
• Mark Olivier Independent Non-executive Director 
• Refiloe Nkadimeng Non-executive Director

It is the responsibility of the Nomination and Remuneration 
Committee to oversee that the implementation and execution of 
the remuneration policy achieves its objectives. The Committee 
believes that the remuneration policy has, in the past year, 
achieved its stated objectives.

Shareholders’ remuneration vote 2019
In line with King IV, ARC Investments’ remuneration policy and 
remuneration implementation report were tabled for separate 
non-binding advisory votes by shareholders at the Company’s 
AGM on 18 November 2019. 
• 97.47% of the shares represented at the meeting voted in 

favour of endorsing the remuneration policy .
• 97.47% endorsed the remuneration implementation report.
•  97.35% of the shares represented voted in favour of the 

Non-executive Directors’ Remuneration. 

The remuneration policy is approved by the Board and provides 
an overview of the remuneration principles as applied for ARC 
Investments. The remuneration policy of UBI, which applies to 
ARC Investments, is committed to maintaining stringent standards 
of corporate governance as advocated by King IV. In addition, 
our remuneration approach and disclosures fully comply with 
regulatory and statutory provisions relating to reward governance 
in all the countries in which we operate. 

The policy deals with remuneration of Non-executive Directors 
and the General Partner of the ARC Fund. The Board considers 
fair and responsible remuneration and has developed specific 
arrangements to give effect to this, while ensuring that 
remuneration to Non-executive Directors is justifiable within the 
broader context of macro and micro economic factors in the 
environment in which the Company operates. 

The Company’s constitution provides that, notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary contained in the Constitution or any 
agreement, understanding or arrangement with a Director, the 
Company shall not be obliged, entitled or required to pay any 

remuneration to a Director for their services as Directors (which shall 
exclude salaries of Executive Directors) except such remuneration 
as has been approved by and in terms of an ordinary resolution. 

The Board is thus responsible for the Non-executive Directors’ 
remuneration that will be presented for shareholder approval at 
the Annual General Meeting. 

Composition of remuneration 
The UBI Group remuneration policy framework has been formulated 
with reference to the remuneration principles contained in King IV, 
as well as legislation, standards and regulations which govern the 
industry. UBI’s remuneration policy and practices reflect both local 
and international best practice, but with proper recognition of the 
peculiarities of the economic and social conditions in the principal 
markets in which we do business. 

The UBI remuneration policy, and the principles that underscore 
it, are aligned to UBI’s business strategy to achieve its long-
term objectives and create value for its shareholders, investee 
companies and other stakeholders. 

PART 1
REMUNERATION POLICY AND PHILOSOPHY
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UBI expects its employees to perform consistently at high 
standards to achieve the objectives set by the UBI Board. This is 
further enforced through careful alignment of the performance 
hurdles with the objectives set by the Board; and the execution 
of a performance management system to reward the desired 
behaviours and to promote a high-performance culture.

UBI staff are employed on permanent contracts, with three-
month notice periods and, in the case of senior personnel, with 
appropriate restraints of trade. ARC co-CEO’s each have 10 year 
contractual arrangements with the Group.

In terms of the UBI remuneration policy, the different components 
of remuneration are determined as follows: 

• The guaranteed component, which is based on market-
relatedness together with performance, competence and 
potential; 

• The performance bonus component (short-term incentive) 
of remuneration. The purpose of the performance bonus is to 
align the behaviour of employees with the goals of UBI and 
ARC and to motivate and reward employees who meet and/or 
exceed the agreed performance objective. 

• The long-term incentive component which encourages 
individual alignment with the Group’s long-term goals and is 
also an effective long-term incentive and retention mechanism 
for key individuals. 

The UBI Human Resources Committee Charter makes provision 
for the use of external remuneration consultants. Independent 
remuneration surveys from PwC are being used on an annual 
basis to benchmark directors fees for the UBI Group companies, 
while three separate surveys from PwC, Mercer and LMO, are 
utilised for benchmarking of staff remuneration. 

ARC Investments has only one component of 
remuneration, that being fixed remuneration 

payable to Non-executive Directors.

The Non-executive Directors of ARC Investments are paid a fixed, 
annual, US Dollar-based fee, in accordance with the Company’s 
financial year commencing 1 July to 30 June of the following 
year. The fees are payable half-yearly. The Group uses the same 
benchmark for directors’ fees, adjusted for currency and regional 
factors. Annual increases to fees are broadly determined by 
looking at US dollar inflation rate +1%. In accordance with the 
Mauritius Taxation Legislation, a 15% withholding tax is levied 
on gross fees payable, resulting in a net payment made to each 
individual Non-executive Director.

The Company does not pay short- or long-term incentives to its 
Board of Directors. No Director is entitled to any pension scheme 
or other similar benefits that would typically be associated with 
permanent employment. Directors are entitled to be reimbursed 
for expenses reasonably incurred in connection with the 
performance of their duties and attending Board, general and 
other related meetings of the Company. 

Fees paid to the General Partner 
While the compensation of UBI General Partner does not 
constitute remuneration in the general sense, or forms part of 
the non-binding remuneration votes, disclosure is provided in this 
section in the spirit of transparency. 

ARC Investments operates as the Limited Partner with UBI General 
Partner taking full responsibility, as mandated by the ARC Investments 
Board, to manage the only asset of ARC Investments – the ARC 
Fund. UBI GP earns a fund management fee for its services.

The structure of the fee is as follows: 
• Fund management fee 
The fund management fee is calculated quarterly as follows: 
i. where the Opening Invested NAV is below R10 billion, 1.75% 

per annum on the average of the Opening Invested NAV and 
Closing Invested NAV of that Quarter; 

ii. where the Opening Invested NAV is between R10 billion and 
R15 billion, the higher of the amount determined in terms of 
(i) and 1.5% on the average of the Opening Invested NAV and 
Closing Invested NAV of that Quarter; 

iii. where the Opening Invested NAV is above R15 billion, 1.25% 
on the average of the Opening Invested NAV and Closing 
Invested NAV of that Quarter. 

The Invested NAV will be adjusted for investments and realisations 
during the quarter. 

• Cash management fee 
A Cash Management Fee of 0.25% per annum on the average 
of the opening and closing balance of the Cash Management 
Investments will be drawn down from the ARC Fund at the 
beginning (and to the extent required) at the end of each quarter. 

As set out in this document, ARC Investments relies on various 
related parties in the UBI Group to optimise shareholders’ wealth, 
in particular UBI GP as General Partner (in terms of the Partnership 
Agreement) and ARC as the company to whom certain functions 
are outsourced (in terms of the Investment Services Agreement). 

 These entities earn management and performance fees 
that are fully disclosed in the Annual Financial Statements. 

Performance Participation
The Performance Participation is an equity-settled share-based 
payment. The Company has issued 5 billion C shares to UBI 
through a subscription agreement for purposes of the Performance 
Participation, which in accordance with their rights and terms, are 
convertible into ordinary shares at no consideration. 
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The participation percentage is 16%, provided the IPV NAV at 
the beginning of the measurement period is not less than the 
previous highest IPV NAV and is measured each annual financial 
year from 1 July to 30 June. The number of C shares that will 
automatically convert into ordinary shares is determined by 
dividing the Performance Participation for the relevant annual 

measurement period by the INAV per ordinary share at the end of 
that measurement period. The conversion is calculated based on 
the growth in the IPV plus cash returns (of interest and dividends) 
on the IPV for the performance period percentage exceeding the 
performance hurdle rate of 10% per annum compounded annually 
at each financial year-end during each performance period.

Fees paid for the reporting period:

Name Nationality Function 2020
(USD)

2019
(USD)

Mark Olivier British Independent Non-executive Director (Chairperson) 21 425 20 800 

Deans Tommy Lo Seen Chong Mauritian Independent Non-executive Director – –

Dr Renosi Mokate South African Independent Non-executive Director 21 425 20 800 

Clive Msipha Zimbabwean Independent Non-executive Director (Chairperson 
of Audit and Risk Committee) 

21 425 20 800 

Anil Currimjee Mauritian Independent Non-executive Director 21 425 20 800 

Bridget Radebe* South African Non-executive Director – – 

MR Nkadimeng ** South African Non-executive Director (Chairperson of 
Nomination and Remuneration Committee)

–

Fees paid to the General Partner (Rm)

Remuneration of Non-executive Directors

PART 2
IMPLEMENTATION REPORT

g Paid g Accrued

63

94

78

85

156

206

STEWARDSHIP
REMUNERATION REPORT CONTINUED

2018

2019

2020

* Bridget Radebe resigned on 23 November 2020 and was paid a remuneration of R 2.3 million (2019: R3.3 million by ARC. The 
amounts comprises of salary, bonus and other benefits.

** R Nkadimeng was appointed on 9 March 2020 and was paid a remuneration of R 1.0 million (2019. R Nil) by ARC. The amount 
comprises of salary.

Non-executive Directors do not have employment contracts with 
ARC Investments, they do not enjoy benefits associated with fixed 
term employment, and they do not participate in the Company’s 
long-term incentive plan. The Company reimburses Non-executive 
Directors for travel expenses incurred while fulfilling their duties. Their 
independence is reviewed annually, which informs their suitability 

to remain a Board member. For this they are paid an annual fixed 
remuneration fee. The annual fees paid to Non-Executive Directors 
of the Company for their services as directors and as members of 
the various Board committees are approved by the remuneration 
committee and the Board, prior to being presented to shareholders 
for approval at the company’s Annual General Meeting.
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UBI performance participation

R million Audited
30 Jun 2020

Audited
30 Jun 2019

Audited
30 Jun 2018

The annual growth in Intrinsic 
Portfolio Value for 2020 
amounted to 2.0%, no 
Performance Participation has 
been recognised since the hurdle 
has not been met.

The annual growth in Intrinsic 
Portfolio Value for 2019 
amounted to 2.0%, no 
Performance Participation has 
been recognised since the hurdle 
has not been met.

On 11 December 2018, 12 577 
126 were converted into ‘A‘ 
ordinary shares, thus 4 987 422 
874 ‘C’ shares were outstanding 
at 30 June 2019.

Total Performance 
Participation expense 

– – 115

Non-binding advisory votes
This remuneration policy and implementation report are to be tabled annually at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) for separate 
nonbinding advisory votes by the shareholders. If either the remuneration policy or the implementation report, or both, are voted 
against by 25% or more of the votes exercised, the Board will engage with the dissenting shareholders to address their respective 
objections, by:
i. issuing invitations to dissenting shareholders to submit written submissions of their objections to the policy and/or the report;
ii. considering and addressing any objections; and
iii. reporting back to dissenting shareholders.

The Board may also arrange meetings with dissenting shareholders to discuss and clarify their objections.

For details of the non-binding advisory vote resolution, please refer to the Notice for the Company’s Annual General Meeting available 
on the Company’s website www.arci.mu.

Approval
This remuneration report was approved by the ARC Investments Board of Directors.

Signed on behalf of the Board of Directors.

Refiloe Nkadimeng
Chairperson - Nomination and Remuneration Committee
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SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION

SHAREHOLDER SPREAD
Number of 

Shareholders
% of total 

Shareholders
Number of 

shares
% of total 

issued shares

1 - 50,000 shares  16 245  97.30  57 986 863  5.6 

50,001 - 100,000 shares  189  1.13  13 529 984  1.3 

100,001 - 1,000,000 shares  215  1.29  52 387 735  5.0 

1,000,001 shares and over  46  0.28  921 143 132  88.1 

Total  16 695  100  1 045 047 714  100 

Beneficial shareholders holding 5% or more 
Number of 

shares
% of total 

issued shares

African Rainbow Capital Proprietary Limited  533 846 624  51.1 

Public Investment Corporation (SOC) Limited  144 287 346  13.8 

Ubuntu-Botho & Sanlam Community Development Trusts  58 823 529  5.6 

Van Zyl, J  4 952 505  0.47 

Van Der Merwe, JHP  2 669 084  0.26 

Reyneke, MJ  350 170  0.03 

Moos, A  70 051  0.01 

Nkadimeng, R  7 053  0.00 

Goff, R  6 290  0.00 

Key Management, Public & other shareholders
Number of 

Shareholders
% of total 

Shareholders
Number of 

shares
% of total 

issued shares

Key Management  20  0.1  8 055 531  0.8 

Public Shareholders  16 671  99.9  427 464 514  40.9 

Non – Public Shareholders  4  –  609 527 669  58.3 

Total  16 695  100  1 045 047 714  100 

The Company complies with the minimum shareholder spread requirements as set out in the JSE Listings Requirements paragraphs 
3.37 and 4.28(e) as 39.4% of the A Ordinary shares disclosed below are held by the public at 30 June 2020.

DISTRIBUTION OF SHAREHOLDERS
Number of 

Shareholders
% of total 

Shareholders
Number of 

shares
% of total 

issued shares

Shareholder type

Entities in the UBI Group  4  0.02  609 527 669  58.33 

Banks  5  0.03  30 575 397  2.93 

Brokers  12  0.07  3 272 932  0.31 

Close Corporations  36  0.22  865 397  0.08 

Endowment Funds  20  0.12  493 897  0.05 

Individuals  15 273  91.48  79 689 406  7.63 

Insurance Companies  26  0.16  25 474 057  2.44 

Investment Companies  12  0.07  425 673  0.04 

Key Management  20  0.12  8 055 531  0.77 

Medical Aid Scheme  4  0.02  1 084 976  0.10 

Mutual Funds  113  0.68  94 329 830  9.03 

Nominees and Trusts  726  4.35  20 458 075  1.96 

Other Corporations  51  0.31  1 782 599  0.17 

Pension Funds  122  0.73  148 281 977  14.19 

Private Companies  265  1.59  19 768 789  1.89 

Public Companies  6  0.04  961 509  0.09 

Total  16 695  100  1 045 047 714  100 
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The key dates to be noted by shareholders are as follows:

Details Date

Annual General Meeting 16 November 2020

Interim Results Announcement March 2021

Cape Town Roadshows March 2021

Johannesburg Roadshows March 2021

Financial year-end 30 June 2021

Year-end results announcement September 2021

Johannesburg Roadshows September 2021

Cape Town Roadshows September 2021

Annual General Meeting November 2021

SHAREHOLDER’S DIARY
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

<IR> Framework International Integrated Reporting Framework

AAF   Acorn Agri and Food

AFS Annual Financial Statements

AFGH Alexander Forbes Group Holdings

AGM Annual General Meeting

ARC African Rainbow Capital

ARC FS African Rainbow Capital Financial Services Holdings Proprietary Limited

ARC Fund or the Fund African Rainbow Capital Fund Partnership

ARCH/ARCH EM ARCH Emerging Markets Partners Limited

ARCI African Rainbow Capital Investments Limited

AREP African Rainbow Energy and Power 

ARM African Rainbow Minerals

B2B Business to Business

B-BBEE Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment

BEE Codes Broad-Based Black Economic Codes of Good Practice

Board/Board of Directors Board of Directors of the company

BUSA Business Unity South Africa

Capprec Capital Appreciation Limited

CIPC Companies and Intellectual Property Commission

CODMs Chief Operating Decision-Makers

COID Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases

COIDA Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act

Companies Act Companies Act 71 of 2008, as amended

DCF Discounted cash flow

EBITDA Earnings Before Interest, Taxation, Depreciation and Amortisation

ESD Enterprise and Supplier Development

ESG Environmental, Social and  Governance

EV Enterprise Value

Financial Sector Regulation Act Financial Sector Regulation Act 9 of 2017

FSB Financial Services Board established in terms of the Financial Services Board Act 97 of 1990

FSCA Financial Sector Conduct Authority established in terms of the Financial Sector Regulation Act 
9 of 2017

FVTPL Fair Value Through Profit or Loss

IA Income Approach

IFA Independent Financial Advisory
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IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards

IIRC International Integrated Reporting Council

INAV Intrinsic Net Asset Value

IPV Intrinsic Portfolio Value

ISP Internet Service Provider

ITL Information Technology

ITL Intercontinental Trust Limited

JSE JSE Limited

King IV King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa

KPI Key Performance Indicators

LDI Liability-driven investment

LMF Last Mile Fund

MA Market Approach

Mauritius Companies Act Mauritius Companies Act (Act 15 of 2001)

MHz Megahertz

NAV IFRS Net Asset Value

NHC National Health Care

PA Prudential Authority established in terms of section 32 of the Financial Sector Regulation Act

P/E Price/Earnings

RMA Rand Mutual Assurance Company Limited 

RMH Rand Mutual Holdings

SENS Stock Exchange News Service

UBI Ubuntu-Botho Investments Proprietary Limited

UBI Board The Board of Ubuntu-Botho Investments Proprietary Limited

UBI GPUBI General Partner Ubuntu-Botho Investments General Partner Proprietary Limited

VWAP Volume-weighted average price

WACC Weighted Average Cost of Capital

WEF World Economic Forum

ZAR South African Rand
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Contact Information African Rainbow Capital Investments Limited
(A Company registered and domiciled in the Republic of Mauritius)
www.arci.mu

Registration number C148430

JSE share code AIL

ISIN code MU0553S00000

Directors Mark Cyril Olivier (Chairman)
Clive Msipha
Renosi Mokate
Refiloe Nkadimeng
Anil Currimjee
Smitha Bissonauth

Executive Management Karen Bodenstein
(Chief Financial Officer)

Registered Address Level 3, Alexander House, 35 Cybercity
Ebène, 72201
(Level 3, Alexander House, 35 Cybercity, Ebène, 72201) Mauritius
Registered and incorporated as a private Company in Mauritius on 30 June 2017 
and converted to a public Company on 2 August 2017.

Company Secretary Intercontinental Trust Limited Level 3, 
Alexander House, 35 Cybercity, Ebène, 72201
(Level 3, Alexander House, 35 Cybercity, Ebène, 72201) Mauritius
(Company number: C23546)

Sponsor Rand Merchant Bank, a division of FirstRand Bank Limited 
1 Merchant Place
Cnr Fredman Drive and Rivonia Road
Sandton, Johannesburg, 2196
(PO Box 786273, Sandton, 2146) South Africa
Registration number 1929/001225/06)

Transfer Secretaries Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited 
Registration number 2004/003647/07)
Rosebank Towers, 15 Biermann Avenue
Rosebank, 2196
(Private Bag X9000, Saxonwold, 2132) South Africa

Independent Auditors PricewaterhouseCoopers and PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
3rd Floor, 18 Cybercity, Ebène, 72201, Mauritius
5 Silo Square, V&A Waterfront, Cape Town, 8002, South Africa

Investor Relations Ainsley Moos
investors@arci.mu
+230 (403) 0800
+21 (21) 180 0107
+27 (83) 296 4697

CORPORATE INFORMATION

http://www.arci.mu
mailto:investors@arci.mu

